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PREFACE

The Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) elaborates statistics on the state of the environment as well
as accounts for a number of important resources. CBS also develops methods and models to analyze
the inter-relationships between socio-economic conditions, use of resources, and environmental con-
ditions. The publication Natural Resources and the Environment presents an annual survey of this
work.

Natural Resources and the Environment 1992 presents updated resource accounts for energy and
accounts for emissions to air, as well as the results of analyses based on these accounts. The report
also contains inventories for fishing, sealing and whaling, and analyses of agricultural pollution,
forest damage, municipal waste water treatment plants and waste. The report starts with a chapter on
the national wealth.

The Central Bureau of Statistics wishes to thank all the institutions that have supplied data for
Natural Resources and the Environment 1992.

The publication, prepared jointly by the Division for Resource Accounts and Environmental Statis-
tics, Department of Economic Statistics, and the Natural Resources Division, Research Department,
has been edited by Senior Executive Officer Per Schøning. Mary Bjærum has translated the Norwe-
gian version into English.

Central Bureau of Statistics, Oslo 4 June 1993

Svein Longva
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INTRODUCTION

It was pointed out at the United Nations Confe-
rence on Environment and Development in Rio
de Janeiro in 1992 that consumption and pro-
duction in the industrialized countries place too
much strain on the environment. Sustainable
development is threatened, for example, by
emissions of gases that increase risk of climate
change and deplete the ozone layer, by pollu-
tion of the sea and by local pollution of air and
water. Rational management of natural resour-
ces is also a necessity for sustainable develop-
ment at global level. Natural Resources and the
Environment 1992 provides a basis for evalua-
ting Norway's management of natural resour-
ces and the environment. It provides informa-
tion on important natural resources and the en-
vironment in the form of statistics and the re-
sults of analyses. Most of the statistics have
been elaborated by the Central Bureau of Sta-
tistics, but data have also been obtained from
other sources. In the areas dealt with in the
report, an attempt has been made to shed light
on interesting features of development and the
reasons for any changes. In some cases the
effects of future measures are also analyzed.

Natural resources are part of the total natio-
nal wealth, which comprises, as well as other
things, human capital (in the form of technolo-
gy, know-how and health status), production
capital (infrastructure, machinery and buil-
dings), financial claims abroad, and the status
of the natural environment. The chapter on the
national wealth contains an assessment of the
size of some of these components.

In early 1993, the public debate on environ-
mental issues is focused in particular on air
pollution and changes in the global climate. A
fundamental question is whether Norway will
be able to realize the defined goals for emis-
sions of CO2, 502 and NOR , and to what de-
gree the measures used to achieve these goals
will affect other goals for economic activity
and employment. The chapter on air, includes

the most recent data on emissions, and an eva-
luation of the costs of reducing CO2-emissions
in Norway.

Emissions to air are strongly linked to use of
fossil fuels. A comprehensive chapter on ener-
gy contains updated statistics on extraction and
use of energy in Norway, as well as the main
results of analyses of both Norwegian and
European energy markets.

Norway has signed the North Sea Declara-
tion, and has thus undertaken to halve dischar-
ges of nitrogen and phosphorus to the North
Sea by 1995, with 1985 as base year. The re-
port contains new statistics and analysis results
of relevance for monitoring developments in
this area. This applies to statistics on agricul-
ture and associated pollution, and new figures
for discharges from municipal waste water
treatment plants.

A chapter on fish presents figures on Norwe-
gian fish stocks and catches, and some key fi-
gures on fish farming, and a chapter on forests
contains the most recent information on fore-
stry and forest damage both in Norway and in
the rest of Europe. The report also includes a
chapter on waste, and waste management. In
1993, CBS will collect new statistics in this
field and will be able to provide comprehensive
data from next year onwards.

One way of focusing the main characteristics
of the state of the environment is to present a
set of environmental indicators. An environ-
mental indicator is a figure that gives a simple
indication of the state and development of a
specific condition in the environment. Work is
currently being done on environmental indica-
tors in a number of countries and in internatio-
nal organizations such as OECD. In Norway, a
reference group has been appointed to develop
a set of environmental indicators. The group is
headed by the Ministry of Environment. The
Central Bureau of Statistics is both represented
in this group and is also doing independent
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work on environmental indicators. The follow-	 Fishing, Sealing and Whaling; Forests; Agricul-
ing summary contains some key figures, or in-	 ture; Waste Water Treatment Plants; and
dicators, from each of the main chapters of the	 Waste.
report: The National Wealth; Energy; Air;
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The national wealth, as defined and calculated in
this publication, is estimated to just under NOK
10 000 billion in terms of 1991 -NOK, and includes
only the value of saleable goods, not taking into
account the state of the natural environment.

Human capital is by far the largest component of
the national wealth. Natural resources, where the
petroleum wealth constitutes just over 80 per cent,
account for a relatively small share of the wealth.

MORE ABOUT THE NATIONAL WEALTH
on pages 21 to 26

The figure shows the national wealth, restricted to
the value of real capital, natural resources and
human capital.

Figure 1. The national wealth in 1991
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Oil and gas reserves

At today's level of production and with known
extraction technology, the oil reserves in fields that
have been developed or are to be developed will
last 11 years. The gas reserves will last 49 years. If
the reserves in fields that are not yet licensed are
added, this period is extended to 20 years for oil and
115 years for gas. Figure 1 shows the trend in the
relationship between reserves and production.

Figure 1. Relationship between reserves and production of
oil and gas (RIP rate). Developed fields and fields to
be developed. 1979-1992
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Figure 2. Production of oil and gas. 1976-1992. 1000 toe
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Production

Oil and gas
During the past year, the petroleum industry conso-
lidated its position as Norway's most important
sector of industry, with a growth in volume of 11
per cent compared with 1991. In 1992, Norway was
the world's largest exporter of oil outside OPEC.
Owing to the fall in oil prices, however, the gross
value of production did not increase correspondin-
gly and the return, measured in terms of the oil rent,
remained almost unchanged. Total investments
continued to increase to almost NOK 50 billion, or
54 per cent of the total investments on the Norwe-
gian mainland. Figure 2 shows the trends in oil and
gas production respectively.

Hydropower
Figure 3 shows changes in actual production and
production capacity in the Norwegian hydropower
system during the period 1973-1992.

The production capacity is stated in terms of the
mean annual production potential of the hydro-
power system. In 1992 the actual production was
higher than the calculated capacity, as has been the
case for the last 10 years. The actual production is
determined by the flow of water to reservoirs and
power stations, and by demand. A large flow of
water, a low level of demand and market-based
sales have led to relatively low prices for surplus
power.

Consumption
Total energy consumption in Norway, the energy
sectors and ocean transportation excluded, increa-
sed from 1976 to 1987, and then declined. Con-
sumption of transport oils followed the same trend
as for the total consumption. Consumption of elec-
tricity increased throughout the period, but the
growth has declined in recent years, mainly owing
to milder winters and lower consumption in indu-
stry. Consumption of heating oils decreased thro-
ughout the period. Changes in domestic energy
consumption are shown in Figure 4.

Source: Petroleum Directorate

Figure 3. Mean annual production capacity and actual pro-
duction in the Norwegian hydropower system.
1973-1992. TWh
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Figure 4. Use of energy sources outside the energy sectors
and ocean transportation. 1976-1992. Petaloule
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Emissions of S02 and lead have been reduced
substantially since 1973. The approximately 70 per
cent reduction in S02-emissions from 1980 to 1992
implies that Norway has fulfilled her commitment
to reduce emissions by 30 per cent during this
period. The reasons for the marked reduction are a
lower content of sulphur in oil products, a change
to products with a lower sulphur content, reduced
consumption and better cleaning technology.

Emissions of CO2 increased during the period
1973-1989. From 1989 to 1992, however, these
emissions decreased by about 5 per cent. The na-
tional goal is to stabilize emissions at 1989 level by
the year 2000. Recent year's developments can be
explained by the fact that the reduction in emissions
due to lower consumption of oil products has been
almost outweighed by increased emissions caused
by a higher level of activity in the North Sea.

The increase in emissions of CO from 1973 to the
mid-1980s has since been followed by a clear re-
duction. The main reasons for the decrease are
lower consumption of gasoline and smaller emis-
sions from gasoline-run cars per kilometer driven.

Emissions of NOX increased up to 1989. There was
a marked decrease from 1990 to 1991, which can
be explained by lower consumption of oil products,
a larger percentage of cars with a catalyzer, and less
flaring in the North Sea. Norway has undertaken to
stabilize the emissions to 1987 level by 1994. Pre-
liminary figures indicate that, from 1987 to 1992,
the decrease was more than 7 per cent.

Emissions of NMVOC are increasing, owing to a
higher level of activity in the North Sea. The most
important source is loading of crude oil from buoys.
During the period 1989-1992 the increase was 3 per
cent. The goal is a reduction of 30 per cent by 1999.

MORE ABOUT AIR on pages 67 to 95

Figure 1. Total emissions of CO2, by source. 1973-1992.
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Figure 2. Total emissions of CO, NMVOC, NOx and S02.
1973-1992.1000 tonnes
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Source: CBS, SFT

Figure 3. Total emissions of lead (Pb).1973-1992. Tonnes
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Source: CBS, SFT
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FISHING, SEALING AND
WHALING

development of stocks - catc zes
a qua cu lture - exports

*x**** : x-

Norwegian spring-spawning herring, capelin and
North-East Arctic cod are three of the most impor-
tant fish stocks in Norwegian waters. Historically
low levels have been recorded for all three stocks
ever since the end of the 1960s. The stock of
spring-spawning herring was fished right down at
the end of the 1960s. The stock of Barents Sea
capelin has decreased since 1980 onwards, and
broke down completely in 1986/87, partly as a
result of taxation, but partly from natural causes.
The cod stock remained at a low level throughout
the 1980s. In recent years, however, a positive trend
has been observed for all three stocks.

The total catch in Norwegian fisheries increased in
1992 to 2.6 million tonnes, with a first-hand value
of NOK 5.8 billion. Exports of fish and fish pro-
ducts increased in 1992 to about 1.2 million tonnes,

MORE ABOUT FISHING, SEALING AND
WHALING on pages 97 to 109

with an export value of NOK 15.4 billion. This
amounts to about 14 per cent of the total traditional
export of commodities.

Figure 1. Development of the stock of North-East Arctic Ø',
Norwegian spring-spawning herring2 and Barents
Sea capelin .19Ø1992.1O00 tonnes
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Fish that are 2 years old or more.

Figure 2. Catch and export value. 1970-1992
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Figure 1. Gross increase, total depletion and degree of
exploitation. Whole country. 1987-1992
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Caculations show that the volume of standing for-
est in Norway is increasing. Figure inshows gross
increase and total depletion of cubic mass n m ,
excluding bark, for the years 1987 to 1992. The
figure also shows the annual degree of exploita-
tion, calculated as total annual depletion of cubic
mass as a percentage of total increase in volume.

The forest health status, measured in terms of
crown density, has shown a tendency to deteriorate
in Norway in recent years. Figure 2 shows natio-
nally representative figures for changes in crown
density of spruce and pine during the period from
1988 to 1992.

Most countries in Europe report a decline in forest
health status in 1991.
MORE ABOUT FORESTS on pages 111 to 117
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Figure 2. Changes in crown density of spruce and pine.
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AGRICULTURE
lund use - soil preparation -

fertilization -pollution

A large share of the pollution from agricultural land
can be put down to autumn ploughing, implying
that the fields have no protective cover of vege-
tation during the autumn, winter and spring.

Figure 1 shows a decrease in the grain area ploug-
hed in autumn in the counties draining into the
Skagerrak, from 83 per cent in 1989/90 to 69 per
cent in 1991/92. The reduction was greatest in
Buskerud, Telemark and Vestfold, with a decrease
of about 20 per cent.

Figure 2 shows that the total sold quantity of com-
mercial nitrogen (N) fertilizer remained stable
from 1978 to 1991, while, during the same period,
the quantity of phosphorus (P) fertilizer sold was
halved. There are signs of more optimal fertiliza-
tion - the area of grain land where split nitrogen

MORE ABOUT AGRICULTURE
on pages 119 to 128

fertilization is practised increased from 8 per cent
in 1989 to 12 per cent in 1991.

Figure 1. Grain area in the counties draining into the Skager-
rak, distributed between land ploughed in autumn
and land not ploughed in autumn. 1989/90 -1991/92

1989/90 1990/91
	

1991/92

Figure 2. Sold quantity of commercial nitrogen (N) fertilizer
and phosphorus (P) fertilizer
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WASTE WATER
TREATMENT PLANTS

plants  - capacity - load -
treatment principles

********

Most of Norway's waste water treatment plants
have been built during the last 30 years. To start
with, the method of treatment was based on either
mechanical or biological principles. Since the be-
ginning of the 1970s, it has become more common
to build treatment plants with a chemical stage, and
from the end of the 1970s, chemical or biologi-
cal/chemical plants have been in the majority.

The figure shows the development of treatment
capacity for the different methods of treatment
from 1962 to 1991. The main reason for the in-
crease in capacity of mechanical plant at the end of

MORE ABOUT WASTE WATER
TREATMENT PLANTS on pages 129 to 136

the 1980s is a change in the definition of the term
mechanical plant.

In the early 1960s the waste water treatment plants
had a total capacity of about 0.5 million population
units (p.u.). The capacity has now increased to
about 4.5 million p.u.

Figure 1. Treatment capacity by treatment principle.
1962-1991. Million population units

62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90

0 Chemical/biological
Biological
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2.2 million tonnes of municipal waste was genera-
ted in 1991. This is 0.2 million tonnes more than in
1985 (figure 1).

The Norwegian system for management of "speci-
al" waste receives increasing quantities of hazard-
ous waste (figure 2). The explanation lies in the
larger quantities of oil-contaminated drill cuttings
delivered to recipient facilities in Western Norway.
The quantity of waste oil has remained fairly con-
stant.

Other hazardous
waste

Oil-contaminated
drill cuttings

Waste oil

1990
MORE ABOUT WASTE on pages 137 to 145	 Source: NORSAS
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Figure 1. Total municipal waste. 1980, 1985 and 1991.
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It is reasonable to interpret the concept of sus-
tainable development as a wish to give future
generations an opportunity to experience at le-
ast the same level of welfare as we experience
today. To make sure that we do show concern
for future generations it is necessary in a plan-
ning context to apply concepts, which ensure
that such long-term considerations are born in
mind. Wealth is such a concept, which gives
some indication of the present value of potenti-
al consumption in the future. If we draw on our
wealth, this reduces future welfare. However,
our welfare does not depend on our material
consumption alone. Therefore the national we-
alth, in the broadest sense of the term includes
not only production capital (i.e. infrastructure,
machinery and buildings), consumption capital
in the form of permanent consumer goods and
claims abroad, but also human capital in the
form of technology, know-how and health sta-
tus, and natural resources such as fish, oil and
gas, as well as the natural environment in the
broadest sense.

In this chapter, the national wealth is given a
more restricted interpretation, and does not in-
clude the status of the natural environment.
This aspect is dealt with, however, in other
chapters of this report.

It is far from easy to express the national we-
alth in quantitative terms, even with a restricted
interpretation. This makes the estimates very
uncertain. For example, they are often based
on assumptions about future levels of prices,
economic growth etc. However, it is still of in-
terest to estimate the size of the wealth becau-
se, if nothing else, this will give some indica-
tion of the relative importance of the different
components of the wealth under given assump-
tions. In this chapter we shall roughly estimate

the components of the wealth connected to real
capital, certain natural resources, and human
capital. As we shall see, the estimates of the
national wealth and its decomposition are very
sensitive to changes in the assumptions.
Furthermore, the uncertainty about future re-
venues is an important problem, as we shall
show later. This chapter is not intended to
present concrete recommendations.

Aside from real capital, calculations of wealth
have been restricted mainly to petroleum reso-
urces. In the case of these resources, an obvio-
us problem is how to allocate the revenues over
time. Oil and gas are non-renewable resources.
According to present prognoses the oil and gas
revenues will come to an end in the middle of
the next century. Nevertheless, by calculating
the petroleum wealth as the present value of fu-
ture revenues, and comparing the return on this
wealth with the use of the revenues, we can
give some indication of what is reasonable use
of the revenues in the light of our concern for
future generations if we ignore the elements of
uncertainty.

Today, the petroleum wealth, including the
real capital on the continental shelf, is estima-
ted to NOK 810 billion. Of this amount, the
real capital on the continental shelf accounts
for NOK 250 billion (Ministry of Finance,
1993). Let us simplify the approach and assu-
me that the oil age lasted for only one year and
that the petroleum revenues that year were
NOK 810 billion. We could then invest the
whole of this sum in foreign bonds. We assume
that we can find bonds with a fixed annual in-
terest rate of 7 per cent, which is the interest
rate used by the Ministry of Finance when cal-
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culating the wealth. The total return on these
financial investments is then NOK 57 billion
per year. If we use more of the oil revenues
than this, the wealth will decrease. This will af-
fect the return on the wealth for future genera-
tions.

In reality, the petroleum revenues will be
spread over many years. However, if the pre-
sent value is NOK 810 billion, and we can save
and borrow at an interest rate of 7 per cent, this
will not affect the calculations. We save in the
years when the petroleum revenues exceed
NOK 57 billion per year, and borrow in years
when they are less. If we do not use more than
NOK 57 billion per year, we shall, as before,
still have the sum of NOK 810 billion remai-
ning in the form of claims abroad when the re-
venues from oil have stopped. There are some
important differences, however. Firstly, there is
the question of when to extract the oil and gas.
The petroleum wealth will depend on the
chosen path of extraction. For example, a post-
ponement of production will mean that the re-
venues will become of less value as a conse-
quence of discounting. On the other hand,
changes in prices and costs over time might
pull in the opposite direction. The most serious
problem that arises when the revenues are
distributed over several years is how to deal
with the uncertainty of future revenues.

By calculating the wealth of other revenues
as well as the revenues from oil it is possible to
establish how much of the nation's welfare can
be ascribed to petroleum resources, human re-
sources or claims abroad. Table 3.1 gives a ro-
ugh estimate of the national wealth and how it
is distributed.

Note that the natural resource wealth only
includes the present value of income generated
by extraction and use of natural resources. The
value of untouched nature, biological diversity,
aesthetic experience of nature as such, etc. are
not included. This means that the table gives a
far from complete picture of the importance of
natural resources and the environment for the
welfare and quality of life of the Norwegian
population.

The total national wealth is calculated as the
present value of the future net national product.
In order to avoid double accounting of the in-
come now used for investments, we ignore the

Table 3.1. Estimate of the national wealth,
decomposed according to source. Billions NOK 1991

Bill. NOK Per cent

Real capital 	

Total natural resources

Oil and gas 	

Hydropower 	

Fish 	

Forest 	

Financial wealth ...

Human capital  

The national wealth

'All figures are rounded off

The estimate of real capital applies to 1990. Source:
National Accounts (CBS).

3Source: Ministry of Finance (1993)

growth caused by an increase in capital stock,
and only include the wealth that can be ascri-
bed to technological progress. To illustrate this
we have chosen to define technological pro-
gress as 1-per cent per year. This means that
without net investments, with a constant labour
force and constant prices for raw materials on
the world market, production would increase by
1 per cent per year. We have also assumed a
discounting rate of 7 per cent.

The net national product was NOK 590
million in 1991. Since the oil revenues will
sooner or later cease, they cannot be expected
to follow the same path as other revenues. We
shall therefore consider the oil revenues separa-
tely. The net product in the petroleum sector
amounted to NOK 61 billion. For the rest of
the economy it was NOK 529 billion. With an
annual growth of 1 per cent and a discounting
rate of 7 per cent, this gives an estimated natio-
nal wealth of NOK 8 910 billion for mainland
Norway. To this must be added the petroleum
wealth, excluding the real capital on the con-
tinental shelf, amounting to NOK 560 billion.
After deducting financial debts, the total natio-
nal wealth will then be NOK 9 400 billion.

It is important to note the significance of in-
terest rates and growth rates in calculations of
the national wealth. If the growth rate is redu-
ced to 0 per cent, the wealth from the mainland
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economy will fall to NOK 7 560 billion, while
by reducing the interest rate to 5 per cent the
mainland wealth becomes NOK 13 350 billion.

The national wealth is next decomposed as
the items real capital, natural resources, finan-
cial wealth and human capital. The estimates of
real capital and financial wealth are taken from
the National Accounts. The estimate of the we-
alth represented by natural resources will be
considered below, and the remainder will then
be ascribed to human capital. Alternatively, hu-
man capital can be estimated as the present va-
lue of future income from labour. Today, wa-
ges cost NOK 303 billion. If human capital is
defined as the present value of the future cost
of wages, and we assume that the labour force
remains constant, a human capital of NOK
6 340 billion will represent an annual real in-
crease in wages of 2.1 per cent. Note, however,
that the total cost of wages is a low estimate of
the share of the production that can be ascribed
to labour; this applies in particular in the case
of self-owned enterprises. With a more correct
estimate of the total income from labour, the
growth in income corresponding to a human
capital of NOK 6 340 billion would be slightly
lower.

It is interesting to note the extent to which
human capital dominates the estimate of the na-
tional wealth. The calculations indicate that a
highly skilled labour force is Norway's most
important economic resource.

This conclusion requires that it makes sense
to decompose the national wealth. It is clear
that all the components of the national wealth
are necessary for production. Oil produces no
revenues without the labour needed to extract
it, and this labour would be less productive
without machinery. All the components are
needed simultaneously to produce what we
produce today.

The reason why it is nevertheless useful to
examine the contribution from the different
components is that Norway is able to trade
with other countries. This is most obvious if we
assume that Norway can carry on unlimited tra-
de on the world market, at fixed prices. If we
lack the labour to extract oil, we purchase it
from abroad. If we had not had any oil we
would have bought it from abroad. To push it
to the extreme: If we woke up one morning

with no real capital, we would start the day by
buying it back from abroad. The productivity of
the labour force would then be unaffected by
the loss of real capital, but we would have to
take up a loan of NOK 2 450 billion in order to
buy back the real capital. This would mean a
reduction of NOK 2 450 billion in the national
wealth. Therefore, given perfect international
markets for credit and goods, it becomes mea-
ningful to decompose the national wealth in
this way.

The necessity of perfect goods and credit
markets also demonstrates one of the problems
that would arise if we included environmental
quality into our calculations of the wealth. Ob-
viously, we cannot buy fresh air from abroad to
compensate for a deterioration of our own air
quality. Therefore it is impossible to separate
the contribution made by the environment to
the national wealth from the contribution made
by other components. However, poor quality
air could also affect the national wealth in the
more restricted context of our calculations. A
higher level of pollution can cause injuries to
health which reduce the productivity of the la-
bour force, and therefore also lead to reduced
human capital. Since human capital is the do-
minating component of the wealth, these effects
could well be considerable.

As in the case of the other components of the
wealth, the wealth represented by natural reso-
urces is equal to the present value of the in-
come they generate. The principles for calcula-
ting the income that can be ascribed to a parti-
cular resource are the same for all natural reso-
urces, but we choose to illustrate this by calcu-
lating the income that can be ascribed to oil.
When calculating the oil rent, we must deduct
the part of the income obtained from invested
capital. It is natural to deduct the return that the
same amount of capital would have produced
in another sector, that is to say, normal return.
The oil rent is the part of the oil revenues that
remains after normal return on capital is deduc-
ted.
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In general, the resource rent is defined as:

Factor income
+ Indirect special taxes
- Subsidies
- Normal return on capital
- Labour cost
= Resource rent

The factor income is the total income in the
sector after all costs except costs for wages and
capital have been deducted.

The estimates of the resource wealth for oil
and gas and hydropower have been obtained
from the Ministry of Finance (1993). The esti-
mate of the forest wealth has been obtained
from the National Accounts. This leaves fish,
where the wealth is estimated to NOK 0. With
subsidies, the earning ability in the fisheries
sector today is in the order of NOK 120 000
per man year. Even before the subsidies are de-
ducted there is still no resource rent remaining.
This has been the situation in the fisheries for a
long time, but it cannot be excluded that better
management of resources might lead to a posi-
tive resource rent sometime in the future.

One of the reasons why calculations of the
wealth can be useful is that they provide a ba-
sis for discussing how to use the revenues.
From the aspect of sustainable development, it
is useful to know, for example, whether a na-
tion should save more in order to compensate
for extraction of natural resources. In our intro-
ductory calculation we saw that a petroleum
wealth of NOK 810 billion with a return of 7
per cent is equivalent to a steady annual flow
of income of NOK 57 billion. Given this rate
of interest, and a national wealth of NOK 9 400
billion, this line of reasoning indicates that we
can use NOK 614 billion per year without re-
ducing the wealth. This is NOK 24 billion
more than the national product of NOK 590
billion. Given the assumptions outlined above,
the deficit can be paid back later without redu-
cing the standard of living of future generations

in relation to our own, provided that we accept
the assumptions.

The most important assumption is that we
ignore uncertainty when defining both the
growth rate and the discounting rate. We also
face the possibility of unexpected changes in
the wealth from year to year.

The change in the wealth from year to year
can be divided into three components:

+ return on the wealth
+1- revaluations during the year
- use
= Change in the wealth

If the use of the revenues is equal to the re-
turn, we would expect the wealth to remain un-
changed from one year to the next. Owing to
the uncertainty concerning future revenues,
however, it may be necessary to make substan-
tial revaluations. Let us assume that during the
first year there are grounds to assume that a
reasonable estimate of annual growth in the net
national product was 1 per cent, but that in the
following year there are grounds to believe that
the most reasonable estimate is 0 per cent. As
shown above, such a change in the estimation
of future prospects would imply a reduction of
NOK 1 350 billion in the national wealth, and
this has nothing to do with whether we have
used a lot or a little of the wealth. In the case
of the petroleum wealth, the revaluation from
1985 to 1986 was estimated to NOK -731
billion. Therefore, there are grounds to believe
that it is a very risky policy to use NOK 614
billion per year, which our above calculations
indicated could be used without reducing the
wealth. For a more thorough discussion of the
importance of uncertainty, see Brekke et al.
(1989) and Brekke (1991).

A policy involving a deficit of NOK 24 bil-
lion per year is risky, but Norway's total
savings in 1991 amounted to NOK 70 billion.
This could be a reassuring safety margin if we
accept the assumption of 1 per cent growth.
Although 1 per cent growth is not particularly
high in a historical perspective, both the desira-
bility and the potential for continued economic
growth are a matter of controversy. The calcu-
lations in this chapter only show the conse-
quences of an assumed growth of 1 per cent.
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If we assume that the growth is -1 per cent,
given a constant labour force and constant capi-
tal, the wealth will be only NOK 7 050 billion.
A calculation similar to the one described at
the beginning of the chapter shows that we co-
uld then use only NOK 460 billion and still
maintain the same standard of living. When the
total national product is NOK 590 billion, this
means saving NOK 130 billion per year. Com-
pare this with the fact that Norway's total sa-
vings amounted to just under NOK 70 billion
in 1991.

A final point is that the rate of interest of 7
per cent, which is normally used in such calcu-
lations, is somewhat arbitrary. The effect of a
lower rate of interest is ambiguous, however.
Given a rate of interest of 5 per cent the esti-
mated wealth will increase by about NOK
14 000 billion. With a 5 per cent rate of interest
the return will be almost NOK 50 billion
higher than with a rate of interest of 7 per cent.

In order to explain the concept of wealth we assu-
me that only two periods exist. The first period is
our own generation, and the second is the coming
generation. We wish to choose between production
(net for real investments) in period 1 and in period
2. Production in the second period is higher if, du-
ring the first period, we decide not to extract natu-
ral resources now, or to invest in real capital.
Without foreign trade our consumption would
have to equal our production. Lower produc-
tion/consumption today could then imply a higher
standard of living for future generations. The
choice between consumption in period 1 and
period 2 is represented by the curved line.

Given foreign trade and the possibility of borro-
wing or saving, one is not bound to consume the
same as one produces during each period. For
example, if we choose production in the two pe-
riods as shown in A, we are able, by saving or
borrowing, to finance all combinations of con-
sumption for the two periods shown by the straight
line through point A (the slope depends on the rate
of interest). For all these possible levels of con-
sumption the present value of consumption in the
two periods, that is to say, our generalized concept
of wealth, is the same. The wealth expressed in
terms of units of the consumption during period 1
is defined at the intersection with the axis for con-
sumption in period 1. If we also assume that inter-
ests rates and prices are determined on the world
market, then the slope of the curve is also determi-
ned by the world market. Then we should choose
production so that the position of the straight line
is such as to give the greatest possible wealth. The
figure shows that, when thinking in terms of
wealth, the choice of consumption can take place

in two stages. First we must find production point
A, which is tangential to the line representing the
possibilities of borrowing. The figure shows that,
with the given slope of the line, it is impossible to
achieve the same wealth by adjusting at any other
point. With poor management of natural resour-
ces, the production may take place at quite a dif-
ferent point. The costs of such poor adjustment
can then be represented by a loss of wealth.

The other choice concerns the use of the wealth.
Given A, and therefore the wealth, it is also ne-
cessary to choose a point of consumption on the
straight line. Point B represents the choice where
the standard of living is the same in both periods,
and can therefore said to give sustainable deve-
lopment. If we choose a point closer to A, future
generations will have a lower standard of living
than we experience today. These conditions can
now be discussed independently of the actual cal-
culation of the wealth.

The wealth

Consumption period 1

Box 3.1. Calculation and use of the national wealth.
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ENERGY

At the turn of the year, Norway's reserves of oil and gas in developed fields and in fields to be
developed constituted 2605 Mtoe. This is an increase compared with the previous turn of the
year owing to revaluation of existing fields and the granting of new licenses. With today's level
of extraction and with known technology the oil reserves will last for 20 years. The gas reserves
will last for 115 years. These estimates of the reserves include fields that are not yet licensed.
On 1 January 1993 the total economically exploitable hydropower reserves amounted to 176.4
TWh and the average power potential for water resources developed for hydropower was 109.5
TWh. The reason for the increase in power potential since 1 January 1992 is the development
of Svartisen.

Production of crude oil and natural gas increased by 14 per cent and 2 per cent, respectively
from 1991 to 1992. In 1992, Norway was the world's largest exporter of oil outside OPEC.
Export of natural gas is expected to increase considerably towards the middle of the 1990s.
Electricity production increased by about 6 per cent, 6.7 TWh, from 1991 to 1992. The reason
was more precipitation and greater flow of water to the reservoirs. Norway exports electricity,
mainly on a short-term basis, to Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Russia.

Use of energy in Norway outside the energy sectors and ocean transportation has decreased
slightly in recent years. The main reason for the decrease is lower consumption of petroleum
products, especially heating oil and gasoline. Since the mid-1970s there has been a steady,
though declining, increase in temperature-adjusted electricity consumption. There has been a
change from use of oil to use of electricity, in spite of the fact that oil for heating has been
cheaper than electricity at times. The reason may be the large cost of installing and maintai-
ning oil heating plants.

* Potential resurces in unexplored parts of
the Norwegian continental shelf.

Oil, gas, hydropower and bio-energy are the
most important energy resources used in Nor-
way. In the case of non-renewable resources,
e.g. oil, gas, coal and uranium, we use the term
reserves. In the case of renewable resources,
e.g. hydropower, we also use the term produc-
tion capacity, in addition to reserves.

Oil and gas

The petroleum resources can be divided into
four main categories:

* Fields in operation
* Fields that are under development or have

been licensed for development
* Fields being evaluated

The term reserves refers to the share of total
proven resources that can be extracted profita-
bly at today's prices and by known technology.
If product prices rise, or production technologi-
es improve, the estimated reserves will increa-
se. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show changes over time
in the accounts of reserves of crude oil and na-
tural gas, respectively.

On 1 January 1993 the reserves in developed
fields and in fields to be developed amounted
to 1112 million tonnes crude oil and 1274 bil-
lion Sm3 natural gas, which is equivalent to
2386 Mtoe. In the course of 1992 the prelimi-
nary estimates of the reserves increased to 1224
million tonnes crude oil and 1381 billion Sm 3
natural gas, in spite of extraction of 107 million
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Table 4.1. Reserve accounts for crude oil. Developed fields and fields to be developed'. 1987-1992. Million tonnes

1987	 1988	 1989	 1990	 1991	 1992*

Reserves per 1/1  	 796	 855	 1000	 982	 1111	 1112

New fields  	 54	 143	 -	 103	 93	 86

Re-evaluation  	 54	 58	 56	 108	 2	 133

Extraction  	 -49	 -56	 -74	 -82	 -93	 -107

Reserves per 31/12 	 855	 1000	 982	 1111	 1112	 1224

R/P-rate  	 17	 18	 13	 14	 12	 11

' The figures are not the same as in earlier editions of Natural Resources and the Environment.
Source: Petroleum Directorate (OD), CBS

Table 4.2. Reserve accounts for natural gas. Developed fields and fields to be developed'. 1987-1992. Billion Smi

1987	 1988	 1989	 1990	 1991	 1992*

Reserves per 1/1  	 1259	 1247	 1265	 1261	 1233	 1274

New fields  	 6	 10	 -	 15	 54	 138

Re-evaluation  	 12	 38	 27	 -15	 14	 -3

Extraction  	 -30	 -30	 -31	 -28	 -27	 -28

Reserves per 31/12 	 1247	 1265	 1261	 1233	 1274	 1381

R/P-rate  	 42	 42	 41	 44	 47	 49

' The figures are not the same as in earlier editions of Natural Resources and the Environment.
Source: OD, CBS

Table 4.3. World reserves' of oil and gas

Reserves 1/1 1992	 Reserves 1/1 1993 
Changes in reserves
from 1992 to 1993     

Oil	 Gas	 Oil	 Gas	 Oil	 Gas

Bill. toe	 Bill. toe	 I	 Per cent

Asia-Pacific  	 5.9	 8.2	 6.0	 9.4	 1.1	 13.9
Western Europe2.0	 4.9	 2.1	 5.3	 9.1	 7.4
Eastern Europe and CIS

2
 . .	 7.9	 48.5	 8.0	 53.9	 0.7	 11.1

Middle East  	 89.3	 36.2	 89.3	 41.8	 0.0	 15.2
Africa 	 8.2	 8.5	 8.4	 9.5	 2.3	 11.8
America  	 20.5	 13.9	 20.8	 14.3	 1.4	 3.5

The world  	 133.8	 120.3	 134.6	 134.2	 0.6	 11.6
OPEC 	 103.9	 47.6	 104.2	 54.0	 0.4	 13.4
Norway  	 1.0	 1.7	 1.2	 1.9	 15.7	 16.4

' The term "reserves" as used in this table is not the same as used in the account figures in tables 4.1 and 4.2. For
most of the countries the figures refer to proven reserves that are exploitable with today's technology and given to-
day's prices. 2 Commonwealth of Independent States
Source: Oil and Gas Journal, 1992
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tonnes of crude oil and 28 billion Smi of natu-
ral gas. This is partly due to revaluation of se-
veral existing fields, and partly to new licenses;
Frøy, Mime, Sleipner West and Troll West Oil.
If the reserves in fields that are not yet licensed
are added, and assuming an improvement in
production technology, the Petroleum Directo-
rate's estimate of the reserves of oil and gas on
the Norwegian continental shelf per 31 Decem-
ber 1992 increases to 4985 Mtoe. To the pro-
ven reserves must be added the potential in the
unexplored parts of the continental shelf. The
Petroleum Directorate estimates this quantity to
3670 Mtoe.

The ratio between reserves and production,
the Ø ratio, tells how long today's reserves
will last given today's level of extraction and
known technology. The oil reserves in fields
that have been developed or are to be develo-
ped will last 11 years, while the gas reserves
will last 49 years. If the reserves in fields that
are not yet licensed are added, the Ø ratio is
20 years for oil and 115 years for gas. These
estimates will be changed in the years to come,
depending on rate of extraction, new discoveri-
es and new production technologies.

Table 4.3 gives an estimate of the world's re-
serves of oil and gas by region.

On 1 January 1993, Norway had the second
largest proven reserves of both oil and gas in
Europe (including CIS). The largest reserves
are in the Commonwealth of Independent Sta-
tes (CIS). In Western Europe, 56 per cent of
the oil reserves and 37 per cent of the gas re-
serves are located on the Norwegian continen-
tal shelf. Norway possesses 0.9 and 1.4 per
cent of the world's proven reserves of oil and
gas, respectively.

Hydropower

The hydropower reserves can be placed into
four categories:

* Watercourses that have been developed for
hydropower

* Watercourses that are under construction or
are under licensing

* Protected watercourses
* Remaining watercourses in the "Master Plan

for Water Resources".

Figure 4.1. Exploitable hydropower. 1 January 1993.
TWh

Source: NVE

The distribution of Norwegian hydropower
reserves between the different categories is
shown in figure 4.1. The distribution by county
is shown in figure 4.2. Per 1 January 1993,
Norway's total exploitable water resources
amounted to 176.4 TWh. The average power
potential can be defined as the production capa-
city of the power stations in a year with normal
precipitation. At the turn of the year 1992/93,
the average power potential for developed wa-
tercourses was 109.5 TWh. This is an increase
of 1.4 TWh compared with the previous year.
The main reason for the increase in potential is
the completion of the development of Svartisen
I. Undeveloped hydropower resources, exclu-
ding permanently protected watercourses, amo-
unted to 44.7 TWh on 1 January 1993. Of this
amount, about 11 TWh was under construction,
under licensing or under planning.
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Figure 4.2. Exploitable hydropower. 1 January 1993.
By county

Source: NVE

The mean power potential of the Norwegian
hydropower system is calculated by the Norwe-
gian Water Resources and Energy Administra-
tion (NVE). The calculations are based on pre-
cipitation and flow to the reservoirs, as obser-
ved during the period 1930-1980. There is
some uncertainty associated with the system of
calculation and the period chosen for calcula-
ting normal flow to the reservoirs. Based on
flow during the period 1930-1990, S amkjØring-
en (The Norwegian Power Pool, now incorpo-
rated into Statkraft SF, or Norwegian Grid
Company) has estimated the power potential to
111 TWh. If the calculations are based on the
period 1980-1990, the capacity is estimated to
be 122 TWh. Table 4.4 shows different electri-
city balances for Norway based on flow data
for different periods.

Table 4.4. Electricity balance. Actual balance in 1992
and theoretical balance given 3 different periods as a
basis for calculating a year with normal flow. TWh

Actual	
Inflow data 

1992 1930- 1930- 1980-
1980 1990 1990

Overflow  
	

2.4*

Production  
	

117.7	 108.1	 111.0 122.0

Export 
	

10.1	 0.0	 2.7	 13.0

Import 
	

1.4

Domestic consump-
tion  
	

108.9 108.1	 108.3 109.0

Loss +- power to
pumping stations**
	

10.7	 8.4	 8.6	 9.3

Surplus power .. .	 7.1	 4.1	 4.1	 4.1

Energy-intensive
indystry.  

	

27.6	 30.0	 30.0	 30.0

Regular consump-
tion  
	

63.5	 65.6	 65.6	 65.6

* For the first three quarters
** Loss only in normal years, power to pumping sta-
tions is included in the average power potential
Source: CBS

The world's hydropower resources
In 1987, the world's developed hydropower re-
sources amounted to about 2632 TWh. Nor-
way's share of this amount was 4.3 per cent. In
Europe (CIS not included) the developed reso-
urces amounted to about 727 TWh, of which
Norway's share was 15.7 per cent.

Other sources of energy

In 1988, the world's proven reserves of coal
amounted to 22.4 million PJ. 72 per cent of this
amount is regarded as hard coal. With the pre-
sent rate of extraction the world's coal reserves
will last about 200 years. The largest reserves
are located in North America, CIS and China.

The world's reserves of uranium correspond
to an energy content of 0.6-0.9 million PJ, if
the costs do not exceed 80 dollars per kg. With
costs between 80 and 130 dollars per kg, a furt-
her 0.3-0.4 million PJ must be added to the
above estimate. In 1991 the spot price of urani-
um was 24 dollars per kg. The price of uranium
is falling steadily because of over-production.
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Figure 4.3. Extraction of energy sources. 1970-1992.
PJ

Figure 4.4. Production of oil and gas. 1988-1992.
Crude oil in million tonnes. Natural gas in billion Smi

Source: CBS
	

Source: CBS

The largest reserves are located in South Af-
rica, Niger, Australia, CIS, Canada, USA and
Brazil.

4.2. Production

Changes in the extraction of the energy sources
hydropower, crude oil, natural gas and coal in
Norway are illustrated in figure 4.3. Coal ex-
traction has varied between 6-14 PJ per year
from 1930 until today. There has been an even
increase in hydropower production, but a mar-
ked increased in extraction of natural gas and
of crude oil in particular from the mid-1970s
until today.

Oil and gas

According to CBS's production statistics, the
total Norwegian production of crude oil and
natural gas amounted to 134 million tonnes oil

equivalents (Mtoe) in 1992, an increase of 11
per cent compared with 1991. The growth in
production was particularly strong towards the
end of 1992. The increase refers mainly to oil
production (including natural gas liquid
(NGL)), which increased by as much as 14 per
cent to 107 Mtoe. Annual gas production also
increased, owing to an increase in production
throughout the second half of last year.

In 1992, production of Norwegian crude oil,
including NGL, averaged 2.18 million barrels
per day. In December, production reached the
highest level to date, about 2.3 million barrels
per day. The largest contributors to the increa-
sed production were the Gullfaks and Oseberg
fields, which now account for 42 per cent of
the oil produced on the Norwegian continental
shelf. The Statfjord, Veslefrikk, Ula and Gyda
fields also contributed to increased production,
as did the Snorre field, which became operative
in August 1992.

In 1993, oil production is expected to increa-
se by about 5 per cent compared with 1992.
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Figure 4.5. Oil and gas production from the 6 largest
fields. 1992. Mtoe

Source: CBS

Table 4.5. World production of crude oil. 1990-1992

Production, Mtoe

1990 1991 19921 1991 1992

Asia-Pacific	 312	 321	 323	 3.0	 0.6
Western Europe 200	 212	 223	 6.1	 5.1
Eastern Europe
and CIS	 583	 527	 457 -9.6 -13.2
Middle East	 836	 811	 868 -3.0	 7.0
Africa	 301	 314	 315	 4.3	 0.3
America	 786	 809	 804	 2.9 -0.7
The world	 3018 2994 2989 -0.8 -0.2
OPEC	 1165 1165 1215	 0.0	 4.3
Norway	 81	 93	 104 15.8 11.7

Source: Oil and Gas Journal, 1992

Production from the Statfjord, Gullfaks and
Oseberg fields will probably remain at about
the same level as in 1992, while production
from the Snorre field will increase. In addition,
the Embla, Brage and Draugen fields will come
on stream. The Draugen and Brage fields have
large oil reserves, which will ensure a high le-
vel of oil production on the Norwegian conti-
nental shelf during the next few years.

Since production started in 1989, the reserves
in the Oseberg field have been adjusted up-
wards by as much as 450 million barrels. The
estimated reserves for the Statfjord field have
also been adjusted upwards, but production in
this field is expected to fall from plateau level
in the course of the next few years.

CBS's production statistics show that produc-
tion of Norwegian natural gas increased by 2
per cent from 1991 to 1992. The most remarka-
ble feature of the Norwegian gas production in
1992 was the strong reduction (14 per cent) in
production from the Frigg area. The share of
the gas produced in the Frigg field decreased
from 25 per cent in 1991 to 20 per cent in
1992. Production from Odin will probably be
halved this year, implying a further reduction
of the production from the Frigg area. The sa-
tellite field, Lille-Frigg, will become operative
towards the end of 1993, but will not compen-
sate for the decrease in production from the
existing installations. The increase in gas pro-
duction in 1992 refers mainly to the Gullfaks,
Ekofisk and Tommeliten fields. Export of Nor-
wegian natural gas will increase considerably
towards the middle of the 1990s, when the lar-
ge gas fields Sleipner Øst, Sleipner Vest and
Troll Øst become fully developed.

According to estimates in Oil and Gas Jour-
nal, there was only a marginal decrease in
world oil production in 1992, see table 4.5.
Production in the Commonwealth of Inde-
pendent States (CIS) decreased by as much as
13 per cent, but the domestic consumption sank
correspondingly, implying that net export re-
mained unchanged. Increased demand in the
rest of the world was met by increased produc-
tion in the Middle East and Western Europe.
Production increased in Kuwait in particular, as
production capacity was gradually restored af-
ter the oil fires during the Gulf war. In Europe,
Norway was the main contributor to the growth

Growth,
per cent
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Table 4.6. World production of natural gas. 1980-1991

Production, Mtoe Growth rate, per cent p.a. 

1990- 1980- 1987-
1991	 1987	 1991

1980	 1987	 1988	 1989	 1990	 1991

America  	 646	 585	 608
	

636
	

650
	

667
	

2.7	 -1.4
	

1.9
Middle East  	 34	 74	 82

	
93
	

106
	

105	 -0.8
	

11.8
	

5.1
Western Europe  	 173	 174	 163

	
161
	

170
	

189
	

11.4
	

0.1
	

1.2
Africa  	 18	 51	 55

	
59
	

56
	

58
	

3.9
	

16.2
	

1.7
Asia 	 39	 79	 84

	
95
	

108
	

98	 -9.5
	

10.5
	

3.0
Total, excluding transitional

economies.  	 920	 982	 1011	 1064	 1112	 1141
	

2.6
	

0.9
	

2.2
Transitional economies  	 450	 674	 709	 727	 735	 761

	
3.6
	

5.9
	

1.8
World as a whole  	 1370	 1655	 1720	 1791	 1847	 1902

	
3.0
	

2.7
	

2.0

Source: Oil and Energy Trends, Blackwell Publisher (1992), CBS

in production, with an increase of 12 per cent.
In 1992, Norway was the largest exporter of oil
in the world outside OPEC. Saudi Arabia is the
world's largest exporter, and is on way to
achieving equally high total production as in
CIS, which is the country producing the largest
amount of oil to date. It is uncertain, however,
whether the decline in production in the CIS
will continue.

There are no statistics available for world
production of natural gas in 1992. CIS is the
world's largest producer of natural gas, and
increased production by almost 3 per cent to
704 Mtoe in 1991. Production of natural gas
also increased by 3 per cent in the world as a
whole, see table 4.6. The growth in production
was greatest in Western Europe, with a strong
increase in production in the United Kingdom,
The Netherlands and Germany. There was a
marginal decrease in gas production in the
Middle East as a result of the Gulf War, when
Saudi Arabia compensated for the loss of pro-
duction in Iraq and Kuwait. A substantial fall
in production in Indonesia also led to a de-
crease in production in Asia as a whole.

The average annual growth in world gas pro-
duction was 2.7 per cent from 1980 to 1987,
and 2 per cent from 1987 to 1991. The growth
was strongest in the Middle East, Asia and Af-
rica, where most of the gas is sold on the do-
mestic market. Production costs are low in the
Middle-East in particular, and here the gas is
used mainly in energy-intensive and petroche-
mical industry.

From January to August 1992, gas production
increased by 6.7 per cent in Canada, 2.5 per
cent in USA, 0.3 per cent in Western Europe
and 1.5 per cent in CIS, compared with the
year before.

Hydropower

117.7 TWh of electricity was produced in Nor-
way in 1992. About 0.5 per cent of this amount
is thermal power. Electricity production increa-
sed by 6.7 TWh from 1991. The reasons were
more precipitation and better flow to the reser-
voirs than in 1991. Water equivalent to 2.4
TWh passed outside the production system du-
ring the first three quarters of the year.

Table 4.4 shows the electricity balance for
1992. The table also shows theoretical balances
for three different estimates of the production
capacity in the hydropower system. Given the
most conservative estimate of the power poten-
tial, domestic demand will be large enough to
absorb the production at today's prices. Domes-
tic demand is calculated for normal temperatu-
res and assuming complete utilization of the
production capacity by energy-intensive indu-
stry. If the calculations are based on the most
optimistic flow conditions, 13.0 TWh of elec-
tricity can potentially be exported. Even with a
lower estimate of normal hydropower produc-
tion, there is still a potential to export electrici-
ty.
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Table 4.7. Average electricity prices in different user
groups, electricity tax included, (VAT excluded). 1991
and 1992. Ore/kWh

Other sources of energy

According to the preliminary figures, coal pro-
duction in Svalbard was 11 PJ in 1992, compa-
red with 10 PJ in 1991. Wood, wood waste and
paper waste are the most important biological
fuels in Norway. Production of these fuels, in-
cluding production for own consumption,
amounts to about 38 PJ per year. This figure is
very uncertain. In 1991, about 4 PJ was pro-
duced for district heating from incineration of
waste. About 90 per cent of this amount can be
regarded as bio-energy. Large amounts of
methane gas are generated from landfills.
Methane has a high energy content, but most of
the gas passes directly into the air (see chapter
5, Air). It is estimated that methane gas equiva-
lent to about 7.6 PJ is produced every year.
Most of this methane is biogas. Since 1988,
some of this gas has been utilized as energy. In
1992, about 6 per cent of the generated gas,
equivalent to 0.5 PJ, was utilized.

Import and export

In 1992, Norway was net importer of coal and
coke, and net exporter of crude oil, natural gas,
LPG/NGL and petroleum products. In 1992,
Norway exported 592 million tonnes net of cm-
de oil and 26 million toe natural gas (provisio-
nal figures). The most important buyers of Nor-
wegian natural gas are Germany, France and
the United Kingdom.

In the course of 1992, Norway exported 10.1
TWh electricity, i.e. 9 per cent of the gross pro-
duction. The net export was 8.7 TWh in 1992

compared with 2.8 TWh in 1991. About 6.8
TWh of the gross export went to Sweden, 3.1
TWh to Denmark and the rest to Finland and
Russia. These figures refer mainly to short-term
exports. In 1992, the average price of exported
electricity was 6.8 Øre per kWh, cf. table 4.7.
In 1991 the average price of exported electrici-
ty was 10.6 Øre per kWh. The price of imported
power was 10.8 Øre per kWh in 1992. This is
about the same price as in 1991.

Up to and including week 40, the export pri-
ce to Denmark was between 6 and 8 Øre per
kWh. The price to Sweden during the same pe-
riod was between 3 and 7 Øre per kWh. In
week 41 there was a drastic increase in the spot
market price in Norway. This implied that, af-
ter this date, the export price to Sweden was
between 12 and 15 Øre per kWh. The strong
rise in prices in week 41 led to a lower Swe-
dish demand for Norwegian electricity and lo-
wer short-term sales of electricity in Norway.
On average, Norwegian sales of electricity to
Sweden were reduced by about 500 MW or
about 60 GWh per week. Sweden chose to co-
ver its increased domestic demand by impor-
ting electricity from Denmark instead. Owing
to the low price of coal and surplus production
capacity, Denmark could offer electricity at pri-
ces ranging from 12 to 18 Øre per kWh. It has
been maintained that Sweden chose to import
electricity from Denmark for strategic reasons.
The reason for the large demand for electricity
by Sweden was that several of the Swedish
nuclear power plants did not become operative
in the autumn as planned after maintenance
work in the summer.

In Norway there were strong reactions follo-
wing the marked increase in the spot price of
electricity on the domestic market in week 41.
The media suggested that several producers had
cooperated to force up the price. According to
economic theory, this kind of cooperation be-
tween producers can increase the return to the
producers even if the higher prices lead to lo-
wer consumption. The Directorate of Prices in-
vestigated whether the rise in prices was due to
cooperation between Norwegian producers, but
found no signs of such behaviour.

Export 	

Import 	

Domestic consumption
(excl. loss) 	

Surplus power 	

Energy-intensive industry

Regular consumption .. .

Source: CBS

1991	 1992

10.6	 6.8

10.7	 10.8

29.6	 29.2

11.6	 5.0
12.2	 12.7

39.4	 39.1
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Table 4.8. Extraction, conversion and use r of energy sources. 1991*

Coal
Nat-
ural
gas

Fuel wood,

	

Coke wood	 Crude

	

waste,	 oil
paper waste,
other waste

Petro-
leum	 Elec-	 District
pro-	 tricity	 heating

ducts2

Extraction of
energy sources 	

Energy use in extraction sectors

Imports and Norwegian
purchases abroad 	

Exports and foreign purchases
in Norway 	

Stocks (+ Decrease, - Increase)

1000 t 1000 t 1000 toe 1000 t Mill.Sm3 	1000 t	 GWh	 GWh

340	 -	 92263	 27279	 10873 110523	 -

- 	 -	 -20854	-224	 -1767	 -

601	 829	 0	 1621	 -	 10754	 3219	 -

	-271	 -93	 0 -82196 -25209	 -7681	 -6039

	

21	 -2	 235	 84

Primary supply 	

Petroleum refineries 	

Other energy sectors, other
supply 	

Registered losses, statistical
errors 	

Registered use outside energy

	

691	 733	 0	 11923	 -15	 4019	 105936	 -

143	 -12062	 -	 11249	 -424

	

-27	 900	 -	 143	 62	 1545

	

-4	 -32	 139	 15	 -953	 -7774	 -529 

sectors  	 660
	

844	 900	 -	 14459	 97800	 1016

Domestic use  	 660
	

844	 900	 -	 6591	 97800 1016

Agriculture and fishery  	 5	 -	 -	 -	 -	 617	 681	 7

Energy intensive
manufacturing  

	
423	 713	 4	 -	 1224	 29710	 107

Other manufacturing and
mining  

	
226	 129	 414	 -	 521	 15578	 113

Other industries  	 -	 -	 -	 -	 2441	 21160	 453

Private households  
	

7	 2	 482	 -	 -	 1788	 30672	 336

Ocean transport  	 -	 -	 -	 7869	 -	 -

1 Includes energy goods used as raw materials 2 Includes liquified petroleum gas, refinery gas and excess gas from
petrochemical industry. Coke includes petrol coke. 3 Natural gas liquid and condensate from Kårstø.

4 Includes gas terminals
Source: CBS

The Energy Accounts follow the different sour-
ces of energy from extraction via conversion to
use within the different production sectors and
in private households. In the Energy Accounts,
use of energy sources covers consumption for
all Norwegian economic activity. Energy Acco-
unts have been prepared for the years 1976 to

1991. Tables 4.8 and 4.9 show the preliminary
accounts for 1991. The Central Bureau of Sta-
tistics also prepares an energy sources balance
covering consumption of the different forms of
energy in Norway. It is these figures from the
energy sources balance that are used when re-
porting Norway's energy consumption to inter-
national institutions.

In the Energy Accounts, the energy sectors
consist of extraction sectors (coal mining, hy-
dropower plants and extraction of oil and gas)
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Table 4.9. Extraction, conversion and use r of energy sources,1991 *. PJ. Change in per cent

Fuel wood,
wood waste,

Coal	 paper	 Crude Nat-
and	 waste,	 oil ural

Coke	 other	 gas
waste

Petro-
leum-
pro-

ducts2

Elec-
tri-
city

Dist-
rict

heat-
ing

Average annual
change in

Total 	per cent 
1976- 1990-
1990	 1991

Extraction of
energy sources  	 10	 3903	 1122
Energy use in extraction
sectors  	 - 	 -

Imports and Norwegian
purchases abroad  	 43	 0	 69

_864

	50 3 	398	 -	 5482

	

-9	 -6	 -102

	

457	 12	 -	 580
Exports and foreign
purchases in Norway .... 	 -11	 0	 -3477 -1037	 -332	 -22	 - -4878

Stocks (+Decrease,
-Increase)  	 1	 10 4	 -	 14

Primary supply  	 42	 0	 504
Petroleum refineries 	

▪ ▪ 	

5	 -510
Other energy sectors,
other supply  	 -1	 38	 -

Registered losses,
statistical errors  	 -1	 6

-1	 169	 381	 -	 1096

	

482	 -2	 -	 -25

	

6	 0	 6	 49

1	 -41	 -28	 -2	 -66

Registered use outside
energy sectors  	 45	 38
Domestic use  	 45	 38

Agriculture and fishery  	 0
Energy intensive
manufacturing  	 34	 0	 -
Other manufacturing
and mining  	 11	 18	 -
Other industries 	

Private households 	

• •	

0	 20

Ocean transport 	

	

616
	

352
	

4	 1055
	

0.9
	

1.0

	

285
	

352
	

4	 724
	

1.4	 -1.6

	

26
	

2
	

0	 29
	

0.2	 -6.5

	

55	 107	 0	 197	 1.6	 -3.0

	

22
	

56
	

0	 107	 -0.9	 -1.8

	

104
	

76
	

2	 182
	

1.9
	

1.1

	

78
	

110
	

1	 210
	

2.4	 -0.9

	

330
	

330
	

-0.3
	

6.8

See footnotes for table 4.8.
Source: CBS

and conversion sectors (oil refineries, thermal
power plants, combined power and heating
plants and district heating plants). These sectors
consume energy sources themselves. Most of
this consumption refers to consumption of na-
tural gas on offshore oil platforms, which acco-
unts for more than 20 per cent of Norway's
consumption of fossil fuels. The trend in the
consumption of natural gas in the North Sea
during the period 1976-1992 is shown in figure
4.6. The figure shows the amount of gas utili-

zed, for example for production of electricity,
and the amount burned in flares.

In 1991, energy consumption outside the
energy sectors and ocean transportation was
724 PJ. This is a decrease of 1.6 per cent com-
pared with 1990. The main reason for the de-
crease is reduced consumption of petroleum
products, but another reason was less use of
coal and coke in industry. Electricity consump-
tion increased by 1 per cent. There was an in-
crease in consumption of firm power, but a
slight decrease in consumption of surplus
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Table 4.10. Use of energy sources outside the energy sector and ocean transportation. 1976-1992. PJ. Change in
per cent

Average annual
change in

Energy source	 1976 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991* 1992* 	 per cent

1976- 1991-
1991 1992

Total 	  607 679	 737 741	 764 753	 735 736	 724 726	 1.2	 0.3

Electricity  	 241 269	 329 324
Firm power 	  232 265	 312 315
Surplus power  	 9	 4	 17	 10

Oil total  	 300 294	 263 287
Oil other than for

	

335 339	 340 349	 352 353	 2.6	 0.3

	

321 323	 320 324	 330 327	 2.4	 -0.9
15	 16	 20	 24	 23	 26	 6.5	 13.0

	

284 271	 262 245	 235 233	 -1.6	 -0.9

transportation  	 159 138	 80	 90	 84	 77	 64	 58	 51	 43	 -7.3 -15.7
Gasoline  	 9	 3	 0	 0	 0	 0	 -	 -	 -	 -
Kerosene  	 17	 16	 9	 10	 11	 10	 8	 7	 6	 6	 -6.7	 -

Medium distillates  	 66	 63	 43	 43	 45	 42	 38	 36	 32	 28	 -4.7 -12.5
Heavy oil  	 66	 56	 28	 37	 29	 25	 18	 16	 12	 9	 -10.7 -25.0

Oil for transportation .  	 141 156	 183 197	 200 195	 198 186	 184 190	 1.8	 3.3
Gasoline, gasoline type
jet fuel, kerosene type
jet fuel  	 74	 81	 92 100	 102 103	 103 100	 97	 97	 1.8	 -

Medium distillates  	 64	 70	 83	 89	 90	 85	 89	 83	 84	 90	 1.8	 7.1
Heavy oil  	 3	 5	 7	 8	 8	 6	 6	 4	 3	 3	 -	 -

Gasl  	1	 41	 52	 40	 56	 52	 43	 52	 51	 53	 30.0	 3.9

District heating 	 2	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 4	 4	 -

Solid fuel  	 65	 74	 91	 88	 86	 88	 87	 88	 83	 83	 1.6	 -

Coal, coke  	 47	 48	 57	 53	 50	 53	 51	 50	 45	 45	 -0.3	 -

Wood, wood waste,
paper waste, other
waste  	 18	 26	 34	 34

	
35	 34	 36	 38	 38	 38	 5.1	 -

1 Includes liquified gas. From 1990 also excess gas from petrochemical industry.
Source: CBS

power. The total consumption of energy dec-
reased in most of the main industrial sectors.
Consumption of energy in energy-intensive in-
dustry decreased by 3 per cent from 1990 to
1991. This included a decrease in consumption
of electricity, petroleum products and
coalfcoke. The decrease in consumption in the
sector "agriculture and fisheries" was mainly
due to reduced consumption of marine diesel in
the fishery sector.

Preliminary figures for 1992 show that the to-
tal consumption of petroleum products remai-
ned almost unchanged when compared with
1991, see table 4.10. There has been a reduc-

tion in consumption of heating oils and gaso-
line, but an increase in consumption of auto
diesel and marine gas oil.

Table 4.11. shows the electricity balance for
the years 1975-1992. According to the prelimi-
nary figures, gross domestic consumption of
electricity was 108.9 TWh in 1992. This is abo-
ut the same as in 1991. The figures show a de-
crease of about 1 per cent in consumption of
firm power, and a corresponding increase in
consumption of surplus power. Net firm power
consumption was 91.1 TWh, of which 30 per
cent was used in energy-intensive industry and
70 per cent in regular consumption. Table 4.11
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Table 4.11. The Electricity Balance s . 1975 - 1992. TWh. Change in per cent
Average annual

change in
1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991*1992* 	Ø cent 

1975- 1985-
1985 1992

Production  	 77.5 84.1 103.3 97.3 104.3 110.0 119.2 121.8 111.0 117.7	 2.9	 1.9

+Import  	 0.1	 1.8	 4.1	 4.2	 3.0	 1.7	 0.3	 0.3	 3.2	 1.4	 45.0 -14.2

-Export  	 5.7	 2.3	 4.6	 2.2	 3.3	 7.4	 15.2 16.2	 6.0 10.1	 -2.1	 11.9

=Gross domestic
consumption 	  71.9 83.6 102.7 99.3 103.9 104.4 104.3 105.9 108.1 108.9 	 3.6	 0.8

-Consumption in
pumping plants  	 0.1	 0.5	 0.8	 0.9	 0.7	 1.0	 0.4	 0.3	 0.7	 0.7	 23.1	 -1.9

-Surplus power 	 3.2	 1.2	 4.8	 2.7	 4.1	 4.5	 5.6	 6.7	 6.3	 7.1	 4.1	 5.8

-Losses in exports and
surplus power  	 0.8	 0.3	 1.0	 0.3	 0.5	 0.8	 1.5	 1.6	 0.9	 1.2	 2.3	 2.6

=Gross firm power
consumption 	  67.7 81.6	 96.2 95.4	 98.6 98.1	 96.9 97.3 100.3 99.9 	 3.6	 0.5

Energy intensive
industries 	  27.0 28.7	 30.9 29.2	 29.8 30.5	 30.5 30.5	 29.5 28.4	 1.4	 -1.2

Regular consumption 2 . 	  40.7 52.9	 65.3 66.2	 68.8 67.6 66.4 66.9	 70.8 71.5	 4.8	 1.3

-Losses in the transmiss-
ion lines, consumption
in the power stations ,,

statistical differences . 	 6.3	 7.7	 8.7	 9.1	 9.2	 9.2	 8.8	 8.6	 8.7	 8.8	 3.3	 0.2

=Net firm power
consumption 	  61.4 73.9	 87.5 86.4	 89.3 88.9	 88.1 88.7	 91.6 91.1	 3.6	 0.6

Energy intensive
industries 	  26.2 27.9	 30.0 28.4	 28.9 29.6	 29.6 29.6	 28.7 27.6	 1.4	 -1.2

Regular consumption2 . 	  35.2 46.0	 57.5 58.0	 60.4 59.3	 58.5 59.2	 62.9 63.5	 5.0	 1.4

Regular consumption 2
temperature adjusted ...	 36.3 45.1	 55.0 57.1	 58.6 60.2	 61.7 63.1	 64.3 65.8	 4.2	 2.6

Average annual change,
per cent  	 4.4	 4.0 3.8	 2.6 2.7	 2.5	 2.4	 1.9 2.3

1 The definitions in the table correspond to the definitions in the Electricity Statistics.
2 Firm power consumption outside energy-intensive industries.
3 The Electricity Statistics register the sum of losses and statistical difference. From 1983, losses are estimated as
the difference between gross and net electricity consumption in energy-intensive industries plus an estimated loss in
regular consumption of 14 per cent (in 1989 13.5 per cent, in 1990 13.0 per cent and from 1991 12.5 per cent). Net
consumption appears as the difference between gross consumption and estimated losses. This estimation procedure
implies a slight deviation between these figures for regular consumption and those of the Electricity Statistics.
Source: CBS, NVE
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Figure 4.6. Consumption of natural gas in the North
Sea, for power production and burned in flares.
1976-1992. Billion Sm3

Figure 4.8. Regular electricity consumption and sales
of heating oil and kerosene. Utilized energy.
1978-1992. TWh

Source: OD
	

Source: CBS

Figure 4.7. Net regular firm power consumption. 12 monthly gliding sum. 1978-1992. GWh
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also shows changes in regular firm power con-
sumption, adjusted for variations in temperatu-
re. These changes are illustrated in figure 4.7.
The increase in the temperature-adjusted con-
sumption has remained relatively stable, but the
rate of growth has slowed down during the pe-
riod, from about 4 per cent per year during the
first half of the 1980s to about 2 per cent per
year in recent years.

The strong growth in consumption at the beg-
inning of the 1980s was connected partly to the
relatively strong growth in the Norwegian
economy. Another reason was the shift from
use of oil to use of electricity following the
strong increase in oil prices after OPEC II in
1979. After 1985, the growth in the Norwegian
economy slowed down, as did the growth in
private consumption. In spite of this develop-
ment, the growth in electricity consumption
continued, though at a slower pace than before.
This growth was due mainly to the continued
shift from oil to electricity.

The change from oil to electricity took place
in spite of a decrease in the price of oil relative
to the price of electricity throughout large parts
of the 1980s. The fact that there still occurred a
change from oil to electricity may be connected
to the high investment cost of new oil-based in-
stallations, as well as high maintenance costs of
existing installations. Figure 4.8 shows a dra-
matic decrease in total sales of oil for stationa-
ry combustion in Norway from 1978 to 1992.
In 1978, these oil sales, calculated in terms of
TWh utilized energy, amounted to about 30
TWh, while the corresponding figure for 1992
is about 10 TWh.

Since 1987, there has been a slight decline in
total Norwegian energy consumption outside
the energy sectors and ocean transportation.
Consumption of transport oils has followed the
same trend as the total energy consumption.

Energy prices

Table 4.12 shows the prices of different sources
of energy in 1992. The price trend for energy
sources for stationary purposes is shown in fig-
ure 4.9. The price of both electricity and oil
products decreased from 1991 to 1992. All ta-
xes included, the average price of electricity to
private households was 46.9 Øre per kWh in

1992. NVE has estimated the variable part of
the price (the energy part) to 41.6 Øre per kWh.
This is 1.4 per cent lower than in 1991. The
price of heating kerosene decreased by 6.7 per
cent from 1991 to 1992, to 37.4 Øre per kWh
(delivered energy). The price of heating oil no.
1 decreased by more than 11 per cent to 28.3
Øre per kWh (delivered energy) in 1992. Nor-
mally an energy efficiency of 0.75 is calculated
for kerosene and 0.70 for heating oil. Conver-
ted to price per kWh utilized energy, the price
becomes 49.9 Øre per kWh for kerosene and
40.4 Øre per kWh for heating oil. Considered in
isolation, this shows that heating oil no. 1 can
compete with electricity, but that heating kero-
sene is clearly more expensive than electricity
compared with the national average for electii-
city prices. A complete analysis of the choice
between oil and electricity for heating purposes
must also take into account other operating and
maintenance costs connected to the heating
equipment. When deciding whether to invest in
new heating equipment it is important to take
into account investment costs, return on inves-
ted capital, and the expected lifetime of the
equipment.

Figure 4.10 shows changes in the price of ga-
soline and auto diesel. Gasoline prices were
higher in 1992 than in 1991. The CO2-tax on
gasoline was increased by 20 Øre in 1992 to 80
Øre per litre, which is maintained in 1993. The
price of auto diesel decreased from 1991 to
1992. The CO2-tax on auto diesel was 30 Øre
both in 1991 and 1992. From 1 January 1993
the CO2-tax on auto diesel has been fixed at 40
Ore per litre. At the same time, the tax on mine-
ral oil, which was 30 Øre per litre at the beginn-
ing of 1992, has been removed.

NVE has estimated the average price of elec-
tricity for regular consumption to 39.1 Øre per
kWh, excluding VAT, in 1992, see table 4.7. In
1991 the corresponding price was 39.4 Øre per
kWh. The prices calculated for 1992 are preli-
minary estimates based on the tariffs that appli-
ed at the beginning of 1992. When the official
statistics are available, these will probably
show that the decrease in the price of electrici-
ty was stronger than indicated by the. prelimina-
ry estimates. The price decrease is a result of
greater competition in the electricity market.
The price of surplus power, the observed price
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Table 4.12. Average prices 1 of electricity2 and selected petroleum products. Delivered energy. 1982-1992

Energy source	 1982	 1983	 1984	 1985	 1986 1987	 1988	 1989	 1990 1991* 1992*

Heating products:

Price ØrelkWh

Electricity3 	  23.2	 26.9	 30.5	 32.7	 35.6	 37.9	 41.7	 43.5	 45.7	 47.3	 46.9

(20.2) (23.4) (26.5) (28.5) (31.6) (34.3) (37.2) (38.6) (41.4) (42.2) (41.6)

Heating kerosene . 30.5	 31.8	 32.5	 32.8	 24.8	 25.0	 25.7	 28.3	 33.9	 40.1	 37.4

Fuel oil no. 1 	  25.1	 26.2	 26.9	 27.2	 19.4	 19.6	 19.7	 21.6	 26.6	 31.9	 28.3

Fuel oil no. 2 	  23.8	 25.0	 25.7	 25.7	 18.1	 18.3	 18.8	 20.7	 25.7	 30.8	 27.2

Heavy fuel oil 	  13.7	 14.8	 17.7	 17.8	 10.4	 12.4	 11.7	 14.7	 19.1	 23.3	 23.6

Transportation
products:

Price Øre/litre

Super gasoline ... 460.5 492.5 520.9 512.8 476.0 510.0 536.0 578.5 642.8 741.0 795.0

Regular gasoline . 451.7 480.2 505.3 501.8

Unleaded gasoline . 	 . 521.2 457.0 489.0 503.0 540.5 596.9 681.2 722.5

Auto diesel 	  262.7 272.3 280.3 282.0 207.6 210.0 214.0 233.0 285.9 341.0 326.0

1 All taxes included.
2 Households and agriculture.
3 The figures in parentheses comprise the variable part of the price (the energy part of the H4-tariff).
Source: CBS, NVE, Norwegian Petroleum Institute

Figure 4.9. Calculated prices of utilized energy.
1973-1992. Fixed 1980-prices. Ore/kWh. All taxes
included

Figure 4.10. Prices of fuel oils. 1973-1992. Fixed
1980-prices. Ore/litre

Source: CBS, Norwegian Petroleum Institute
	 Source: CBS, Norwegian Petroleum Institute
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of power sold on the Norwegian Power Pool's
exchange, was more than halved from 1991 to
1992, from 11.6 øre per kWh to 5.0 øre per
kWh. The low price in 1992 was a result of
higher sales in 1992 than in 1991. As a whole,
the average price of electricity sold on the do-
mestic market decreased from 29.6 Øre per
kWh in 1991 to 29.2 øre per kWh in 1992.

World consumption of energy sources
A summary of energy consumption in selected
countries, OECD and the world as a whole is
presented in appendix 1. In 1989, Norway ac-
counted for 0.3 per cent of the world's total
energy consumption. The OECD countries ac-
count for about half of the world's total energy
consumption. In Norway, energy consumption
per inhabitant is 4.23 toe, which is higher than
the average of 3.37 toe for the OECD countries
and 1.05 toe for the world as a whole (1989).
Only in Canada and the United States, with a
consumption of respectively 6.25 and 5.60 toe,
is consumption per inhabitant higher than in
Norway. However, the energy intensity in Nor-
way, measured in terms of consumption of
energy per unit GDP, is about the same as the
average for the OECD countries.

The petroleum market
Immediately before the turn of the year
1991/92, there was a marked fall in the spot
price of Brent Blend to 18 dollars per barrel.
Low demand and large stocks persisted
throughout the first quarter of 1992. However,
from a bottom price of 17 dollars a barrel in
March, the price of crude oil rose to 21 dollars
a barrel at the end of June, the highest price
registered during the whole of last year. Expec-
tations of a rather tight oil market in the fourth
quarter helped to keep the price of crude oil
fairly high throughout the third quarter. Weak
growth in demand in the OECD countries, and
high production in the OPEC countries trigge-
red a fall in prices towards the end of the year.
This led to an accumulation of stocks, and the

prospect of a further drop in prices in January
this year.

According to preliminary estimates from
IEA, the world's total demand for crude oil
increased by 0.4 million barrels per day in
1992 to 67 million barrels per day.

For the OECD area, the estimates indicate
that the average demand for crude oil increased
by about 1.3 per cent in 1992 compared with
the year before, to 35.5 million barrels a day.
The growth in consumption is somewhat
stronger in North America than in the rest of
the OECD.

In countries outside the OECD in Asia, the
IEA estimates that consumption of oil increa-
sed by as much as 8.5 per cent from 1991 to
1992. However, the growth in consumption
was compensated by a decrease in consumption
of crude oil in countries belonging to the earlier
"East block". The decline was particularly mar-
ked in the Commonwealth of Independent Sta-
tes, CIS. Therefore, for the nou-OECD countri-
es as a whole, consumption of crude oil decrea-
sed only slightly by 0.1 million barrels per day
in 1992, compared with 1991.

During the first three months of 1992,
OPEC's production of crude oil dropped from a
level of almost 24.5 million barrels a day to
23.5 million barrels a day. This drop was follo-
wed by a strong growth of production in the
Middle East, in Iran and Kuwait especially.
This contributed to a steady growth in OPEC's
production of crude oil during the second half
of the year, and in December 1992 the organi-
zation produced 25.4 million barrels per day.
Thus the average production for 1992 is esti-
mated to 24.4 million barrels per day, the hig-
hest level for 12 years. (The figures include
Ecuador, which withdrew from OPEC in au-
tumn 1992. However, Ecuador's production
amounts to only 0.3 million barrels per day).
During the second half of the year, OPEC ex-
ceeded its own production ceiling, the most re-
cent being 24.6 million barrels per day, set at
the OPEC meeting on 26 November last year.
At the same time, there was a decrease in the
price of crude oil to below the goal of 21 dol-
lars per barrel. Production and exports from
Kuwait increased from 0.4 million barrels per
day at the start of 1992 to 1.3 million barrels
per day in December. Production and exports
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Table 4.13. Demand for and supply of oil s . Million barrels per day

Prognoses

90.1 90.2 90.3 90.4 91.1 91.2 91.3 91.4 92.1 92.2 92.3 92.4 93.1 93.2 93.3 93.4

Demand

OECD
Europe
North America
Pacific

Rest of the world

Supply
OPEC2
OECD

Rest of the world
Changes in stocks

67.4 64.6 65.7 65.6 67.5 65.0 65.2 68.3 68.6 65.4 65.7 68.2 68.7 66.0 66.3 69.4

38.7 36.8 38.1 37.7 38.5 36.9 37.2 39.2 39.4 37.1 38.1 39.5 40.0 37.5 38.3 40.2
13.2 12.6 13.0 12.9 13.6 13.1 12.8 14.1 14.0 12.9 13.5 13.7 14.0 13.0 13.4 13.9
19.0 18.7 19.1 18.6 18.2 18.1 18.8 18.9 18.7 18.5 18.8 19.3 19.2 18.7 19.0 19.7
6.5 5.5 6.0 6.2 6.7 5.7 5.6 6.3 6.7 5.7 5.8 6.5 6.8 5.8 5.9 6.6

28.7 27.8 27.6 27.9 29.0 28.1 28.0 29.1 29.2 28.3 27.6 28.7 28.7 28.5 28.0 29.2

	

68.3 67.5 65.1 67.0 67.1 65.9 66.6 67.4 67.3 66.1 66.9 67.7 	 ••	 ••

	

25.8 25.6 23.9 25.1 25.1 24.6 25.6 26.1 26.2 25.7 26.7 27.4 	 ..

16.2 15.8 15.4 16.3 16.5 15.8 16.1 16.7 16.8 16.2 16.3 16.8 16.8 16.3 16.3 16.8
26.3 26.1 25.8 25.6 25.5 25.5 24.9 24.6 24.4 24.1 23.8 23.5 23.4 23.4 23.3 23.2

0.5	 2.4 -1.1	 1.1 -0.1	 0.6	 1.0 -0.7 -1.3	 0.7	 1.2 -0.5	 ..	 ••	 ••	 ••

1 Including NGL.
2 Including Ecuador.
Source: Oil Market Report (IEA) November 1991
Discrepancies in the table are caused by rounding off figures, and statistical deviations

from Kuwait are expected to grow further this
year, and could reach the levels recorded before
the invasion by Iraq, i.e. about 1.7 million bar-
rels per day, during the first half of 1993.

The embargo against Iraq is still effective, so
that Iraq's production - about 0.4 million bar-
rels a day - is limited by domestic refining ca-
pacity and export to Jordan. The development
of production in Iraq in the future is still uncer-
tain. In October 1991, the UN sanctioned sale
of a limited amount of Iraqi oil under the strict
control and administration of the UN. The
possibility that Iraq might accept the conditions
for the implementation of such sales has affec-
ted market developments throughout 1992.
However, the effect of these rumours declined
in the autumn. In the light of the warlike events
in January this year, there are few who expect a
quick solution to this conflict.

Within the OECD, production of crude oil
increased only very slightly during 1992. The
strongest increase was in Norway. With a pro-
duction of 2.25 million barrels per day in No-
vember last year, Norway consolidated her po-
sition as the second largest producer among the
OECD countries, i.e. after USA. In the Com-
monwealth of Independent States, production

of oil and NGL decreased for the fourth year
running. While the annual decrease in produc-
tion was 6 per cent in 1990 and 10 per cent in
1991, the estimates for 1992 indicate that pro-
duction of oil and NGL decreased by as much
as 13.5 per cent compared with the year before.
Almost the entire decrease of 1.4 million bar-
rels per day occurred in Russia, which in 1992
accounted for just over 90 per cent of the total
production of 9 million barrels per day in CIS.
According to IEA, the average export of oil
and NGL from CIS increased by 13 per cent to
1.3 million barrels per day from 1991 to 1992,
During the last quarter of 1992, however, the
net export was around 1.9 million barrels per
day. Uncertainty about developments in the
new independent republics makes it difficult to
predict the development of exports from this
area.

IEA's prognoses of the demand and supply of
crude oil during the first half of this year are
based on an economic growth of just over 2 per
cent for the OECD area and a price for crude
oil of 18.5 dollars per barrel. For North Ameri-
ca - where the greatest growth is expected - the
increase in demand during the first quarter of
this year is estimated to 2 per cent compared
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Figure 4.11. Oil production in OPEC.1990-1992*
Million barrels per day

* Including Ecuador
Source: Petroleum Intelligence Weekly

Figure 4.12. Spot price of Brent Blend. 1988-1993.
US dollars per barrel

Source: Petroleum Intelligence Weekly

with the same period last year. The underlying
increase in demand is somewhat lower, how-
ever, since the 1st quarter of 1992 was extre-
mely mild. For the OECD countries in the Pa-
cific, IEA expects a demand growth of 1.6 per
cent, whereas no change in demand is expected
for OECD countries in Europe. Thus, for the
OECD area as a whole, the demand is expected
to increase by 1.3 per cent during the first six
months of 1993 compared with the same period
last year. For the area outside the OECD, the
decrease in oil consumption in the CIS is ex-
pected to be stronger than the growth in Asia
and South America. The decrease in oil con-
sumption outside the OECD balances the in-
crease within the OECD. For the world as a
whole, consumption of crude oil is expected to
remain unchanged during the first six months
of 1993, compared with the same period last
year.

If OPEC's level of production of just over 25
million barrels per day, recorded in December
last year, is maintained, there will be a consid-

erable surplus supply of crude oil on the market
during the first half of 1993. Unless the quotas
of the other countries are reduced, this surplus
will be further increased by an expected increa-
se of production in Kuwait, and by the possibil-
ity of increased export from Iraq. The OPEC
meeting on 13 February this year agreed on a
production quota of 23.6 million barrels per
day, a decrease of 1.5 million barrels per day
compared with the level of production in
January. This seems to be insufficient to balan-
ce the market in the 2nd quarter of 1993. How-
ever, the quota is to apply from 1 March to the
end of June. The first reactions on the spot
market indicated that the results of the meeting
did not meet expectations.

The European gas market

Norway's entire saleable gas production is
transported by pipeline to Europe, with an in-
creasing share to the Continent and less to the
United Kingdom. Owing to the high transport
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costs, the world markets for natural gas are se-
parated into regions, and developments on the
European gas market are of greatest interest to
Norway.

During recent years, the gas markets in Wes-
tern Europe have expanded steadily. From 1987
to 1991, gas consumption increased by 14 per
cent, or about 3.5 per cent per year. Natural gas
accounted for almost 18 per cent of total ener-
gy consumption in 1991. Just over 50 per cent
of the consumption was covered by indigenous
production. CIS is the most important exporter,
with a market share that increased from 16 per
cent in 1987 to 20 per cent in 1991. Part of the
increase can be explained by the integration of
the earlier DDR into Germany, where CIS is
the dominating supplier. Exports have also in-
creased from Algeria and the Netherlands in re-
cent years. Norway's decreasing share of the
market is explained by the decrease in produc-
tion on the Frigg field. None of the exporters
(except for the Netherlands) can increase deli-
veries to the Continent without investing in
more transport capacity.

The import prices of natural gas are regulated
by long-term contracts where the price level is
closely linked to (previous) prices of oil pro-
ducts. There was a marked decrease in the real
price of gas imports to Europe in 1986, connec-
ted to the drop in the price of oil. This decrease
was followed by a rising trend from 1989 to
1991. At the turn of the year 1991-92, the ave-
rage import price was 2.57 dollars per million
btu. At the last turn of the year, the price was
2.76 dollars per million btu (World Gas Intelli-
gence, WGI). The average price of imports
from Norway was respectively 2.76 and 2.78
dollars per million btu. According to CBS's
statistics on foreign trade, the average ex ortp3 i
value of Norwegian gas was 65 Øre per Sm in
1991, but dropped to 61 Øre per Smi during the
first six months of 1992. Figures from WGI in-
dicate that the price of Norwegian gas measu-
red in dollars decreased slightly, or remained
more or less unchanged, from 1991 to 1992.

The International Energy Agency (IEA) now
forecasts that the demand for gas in Western
Europe may reach 450-480 bcm (billion stand-
ard cubic metres) in the year 2010. This impli-
es an increase of up to 75 per cent, or about 3
per cent per year. In Eastern Europe, gas con-

sumption is expected to double. For Europe as
a whole, the demand will reach 570 - 650 bcm
by the year 2010. Although the forecast for
Western Europe represents no more than an ex-
trapolation of the growth rate in recent years, it
reflects a drastic adjustment of the forecast
from the end of the 1980s, which indicated a
moderate growth in demand on the gas markets
in Europe. The greatest increase in the demand
for gas is expected on the market for produc-
tion of electricity.

It has been clear for some time that, within a
price interval of up to twice the price of coal,
natural gas has a cost advantage over other al-
ternative sources of energy in the power gene-
ration sector. Given the present level of prices,
this implies the development of gas-fired elec-
tricity production in most countries of Europe.
However, a condition for such a development
is the removal of the barriers that currently pre-
vent gas from penetrating this segment of the
market. Another prerequisite is the develop-
ment of a more integrated gas market in Euro-
pe, where both the final consumers and the pro-
ducers have the best possible access to the
transmission and distribution network. Since
these intermediate links are regional natural
monopolies, it will also be necessary to regula-
te them, to make them costefficient by exploi-
ting economies of scale. This implies a re-orga-
nization of the present national regimes, which
often tend to safeguard other conflicting natio-
nal interests.

Developments in this field have not been ra-
pid. The EC Commission's proposed Gas Di-
rective, the directive on third-party access
(TPA) to the gas network, was postponed inde-
finitely at the meeting of Ministers in Decem-
ber last year. The Commissioner for Competi-
tion in the EC, Lord Brittan, responded by
bringing an action against the gas monopolies
before the EC Court, with reference to the
Treaty of Rome. Nevertheless, it is most likely
that national control, and the associated trade
barriers, will still continue, regulated only by
the not very comprehensive directive on trans-
parent markets and a weak right of transit for
imports via the transport network of a third par-
ty. An analysis of this development, and the
possible consequences for changes in supplies
of gas in Europe, including Norwegian gas ex-
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ports, is presented in Nilstad and Gjelsvik
(1993).

Investments in petroleum activities

According to CBS's survey of investments for
the 4th quarter of 1992, accrued investments in
the oil and gas extraction sector were estimated
to NOK 44.6 billion for 1992. Investments in
the extraction sector increased by 18.3 per cent
(nominal increase) from 1991 to 1992. The in-
crease in costs in 1992 was connected to field
development in particular, while exploration
costs decreased from the high level experienced
in 1991. Accrued investments in the pipeline
sector are estimated to NOK 5.0 billion in
1992, compared with NOK 5.4 billion in 1991.
Thus the total investments in petroleum activi-
ties in 1992 amounted to NOK 49.6 billion. By
comparison, according to the Quarterly Natio-
nal Accounts, investments on the Norwegian
mainland amounted to NOK 92 billion in 1992.

The strong growth in investments for field
development from 1991 to 1992, all of 27 per
cent, is explained by the extensive investments
in the Sleipner East, Brage, Draugen, Heidrun
and Snorre fields.

The quarterly survey shows that, for fields in
operation, the accrued investments amounted to
NOK 5.3 billion in 1992, about the same as in
1991. However, the share of the costs related to
production drilling increased from 65 per cent
in 1991 to 73 per cent in 1992. Costs for pro-
duction drilling are the costs of maintaining
and increasing production of oil and gas. In
1992, extensive production drilling took place
in the Statfjord and Oseberg fields in particular,
but part of the increased costs was connected to
the smaller fields, Ula and Gyda.

According to the investments survey for the
4th quarter, exploration costs are estimated to
NOK 7.5 billion in 1992, compared with NOK
8.1 billion in 1991, which is the highest obser-
ved level of exploration costs. The downward
adjustment of the exploration estimate for 1992
during the last two investment surveys breaks
with the tendency observed in previous years
for the estimate of exploration costs to increase
throughout the year of investment.

Investments in onshore activities are estima-
ted to NOK 3.5 billion for 1992, a current va-

Table 4.14. Executed and assumed accrued invest-
ments in oil extraction and pipeline transport. 1991-
1993. Billion NOK, current prices

1991 1992* 1993*

	Extraction of oil and gas . 37.7	 44.6	 53.9

Exploration  	 8.1	 7.5	 7.7

Field development 	  22.3	 28.3	 35.6

Goods 	  12.1	 14.8	 21.5

Services  	 9.0	 11.6	 11.6

Production drilling  	 1.2	 1.8	 2.6

Fields in operation  	 5.2	 5.3	 6.5

Goods  	 0.7	 0.7	 0.6

Services  	 1.1	 0.8	 1.0

Production drilling  	 3.4	 3.8	 4.9

Onshore activity'  	 2.1	 3.5	 4.1

Pipeline transport  	 5.4	 5.0	 7.0

	

Oil sector as a whole .... 43.1	 49.6	 60.9

*Estimates according to CBS's quarterly investments
s urvey in the 4th quarter 1992

Including office buildings, bases and terminal buil-
dings on land.
Source: CBS

lue increase of as much as 67 per cent compa-
red with 1991. The increase is due to the high
cost of extensions to the compressor plant at
Kårstø, and investments for the terminal for
landing oil and gas from the Troll field.

Investments in pipelines are estimated to
NOK 5 billion, a current value decrease of 7
per cent compared with 1991. The greater part
of the investments in 1992 was connected to
the construction of Zeepipe, Europipe and
Sleipner condensate pipes.

Petroleum revenues

The oil and gas activities are a source of excess
return or rent, compared with the return from
other industrial activities. This excess return is
called the oil rent, and is calculated as the total
income from production of oil and gas after
subtracting production costs and a normal re-
turn on invested productive capital (a rate of 7
per cent in our calculations). The method of
calculation ignores the fact that several of the
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input factors used in the extraction of oil and
gas probably receive a higher return than in ot-
her industry. Therefore, to some degree, they
can be said to receive part of the oil rent, not
included in the calculations. Nor do the calcu-
lations take into account possible costs of cle-
an-up operations, which must now be expected,
as the fields become closed down.

CBS has calculated the oil rent on the basis
of the definition of capital in the National Ac-
counts, which does not include investment in
capital stock until this is ready for production,
i.e. when the platforms are installed at the field.
The value of platforms under construction are
entered as inventory. Since the loss of return on
this inventory is a cost component, it is natural
to take this into account when calculating the
oil rent. We have therefore adjusted the calcu-
lations and now include platforms under con-
struction in the capital stock that is expected to
yield a normal return. To illustrate the effects
of this adjustment, we also present estimates
for the oil rent in accordance with earlier prac-
tice. The adjustment causes a somewhat lower
oil rent (see figure 4.13), but except for the last
few years the differences have been slight.
Owing to the high rate of investment, there is
now an accumulation of platforms under con-
struction.

The high capital intensity makes the estima-
tes of the oil rent sensitive to the method of
calculating the capital stock. In the National
Accounts, stereotyped methods are used to esti-
mate capital depreciation, independent of field.
Real depreciations will depend on the reserves
and the rate of extraction, and these are field-
specific data. A research project has been star-
ted to undertake a closer study of the data seri-
es for capital depreciation and capital stock.
When the results of this work are available,
they will be used in the system for calculating
the oil rent. This may lead to changes in histo-
rical series over and above those resulting from
normal revisions of the National Accounts. As
a result of such revisions, the estimates for
1990 and 1991 have been adjusted downwards
in relation to last year's estimates of the oil
rent.

Norway's net cash flow (NNCF) from the pe-
troleum activity is calculated as the operating
result plus capital depreciation and royalties

minus accrued investments. The sum of Nor-
way's net cash flow over the whole production
period is the total net income from the petro-
leum activity. With the new method of calcula-
tion, the present value of the cash flow is equal
to the present value of the oil rent plus the va-
lue of the capital stock on the continental shelf.
The national wealth of the oil reserves can be
defined as the present value of the oil rent. Fig-
ure 4.13 shows the course of development for
oil rent and net cash flow. In years with large
investments and low income, the net cash flow
can be negative, as in the years before 1978.
The oil rent is not influenced to the same ex-
tent by fluctuations in investments.

A third term used in connection with the oil
revenues is the Government net cash flow
(GNCF) from the petroleum activity. Up to
1985, the Government net cash flow consisted
mainly of income from taxes. Since then, how-
ever, the Government has been directly involv-
ed as shareowner, so that the Government net
cash flow is calculated as the sum of income
from taxes, income from the Government's
direct involvement and dividends from Statoil,
minus the Government's share of investments
in the licenses. Income from taxes consists of
post-paid tax on income, a special petroleum
tax and a carbon tax, as well as royalties and
some smaller items. Post-payment of tax means
that the Government net cash flow lags behind
Norway's net cash flow and the oil rent.

The gross product of extracted oil and gas
also increased in 1992, to almost NOK 90 bil-
lion. Oil production increased by almost 14 per
cent, but the average price decreased from 131
to NOK 120 per barrel. The decline in gas pro-
duction has stopped, and annual production in-
creased by 2 per cent. The oil rent is provisio-
nally estimated to just under NOK 35 billion,
or just over NOK 8000 per inhabitant. This
amounts to just under 5 per cent of the GDP,
and the nominal value is the same as the year
before. A larger volume has compensated for
falling prices and higher costs. With the earlier
method of calculation, the oil rent is estimated
to just over NOK 37 billion, or 2.8 billion more
than the present estimate.

Norway's net cash flow decreased for the
second year in a row, and is estimated to NOK
36 billion in 1992. The reason for the decrease
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is that accrued investments continued to rise
last year.

In the National Budget, Government net cash
flow is estimated to NOK 26.4 billion for 1992,
and the estimate is the same for 1993. Over
time, the Government net cash flow in per cent
of Norway's net cash flow can be interpreted as
the total fiscal effect of the Government's tax
and participation policies. In terms of present
value, the Government has so far collected 80
per cent of the present value of the cash flow.

Ricardian rent and return on capital in
hydropower production

The Ricardian rent in hydropower production
(the hydropower rent) can be calculated as the
return over and above the normal return on ca-
pital (7 per cent). Such a surplus return is
achieved with increasing development costs for
extending the capacity of the system. The long-
term potential for the hydropower rent will
only be realized if the market price of electrici-
ty is equal to the long-term marginal cost of
new development. In the Norwegian electricity
market, the average price of electricity is lower
than the long-term marginal cost, owing to
some surplus capacity and low prices to large
industrial groups in some regions. This implies
that the hydropower rent is lower than the long-
term potential for this rent. The hydropower
rent is described in more detail in Natural Re-
sources and the Environment, 1990 (CBS,
1991).

NVE has estimated that, in 1992, the long-
term marginal cost of new hydropower deve-
lopment was about 41 Øre per kWh for regular
consumption (delivered to consumer, VAT not
included), and about 29 Øre per kWh for ener-
gy-intensive industry. With electricity prices
equal to long-term marginal cost, and sales of
firm power equal to mean production capacity
in 1992, cf. table 4.4, the operating surplus in
the electricity sector, including the tax on elec-
tricity, could be NOK 21.0 billion. With an as-
sumed normal rate of return of 7 per cent on a
capital of NOK 189 billion (preliminary esti-
mate from the National Accounts), the hydro-
power rent can thus be estimated to NOK 7.8
billion. This represents the annual potential rent
in the electricity sector at present capacity,

Table 4.15. Oil income and oil rent (Billion NOK)
and the oil rent as a share of Gross Domestic Product
(per cent). 1976-1992

Year

Gross
product
in the

extrac-
tion

sector

Previous practice
Oil rent

Oil as per
rent cent of

GDP

New practice
Oil rent

Oil as per
rent cent of

GDP    

1976
	

6.1
	

3.3
	

1.9
	

3.1
	

1.8
1977
	

7.4
	

2.8
	

1.5
	

2.6
	

1.4
1978
	

12.8
	

7.0
	

3.3
	

6.9
	

3.2
1979
	

20.8
	

13.7
	

5.7
	

13.3
	

5.6
1980
	

41.0
	

31.8
	

11.2
	

31.2
	

10.9
1981
	

50.0
	

36.5
	

11.1
	

36.2
	

11.0
1982
	

55.3
	

37.8
	

10.4
	

37.3
	

10.3
1983
	

66.9
	

48.0
	

11.9
	

47.2
	

11.7
1984
	

83.4
	

59.5
	

13.1
	

58.8
	

13.0
1985
	

89.7
	

62.3
	

12.4
	

60.9
	

12.2
1986
	

51.0
	

18.3
	

3.6
	

17.1
	

3.3
1987
	

51.8
	

14.1
	

2.5
	

12.8
	

2.3
1988
	

44.4
	

1.9
	

0.3
	

0.8
	

0.1
1989
	

69.8
	

22.2
	

3.6
	

21.6
	

3.5
1990
	

87.2
	

38.6
	

5.8
	

37.0
	

5.6
1991
	

87.8
	

37.3
	

5.4
	

34.9
	

5.1
1992
	

89.5
	

37.4
	

5.3
	

34.6
	

4.9

Source: CBS

assuming a high enough demand to keep the
market in equilibrium.

Preliminary estimates for 1992 show an ope-
rating surplus of about NOK 13.4 billion in the
electricity sector, including the tax on electrici-
ty. This gives a return on capital of about 7.1
per cent in this sector. Thus the electricity sec-
tor gave a surplus return of NOK 0.6 billion in
1992. The return on capital in the electricity
sector is composed of the Ricardian rent and
the monopoly rent. The monopoly rent is col-
lected by price-discrimination between different
users on the Norwegian electricity market,
where private households pay higher prices
than paid by energy-intensive industry. Figure
4.14 shows the realized return on capital in the
electricity sector for the years 1980-1992. The
return on capital is calculated on the basis of
the operating surplus plus the tax on electricity
as a percentage of the real capital in the electri-
city sector.

Owing to variations in flow of water to the
reservoirs, the rate of return will also vary. The
rate of return shows an increasing trend for the
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Figure 4.13. Oil rent and cash flow from extraction
of oil and gas. 1976-1992. Billion NOK

Source: CBS

Figure 4.14. Return on capital in the electricity sector
1980-1992. Per cent

Source: CBS

period as a whole. This is due to a strong rise
in the price of electricity delivered for regular
consumption and little development during the
period. The return on capital is not higher be-
cause energy-intensive industry and pulp and
paper manufacturing have long-term contracts
for purchase of electricity at low prices.

Effects of the Energy Act

In 1992 the power market has been strongly in-
fluenced by the Energy Act. This has affected
the prices of both the producers and the purcha-
sers of electricity. Electricity brokers and the
more active power companies have ensured
harder competition for customers in the power
market. In particular, in 1992 many large com-
panies or groups of companies obtained agree-
ments for delivery of cheap electricity. The

Confederation of Norwegian Business and In-
dustry (Næringslivets Hovedorganisasjon -
NHO) estimates that many enterprises have re-
duced their electricity costs by 30-40 per cent
as a result of the increased competition in the
electricity market. Owing to the harder compe-
tition and lower prices, several power com-
panies experienced a marked decrease in in-
come in 1992. This applies both to distribution
companies with long-term purchasing contracts
that lost customers, and to production compani-
es with large costs.

Towards the end of the year, pressure was
put on the Government to improve the econ-
omy of the power plants with the greatest eco-
nomic problems. In October/November the Go-
vernment proposed various restrictions to the
Energy Act. It was proposed that only purcha-
sers of large quantities of electricity (purchases
exceeding 2 MW or 5 GWh per year) should
be allowed to enter into contracts lasting less
than 5 years. However, this proposal, which
would have obstructed competition on the elec-
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tricity market and lead to higher electricity pri-
ces, was rejected by the Storting (Norwegian
National Assembly).

The Stoning has fixed a ceiling of 5 TWh for
exports of electricity over contracts lasting less
than 5 years. Statnett SF (The Norwegian
Transmission Grid Company) is responsible for
dividing this quantity between relevant Norwe-
gian sellers. Power companies that have under-
taken developments since 1980 shall receive
priority in the case of 1 TWh of this 5 TWh.
The Minister of Industry and Energy has stated
in the media that applications to export additio-
nal quantities will be evaluated. Several produ-
cers of electricity are currently negotiating ex-
ports of large amounts of electricity. In general,
however, the branch is positive towards long-
term export contracts. Greater access to enter
into long-term export contracts would lead to
better contract prices and would help to solve
the economic problems of some of the power
plants.

In autumn 1992, Statkraft SF (The Norwegi-
an Energy Corporation) decided to stop the de-
velopment of Svartisen II. Further development
was considered unprofitable. After this decision
was published, the Government submitted a
proposal to the Stoning suggesting that funds
should be allocated so that Statkraft would find
it profitable to complete the development. The
Storting decided to allocate about NOK 400
million to the project in the form of direct
grants and favourable loans. Statkraft then re-
garded the development of this 250 GWh as
profitable. One of the intentions of the Energy
Act and the re-organization of Statkraft into a
state-owned production company was to allow
the participants in the market to decide them-
selves whether new developments should be
undertaken or not. In this case the Stoning cho-
se to set aside the market participants' assess-
ments of profitability. Compared with other de-
velopment projects, Svartisen II is extremely
expensive.

Master Plan for Water Resources

In Report No. 60 (1991-92) to the Storting, the
Government submitted an updated Master Plan
for Water Resources. This is the second upda-
ting of the Master Plan since the original plan

was submitted in 1984. The Government pro-
posed simplifying the Master Plan by defining
only two categories of hydropower projects.
Category I would include "projects which can
be considered for a licence immediately in or-
der to cover the demand for energy in the years
to come". Category II would cover "projects
which can be exploited for power production or
other purposes, but which cannot be considered
for a license at the present time". Watercourses
which, according to Protection Plan IV, should
be protected, are no longer included in the
Master Plan. Given the Government's proposed
Protection Plan IV, the Master Plan now covers
a total of 678 projects with a total production
potential of 26.3 TWh. It is proposed that 16.6
TWh of the amount be placed in Category I,
and the remaining 9.7 TWh in Category II. In
addition to the projects placed in Category I in
the Master Plan, a further 4.2 TWh that are eit-
her not included in the Master Plan or only re-
quire a licence in accordance with the Energy
Act can also be considered for a licence, bring-
ing the total amount that can be considered up
to 20.8 TWh. This is an increase of 6.1 TWh
compared with the figure before the Master
Plan was updated.

The electricity tax

The electricity tax was re-organized at the turn
of the year 1992/93. The Storting has decided
to remove the electricity tax on sales of electri-
city to the ferrous alloys, aluminium and pulp
and paper industries, and for greenhouses. For
other sectors within mining and manufacturing
industry the electricity tax is 2.3 øre per kWh.
For other commercial activities and private
households the electricity tax is fixed at 4.6 øre
per kWh in 1993. In addition, a production tax
has been imposed of 1.2 øre per kWh, covering
all power production. The Storting has thus
chosen to ease the situation of industry, and
increase the tax for other commercial activities
and private households (from 4.15 øre per kWh
in 1992). This differentiation will imply that
different purchasers will pay a different price
for the same commodity. The value of an addi-
tional unit of the commodity will be different
in different connections. This leads to efficien-
cy loss. This tax discrimination is in addition to
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all the other existing price discriminations prac-
tised on the electricity market, where energy-
intensive industry is able to buy power through
long-term contracts at low prices, cf. Bye and
Johnsen (1991).

The Power Plant Taxation Committee
In autumn 1992, a committee headed by Pro-
fessor Asbjørn Rødseth submitted a proposal
for new taxation rules for power plants. The
proposal was distributed for comment to the
parties concerned early in 1993, and the Go-
vernment intends to present a Proposition to the
Storting in spring 1994. The proposed changes
in the taxation of power plants will not apply
until 1995.

In the case of power plants, the total system
of taxes and duties currently consists of an
electricity tax, a property tax to the municipali-
ty and a tax on income and wealth. To these
must be added services in the form of deliveri-
es of electricity at cost price to the local muni-
cipality.

For private companies, the tax on income and
wealth is calculated according to the ordinary
rules for taxation of companies. This implies
that limited share companies do not pay tax on
wealth. This tax is instead paid by the sharehol-
ders along with the tax they pay on other sha-
res. Publicly owned companies pay a per-
centage tax on income and wealth based on an
assessment of the value of the power plant. The
company pays the tax on wealth to the local
municipality, regardless of how the undertaking
is organized. Municipal and intermunicipal
plants owned by a municipality or several mu-
nicipalities may be exempted from tax to the
municipality. About 84 per cent of the power
companies pay a percentage tax after assess-
ment.

Taxes and duties in the electricity sector re-
present a very large source of revenue. In 1991,
the electricity tax supplied about NOK 3.4 bil-
lion, tax on income and wealth (from assessed
plants) NOK 1.4 billion and property tax NOK
813 million. If the tax paid by private compani-
es on income and wealth is excluded, the total
revenue from taxes and duties was about NOK
5.6 billion in 1991. Licensing fees accounted
for about NOK 333 million, cf. Norwegian Of-

ficial Report (NOU) 1992:34. One of the pre-
misses of the committee's report was that the
re-organization of the system should not lead to
a reduction of the total revenue obtained from
taxes and duties in the electricity sector.

The existing system of taxes for power plants
has a number of weaknesses. The amount of
tax depends on type of ownership, and in many
cases, when decided by assessment, the tax
burden does not harmonize particularly well
with the profitability of the specific power
plant. The system is therefore not very well
adapted to market-based sales of electricity,
with greater freedom in fixing prices, and more
competition in the market. Moreover, the tax
system does not adequately take into account
the hydropower (Ricardian) rent in electricity
production. The rules for assessing the value of
the plant as a basis for the percentage tax on
income and wealth also have unfortunate ef-
fects on profitability from modernization. Acc-
ording to the present rules, the tax will be hig-
hest when the plant is new and will gradually
decrease as the plant becomes older. Large re-
habilitations imply that, in a tax context, the
plant is regarded as new, which means a higher
tax for the power company, regardless of whet-
her or not the rehabilitations raise the plant's
production capacity. In this way, the rule for
taxation can imply that modernizations that
may be profitable to society can be unprofitable
for the owner of the power plant.

The committee proposes that the tax on in-
come be re-organized, and that the tax on
wealth for publicly owned power plants be re-
duced by about 70 per cent from today's level.
The committee also proposes that a tax be im-
posed on the hydropower rent. It is proposed to
replace the percentage tax on the value of
transmission lines by a tax per kilo-metre of
transmission line.

Tax on income
The committee proposes a two-part system of
income tax which will apply to both privately
and publicly owned plants. In the proposed sys-
tem, all plants will pay a tax decided on the
basis of the accounts, according to the ordinary
rules for companies. At the same time, all pro-
duction companies shall pay an assessed tax to
the municipality, the so-called "hydropower
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tax". This is an ascribed tax, based on specific
norms for prices, depreciation etc. The hydro-
power tax will be directed to a greater extent at
profitability, but in spite of this, will not be af-
fected much by variations in the hydropower
rent.

According to the committee's proposal, the
tax on hydropower income and wealth will be
assessed independent of the age of the power
plant and of rehabilitations, unless the latter
increase production capacity. For a new, margi-
nal plant, the present value of the tax will re-
main almost unchanged in relation to the pre-
sent rules, but the time profile of the tax is
changed. This implies a somewhat lower tax in
early years and a higher tax when the plant is
more than 30 years old. The assessment of we-
alth in publicly owned plants shall take place
according to the same principles as for assessed
income. The tax on wealth will then also be
independent of the age of the plant. The value
of the wealth of the plant is fixed as the present
value of sales income minus operating costs, li-
censing fees, property tax and any tax on the
hydropower rent. The present value of expected
costs of modernization of different parts of the
plant can also be deducted from the present va-
lue of the income from sales.

Coordination of the taxes on income
An element of tax by assessment has been
maintained out of consideration for the munici-
palities' wish for a stable income from taxes.
The assessed income tax will still not conform
particularly well with the current profits of the
power plant, and will be less neutral than a tax
based on the accounts. In order to protect the
taxpayers from the unfortunate sides of this as-
sessed tax, the two forms of tax will be coordi-
nated through the Tax Distribution Fund. The
Fund functions as a mechanism for levelling
out taxes, and implies that taxpayers in most
cases will be faced with the same tax burden as
if they paid a tax based on accounts, while the
municipalities will receive a stable income
from the taxes. This two-part system will cost
money to administer, but tries to give due con-
sideration to conflicting interests; purely tax-
economic criteria on the one hand and, on the
other, the interests of the municipality where
the power plant is located.

Tax on the hydropower rent
It is proposed that the tax on the hydropower
rent be designed as tax on gross income from
sales, minus capital costs and operating costs
defined according to specific norms. The de-
duction for capital costs shall be the present va-
lue of the investment costs. The committee has
not considered alternative designs for the tax
on consumption of electricity, but regards the
tax on the hydropower rent as a relevant alter-
native to a possible tax on production.

Transmission tariffs
From 1 January 1993, Samkjøringen (Norwegi-
an Power Pool) has been incorporated into Stat-
nett SF. Short-term sales of electricity are now
administered by Statnett SF (Norwegian Power
Corporation). The extent of short-term sales has
increased since the Energy Act came into force.
This market is developing continuously. From
1 May 1993 a system will be introduced where-
by sales of weekly contracts can be made up to
six months before the delivery is to take place.
In addition, Statnett SF is responsible for trans-
mission of power in the central network (300
and 420 kV transmission lines and transfor-
mers), and for export and import of electricity
from or to Norway.

Since May 1992 the transmission tariffs in
the central network have consisted of so-called
point tariffs. This means that the seller of the
electricity pays a price to feed electricity into
the network and the purchaser pays a price to
take electricity out of the central network. In
principle, these point tariffs are intended to co-
ver transformation up and down, as well as
transport costs in the central network. About
half of the total sales of electricity in Norway
are transported via the central network.

On 1 January 1993, the point tariff system
was also introduced in the regional distribution
networks. This makes it much easier to calcula-
te the cost of transporting electricity in Nor-
way. This reform will imply that all purchasers
of electricity should be able to obtain informa-
tion from their regional distribution company
on the total costs connected to transmitting
electricity in Norway. The Norwegian Waterco-
urses and Energy Administration (NVE) will
deal with any disputes in this field.
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industry, services, private households, transpor-
tation and others (agriculture, fisheries etc.).
The model is described in more detail in Birke-
lund et al. (1992).

The EC is currently preparing a "package" of
measures to stabilize CO2-emissions in the EC
area to 1990 level by the year 2000, see Euro-
pean Commission (1991). An important ele-
ment of this package is a tax on carbon/energy
which, according to plan, will be introduced so-
metime in 1993. The introduction of such a tax
would affect several Norwegian energy policy
and environmental policy goals. Norway has
been a driving force behind the international ef-
forts to stabilize CO2-emissions. A car-
bon/energy tax imposed in the EC countries,
and possibly in the EFTA countries as an ad-
justment to the EC, will be an important means
of achieving stabilization of these emissions in
Western Europe. Moreover, the tax will in-
fluence oil and gas consumption in Norway's
most important market. It has been widely con-
ceived that the introduction of a tax on carbon
will increase the demand for gas, through gas
capturing shares of the market from coal,
which would mean a double gain for Norway:
Stabilization of CO2-emissions and greater
potential sales of natural gas.

The possibilities of this double gain are dis-
cussed below. It has been pointed out (Birke-
lund et al., 1992) that the effect of a carbon tax
on gas consumption and CO2-emissions will
depend on the prices and tax structure for ener-
gy sources in the different countries and on ad-
justment in the important electricity sector.
These conditions are considered below by me-
ans of alternative simulations using the energy
demand model SEEM. The supply and the pri-
ce of electricity are determined in the model,
while the supply aspects in the markets for
coal, oil and natural gas and income and pro-
duction in the economy are exogenous varia-
bles. The model covers 9 West-European coun-
tries, which combined account for 80-90 per
cent of the market for Norwegian oil and gas:
the "big four" (Germany (West), United King-
dom, France and Italy), the gas country, The
Netherlands, and four Nordic countries (Swe-
den, Finland, Denmark and Norway). The mo-
del includes in addition to the electricity sector
five final consumption sectors; manufacturing

Assumptions

We have studied how a carbon tax based on the
EC Commission's proposals would affect CO2-
emissions and the demand for gas under three
different sets of assumptions, hereafter called
regimes. For each regime we have carried out a
simulation without carbon tax - the reference
scenario - and a simulation with carbon tax -
the impact scenario - for the period 1988-2000.
This gives six simulations in all. These are
summarized in table 4.16.

The analysis is based on BAU, Business As
Usual, which is identical with the model pre-
sented in Birkelund et al. (1992). Among the
assumptions made in the BAU-simulations, the
following are important for the further discus-

.
sion:

a) The carbon/energy tax proposed by the EC
Commission will be imposed in addition to
existing taxes on energy. It will include a com-
ponent based on the carbon content of the fuel
and a component based on the content of ener-
gy. In the following analysis we assume that
the variant where the whole of the tax is carb-

Table 4.16. Simulation alternatives

Regime: BAU	 NIL	 GAS-BASED
TAX	 POWER

Scenarios: 1) Reference 2) Reference 3) Reference
4) EC's	 5) EC's	 6) EC's

carbon tax carbon tax carbon tax

on-related is implemented in the impact scena-
rio. There are plans to introduce the EC tax in
1993, with a level of 3 dollars per barrel of oil.
It is assumed that the tax will be increased by
one dollar per year until it reaches 10 dollars
(1993 prices) per barrel of oil at the turn of the
century. The income from the carbon tax is in-
tended to finance lower rates of taxation in ot-
her parts of the economy. This implies that the
tax is expected to have only a slight effect on
GDP, see European Commission (1991). We
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have therefore chosen to use the same extrapo-
lations of the goals for production, income and
consumption in all scenarios.

b) Electricity production is based mainly on
the official plans of the different countries, as
reported to the International Energy Agency,
see IEA (1988). The electricity markets are
characterized to a large degree by national re-
gulation. This means that the choice of what
type of electricity production to use is not ne-
cessarily based on cost-efficiency considera-
tions.

The regime NIL TAX is different from
BAU, owing to a modification of a). The exis-
ting energy taxes in stationary combustion are
reduced to nil from 1989 onwards. In the im-
pact scenario, the carbon tax replaces existing
taxes. This has been done to find out whether
the existing taxes are so high that the input
from the carbon/energy tax on end user prices
would be too small i) to achieve adequate re-
duction in energy consumption and emissions
and ii) to achieve a large enough change in the
relative prices of the different forms of energy
to obtain any significant transition from coal
and oil to the less carboniferous natural gas.
The tax on fuel in the transport sector is main-
tained in this regime because, with the known
technology, the size of the tax probably has litt-
le effect on the substitution between energy so-
urces in this sector.

The regime GAS-BASED POWER is the
same as NIL TAX except for a modification of
assumption b). In GAS-BASED POWER we
investigate the effect of greater cost-efficiency
in the electricity sector. That is to say, the choi-
ce between gas and coal in the development of
thermal power is decided by costs and not by
plans that favour coal. We exclude the develop-
ment of oil-based power, since this is much
less profitable than the development of thermal
power based on coal or gas. We also assume
that the development employs the most advan-
ced technology. We have therefore compared
the best coal-based power technology (conden-
sation plants) with the best gas-based power
technology (gas combined cycle).

Other assumptions in the reference and im-
pact scenarios respectively are the same for all

three regimes, and are described in more detail
in Barkelund et al. (1992).

Use of fossil fuel in the reference scenarios
Figure 4.15 shows total consumption of fossil
fuel in the BAU regime's reference path. Dri-
ven by economic growth, the demand for all ty-
pes of fuel increases during the simulation pe-
riod. From 1988 to the year 2000, use of solid
fuels increases by as much as 34 per cent, whi-
le the growth in consumption of gas is 20 per
cent and of oil 15 per cent. Most of the increa-
se in consumption of solid fuels is related to
thermal power plants. This is connected to a
strong increase in the demand for electricity.
For the nine countries combined, IEA's plans
involve limited development of hydropower
and nuclear power, so that the need for thermal
power increases even more rapidly than the de-
mand for power does. The plans to develop
thermal power capacity also involve a transi-
tion from oil-fired plants to gas or coal-fired
plants.

Figure 4.15. Total consumption of fossil fuels in the
model area. BAU's reference path. 1980-2000. Mtoe

Source: CBS
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Table 4.17 shows total consumption of fossil
fuels in the reference paths in the regimes NIL
TAX and GAS-BASED POWER, compared
with the reference path for BAU. The figures
show percentage deviations in the year 2000.
The NIL TAX column indicates that a theoreti-
cal removal of the special taxes in the stationa-
ry sectors from 1989 onwards leads to higher
oil consumption, while use of solid fuel and na-
tural gas is slightly reduced. This is because the
special tax is imposed mainly on oil, and to
some degree on gas. Therefore the change of
regime implies a change from coal and electri-
city to oil and gas in the final consumption sec-
tors. However, the reduced demand for electri-
city leads to a marked decrease in consumption
of gas for thermal power production, which im-
plies a reduction in the total consumption of
gas.

With the present energy prices minus special
taxes, a change from expansion of the thermal
power capacity based on the official plans to
cost-effective expansion would probably cause
a strong shift over to gas-based power. This is
indicated in the right-hand column in table
4.17. The total gas consumption in GAS-
BASED POWER is as much as 40 per cent
higher than in BAU in the year 2000, while
consumption of solid fuels is 35 per cent lower.

Effects of EC's carbon tax on use of fuel

Table 4.18 shows the calculated effect of carb-
on tax on consumption of fossil fuels in the
different regimes. The figures show the per-
centage change from the respective reference
paths in the year 2000.

Table 4.17. Total consumption of fossil fuels in NIL
TAX and GAS-BASED POWER, compared with
BAU. Year 2000. Percentage deviation between the
reference paths

NIL	 GAS-
TAX BASED

POWER

Olje  	 6.5	 6.5

Gass  	 -1.7	 40.1

Kull ..  	 -2.7	 -35.1

Table 4.18. Effect on total consumption of fossil fuels
in BAU, NIL TAX and GAS-BASED POWER. Year
2000. Percentage deviation from the reference paths

Oil	 -6.0	 -7.0	 -6.6

Gas	 -6.0	 -7.0	 -9.2

Coal	 -17.1	 -17.0	 -18.2

In the BAU regime, the largest percentage
decrease, about 17 per cent, is found for solid
fuel. The decrease refers in particular to use of
coal in manufacturing industry and in the ther-
mal power sector. The reduction in manufactu-
ring industry is caused by a strong increase in
the price of coal as a result of the EC tax,
which is heaviest for coal. The reduced use of
coal in the thermal power sector, which is the
dominating consumer of coal, is due to the fact
that the carbon tax leads to increased costs for
the energy inpuy in the sector. This in turn inc-
reases the price of electricity, implying that the
demand for electricity is 6 per cent lower in the
year 2000 than in the reference path. It is assu-
med in the model that the entire reduction in
electricity production takes place at thermal po-
wer plants. This leads to a reduction of as
much as 13 per cent in thermal power produc-
tion in the year 2000. About the same reduction
is found for use of respectively solid fuels, oil
and gas for thermal power. Considered alone,
the EC tax will turn the relative energy prices
and the composition of the energy consumption
in favour of gas-based power. This effect is
small, however, compared with the direct, ne-
gative effect on gas-based power of reduced to-
tal power production.

The BAU column in table 4.18 also indicates
that a carbon tax works to reduce gas consump-
tion as a whole, since the consumption of this
fuel also decreases in the other sectors. Al-
though the tax turns the demand for energy to-
wards the more environmentally friendly natu-
ral gas, the gas consumption decreases owing
to a reduction in energy consumption as such.
The percentage reduction in the total demand
for oil is the same as for gas, in spite of the

NIL	 GAS-
TAX BASED

POWER
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fact that a higher tax is imposed on oil con-
sumption than on consumption of gas. This is
because a large part of the oil consumption
occurs in the transportation sector. In this sec-
tor the fuel costs are so high to start with that a
price increase as a result of a carbon tax is rela-
tively small. The percentage reduction in use of
energy is therefore moderate.

The results in table 4.18 indicate that the size
and structure of the special energy tax are not
of much importance for the impact of EC's
carbon-related tax. The effect is about the same
in NIL TAX as in the BAU regime. There is a
slightly greater reduction in oil and gas con-
sumption in NIL TAX, but the effect on the
consumption of solid fuels is almost unchang-
ed. This is because the special tax is imposed
mainly on oil and gas consumption. Therefore,
a removal of the special tax means a lower pri-
ce for oil and gas, but not for coal. This meins
that the carbon tax has a stronger effect on oil
and gas prices in NIL TAX than in BAU, while
the relative increase in the price of coal is the
same.

In the GAS-BASED POWER regime the ef-
fect of the carbon tax on gas consumption is, in
fact, even greater than under the other two regi-
mes. This is because: The percentage decrease
in gas consumption in thermal power produc-
tion because of the carbon tax is about the
same in all regimes, and is greater than the per-
centage reduction of gas consumption in the fi-
nal consumption sectors. This means that the
total percentage decrease in consumption of gas
is highest in GAS-BASED POWER, since, in
this regime, a larger share of the consumption
occurs in the thermal power sector. It should be
noted, however, that the reduction in gas con-
sumption takes place from a higher level than
in the other two regimes, so that gas consump-
tion after the imposition of a carbon tax is hig-
hest in GAS-BASED POWER. In GAS-BA-
SED POWER coal-based thermal power pro-
duction is not affected by the carbon tax. The-
refore the reduction in consumption of coal is
connected entirely to the reduction in the final
consumption sectors. The reason why the carb-
on tax has a relatively stronger effect on coal
consumption in this regime than in the others is
that the large percentage reduction of coal con-
sumption in the manufacturing sectors weighs

more in this regime. The absolute reduction in
coal consumption, however, is far less than in
BAU.

Emissions of CO2 in the three regimes

Figure 4.16 shows total emissions of CO2 in
the reference path and the carbon tax scenario
in the regimes BAU and GAS-BASED PO-
WER. Since the curves for NIL TAX are very
like the corresponding curves for BAU they are
excluded for the sake of simplicity. The figure
shows that a change from plans favouring coal
to cost-effective production of thermal power
using gas will have a marked effect on emis-
sions of CO2 in Western Europe. The reference
path for GAS-BASED POWER is much lower
than the reference path for BAU. In the GAS-
BASED POWER regime, introduction of a
carbon tax equivalent to that proposed by EC,
would mean that the requirement to stabilize
CO2-emissions at 1990 level would be more
than realized.

Conclusion
The simulations indicate that a tax on carbon
would have a clear negative effect on the de-
mand for gas in Western Europe. Considered
alone, such a tax would definitely lead to loss
of markets for Norwegian exports of gas. On
the other hand, the present protection of coal-
based power that is implicit in the plans sub-
mitted to IEA (1988), leads both to greater
emissions of CO2, lower consumption of gas
and higher-priced electricity than what would
be obtained through a more cost-effective
power production policy. It is thus in Norway's
interest to encourage cost-effective strategies in
the energy policy.

However, the introduction of a carbon tax
will make it more expensive for the different
countries to implement the planned expansion
of coal-fired power production reflected in the
BAU regime. It is possible that the higher costs
to the different countries as a result of the tax
on carbon will be enough to launch a more
cost-effective development of the power sector
in Western Europe. In such a scenario, the po-
tential effect of the carbon tax is thus repre-
sented by the difference between the reference
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Figure 4.16. CO2-emissions in the different regimes.
1988-2000. Mtonnes

Figure 4.17. Total consumption of natural gas in
BAU's reference -path and in GAS-BASED POWER's
scenario with a tax on carbon. 1988-2000. Mtoe

Source: CBS
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path in BAU and the simulation of effect in
GAS-BASED POWER. Figure 4.17 shows the
total consumption of natural gas in the two si-
mulations. If the carbon tax promotes cost-ef-
fective development in the thermal power sec-
tor, the result could be a large increase in the
demand for gas in Western Europe - and, at the
same time, the goal to stabilize CO2-emissions
by the year 2000 will be achieved by a good
margin.

Finally, it must be pointed out that we cannot
expect such a complete breakthrough for gas-
based power as indicated by the GAS-BASED
POWER regime. A cost-effective thermal po-
wer sector would mean adjusting the policy of
coal subsidies in important countries like Ger-
many and the United Kingdom. This could in
turn lead to other prices for competing fuels
such as natural gas and oil. What types of po-
wer plant would then be chosen - with or
without a tax on carbon - is impossible to say.

In 1990, private households' share of total
domestic energy consumption, not including
the energy sectors, was 28 per cent, see Central
Bureau of Statistics (1992). According to the
Energy Accounts, about 70 per cent of this is
used for stationary purposes (heating, lighting
and electrical appliances). The strong connec-
tion between use of energy and environmental
problems makes it important to find out what
factors influence this stationary energy con-
sumption in households.

Historical trends in energy consumption,
prices and income
Changes in relative prices and income are tradi-
tionally used to try to explain trends in the con-
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sumption of energy in households in CBS's
macroeconomic models. Up to the beginning of
the 1980s, models using these variables as ex-
planatory factors gave satisfactory results, to
the extent that an increase in the price of oil
relative to the price of electricity implied redu-
ced use of oil in relation to use of electricity.
Figure 4.18 shows relative consumption of
electricity and oil and the relation between the
price of electricity and the price of oil. Use of
wood is not included, since the consumption of
wood varies very little over time, and the esti-
mates are uncertain.

There was a strong increase in consumption
of electricity relative to consumption of oil du-
ring the first half of the 1980s. This occurred in
spite of the fact that electricity became relative-
ly more expensive during the same period. A
possible explanation is that many of the house-
holds had procured new types of equipment
using electricity, such as dishwashers, micro-
wave ovens, water beds, etc. Moreover, electri-
city was still cheaper than oil. Only after the

Figure 4.18. Consumption of electricity relative to
consumption of oil and price of oil relative to price of
electricity for private households, 1973-1991. Index,
1973=1

drop in oil prices in 1986 did the relation be-
tween the price of oil and the price of electrici-
ty return to the level experienced in the latter
half of the 1970s. In 1985 and 1986, electricity
consumption decreased considerably relative to
consumption of oil, as a reaction to the fall in
oil prices and relatively more expensive electri-
city, but after 1988, there was again a marked
rise in electricity consumption relative to con-
sumption of oil. The trend since 1988 may be
connected to the relatively strong increase in
the price of oil.

Figure 4.19 shows the trend in consumption
of energy in private households (gross energy
input, not adjusted for temperature) and dis-
posable income in fixed prices. The disposable
in-come of the households rose fairly steadily
throughout the period from 1973 to 1991. Total
consumption of electricity and oil shows an
increasing trend, but with some fluctuations,
partly due to fluctuations in temperature. Acc-
ording to the Central Bureau of Statistics
(1992), it is calculated that, from 1980 to 1990,

Figure 4.19. Consumption of electricity and oil, and
disposable income in private households. 1973-1991.
Index 1973=1

Source: CBS
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the total temperature-adjusted energy consump-
tion in private households increased by average
1.7 per cent per year. Although the total energy
consumption and disposable income show more
or less the same trend over time, the relative
prices and income are not sufficient to explain
the annual variations in energy consumption in
the households.

Explanation of energy consumption on the
basis of microdata

Partly in order to investigate in more detail
whether variables other than prices and income
are required to explain energy consumption, an
Energy Survey was carried out in 1990 (Ljones
et al., 1992). Data from this survey were used
in an analysis of stationary energy consumption
for space heating. The analysis is based on the
theory of discretelcontinuous choice, see for
example McFadden (1973) and Dubin and
McFadden (1984). The theory assumes that
households or individuals first choose one of
several possible systems of heating. Next, the
household decides to what extent the heating
equipment is to be used. The parameters in the
model are calculated in two stages. In the first
stage the discrete choice of heating equipment
is estimated. The choice of heating equipment
is of major importance for the composition of
the energy consumption, and there is also an
association between choice of equipment and
the total energy consumption of the household.
In the second stage, this association is taken
into account when estimating the coefficients
that decide the energy consumption given the
choice of equipment.

Choice of heating equipment
The Population and Housing Census 1990
(FoB90) shows the distribution of different ty-
pes of heating equipment in private households,
see table 4.19.

The table shows that slightly less than 26 per
cent of the households heated their dwelling
with electricity alone. 44 per cent had a combi-
nation of equipment, with the possibility of
using both electricity and wood. This indicates
that electricity is used to a large extent as a ba-
sic source of heating, but that many also heat
with wood.

Table 4.19. Share of private households with the
different alternative forms of heating in 1990. Per cent

Total  	 100.0

Electricity  	 25.7

Electricity and wood  	 33.2

Electricity, oil and wood 	 10.8

Electricity and oil  	 7.1

Wood  	 6.0

Central heating and other
alternatives not included in the
estimations  	 17.2

Source: CBS

The table shows what type of heating equip-
ment the households have chosen, and we wan-
ted to find out what factors determined these
choices. The analysis covered only dwellings
built after 1970, because we had no information
on the cost of procuring the heating equipment
in the older dwellings. We excluded central
heating, since we lacked information on the
cost of procuring equipment for a central heat-
ing plant, and because households with com-
mon central heating probably behave different-
ly from other households when it comes to
energy consumption. The choice of heating
equipment presents the following 5 alterna-
tives:

- electricity
- wood
- electricity and oil
- electricity and wood
- electricity, oil and wood

The results of the analysis show that the capi-
tal cost of installing the equipment is of major
importance for choice of equipment. The more
the heating equipment costs, the less likely it is
to be chosen. In this analysis we consider only
fixed costs, and not variable costs of energy.
The capital cost depends on the price and the
energy capacity of the equipment and the hou-
sehold's demand for capacity (kW). The capital
cost also depends on the effective rate of inter-
est on loans and the lifetime of the equipment.
The effective rate of interest is lower the higher
the income. The main reason for this is the sys-
tem of taxation, with income tax deductions for
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interest and a marginal tax that increases with
income. The second reason is that credit wort-
hiness increases with income, implying lower
interest before taxation.

The results also show an association between
the household's income and the type of heating
equipment chosen. The higher the income, the
greater is the likelihood of the household choo-
sing electricity alone, while the likelihood of
choosing a combination of electricity and wood
increases slightly less with higher income. A
combination of electricity, oil and wood is the
least likely choice in households with a high
income. It is possible that high-income house-
holds choose electricity because it is easy and
not very time-consuming to use. Because the
alternative cost connected to use of time is
high, the choice falls on a system that requires
little time. Many households with a high in-
come may choose wood in addition to electrici-
ty because many like to have a fireplace as a
status symbol and source of pleasure. Therefore
this choice of equipment need not necessarily
lead to high consumption of wood.

If the household lives in a housing cooperati-
ve or owner-tenant flat the choice is more like-
ly to be electricity alone than electricity and
oil, or electricity, oil and wood. The widespre-
ad use of electricity in these types of dwellings
is probably because these dwellings are often
small. Electricity is then the most appropriate
form of heating, and there is little need of addi-
tional heating. Previously, central heating was
widely used in such dwellings, but electricity is
now the most usual form of heating in new
housing cooperatives and owner-tenant accom-
modation.

The type of house also helps to determine the
choice of heating equipment. Households living
in detached houses or farm dwellings are more
likely to choose combinations of equipment in-
volving use of wood than to choose other types
of equipment. The most likely choice is wood
combined with electricity.

The analysis also shows a connection be-
tween the size of the household and the age of
the dwelling on the one hand, and the type of
equipment chosen on the other. The larger the
household, the greater the likelihood that the
household chooses electricity and wood rather
than electricity alone. This is because larger

households often live in larger dwellings such
as detached houses or farm dwellings, where
this combination is most likely. As regards the
association between the age of the dwelling and
type of equipment chosen, the results show that
the chance of choosing alternatives other than
electricity alone is greater the newer the dwel-
ling. During the latter half of the 1970s, the un-
certainty about oil prices may have led to more
households choosing heating based on electrici-
ty. At the end of the 1980s, the households
were more interested in being able to alternate
between several forms of heating, and many
households chose wood rather than oil as sup-
plementary heating. This may have been due to
the high capital costs connected to oil-based
equipment, and uncertainty about trends in oil
prices. Moreover, in the mid-1980s, there was a
tendency to choose far larger dwellings than in
the 1970s.

Energy consumption
The households' day-to-day energy consump-
tion depends on the type of heating equipment
chosen. Figure 4.20 shows which factors ex-
plain the choice of heating equipment and ener-
gy consumption in the model used.

The price of the different sources of energy is
connected to the chosen heating equipment. If
the household has chosen electrical heating alo-
ne, the price of energy is the same as the price
of electricity, while the energy price for a hou-
sehold with a combination of several types of
equipment is the average price of the sources of
energy used. On the basis of estimated coeffici-
ents and average values for the price of energy
and energy consumption, the long-term price
elasticity of energy is calculated to -0.46. This
means that if the price of energy increases by
10 per cent, energy consumption is reduced by
4.6 per cent.

There is reason to believe that energy con-
sumption depends on the area of the dwelling.
It is also reasonable to assume that the area of
the dwelling depends on the size and income of
the household. An estimation of this last-men-
tioned association shows that the area increases
with the size and income of the household.
Area, size of household and income all affect
energy consumption. Since these variables are
interdependent, this must be taken into account
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Figure 4.20. Flow diagram for the variables included in the model
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in the estimations. Figure 4.20 shows that in-
come and size of household determine the area,
which in turn determines energy consumption.
The results of the estimations confirm our as-
sumption that energy consumption increases if
the (estimated) area increases.

We have similarly estimated the relationship
between insulation of the walls of the dwelling
and income and degree days. Degree days ex-
press how cold it was during the preceding
year. The results show a greater probability of
the walls being insulated the colder it is in the
area and the higher the income of the house-
hold. If one ignores the correlation between in-
sulation on the one hand and outside cold and
high income on the other, the striking result is
that energy consumption is higher in insulated
than in uninsulated dwellings. The explanation
often suggested for this association is that the
households "take out" the effect of better insu-
lation in terms of higher indoor temperature
and greater comfort. According to our results,
this explanation is probably wrong, since it is
based on an incorrect specification of the
model. By using the estimated association for
insulation, we find that energy consumption is
lower in an insulated than in an uninsulated
dwelling, provided that all other variables are
the same.

We found that the colder the climate, the bet-
ter the dwelling is insulated, and the lower the
energy consumption becomes. According to our
calculations, with a given standard of insula-
tion, and if all other conditions remain un-
changed, energy consumption will be higher if
the dwelling is located in a cold part of the co-
untry than if located in a place with a milder
climate. These effects of a cold climate work in
opposite directions. Our results show that the
colder the climate, the higher is the energy con-
sumption.

The calculations show that energy consump-
tion increases with the age of the dwelling.
This may be due to other elements of the con-
struction that are not included when studying
the insulation of walls. An example is the
standard of windows. Although both new and
old dwellings are insulated, new dwellings may
be even more tightly sealed. Another reason for
the high energy consumption in the oldest

dwellings could be that the heating equipment
is less effective than in newer dwellings.

Income is a variable with a direct effect on
energy, and energy consumption increases with
income. However, income also has an indirect
effect on energy consumption, since it influen-
ces the choice of heating equipment, which in
turn affects energy consumption. Moreover,
income has an indirect effect on energy con-
sumption by affecting the area of the dwelling.
The higher the income, the larger is the area,
and thus also the energy consumption. Income
is also associated with energy consumption
through insulation of walls. The higher the in-
come, the greater is the probability that the
walls are insulated, and the lower is the energy
consumption. The total effect of income on
energy consumption can be expressed by the
long-term income elasticity, which for an ave-
rage household is estimated to 0.1. According
to our results, a 10 per cent increase in income
would increase energy consumption by about 1
per cent.

Possible future trends in energy consump-
tion

In order to forecast trends in energy consump-
tion on the basis of our model it is necessary to
evaluate trends in all the relevant variables ex-
plaining choice of equipment and energy con-
sumption.

Changes in the price of heating equipment
will help to decide the choice of equipment in
new dwellings and in old dwellings where
equipment is to be replaced. There is no reason
to expect large changes in the costs of the tra-
ditional equipment covered by this analysis. In
future, however, the choice of equipment will
be affected by the introduction of new techno-
logy, and the costs of this technology. Heat
pumps are becoming more common, and may
gradually influence the choice of equipment.
Investment costs are relatively high for some
kinds of heat pumps but, taking into account
the long lifetime of the equipment and the lo-
wer costs of energy, the total costs per year
means that heat pumps can already compete
with other types of equipment.

According to the Population and Housing
Censuses in 1980 (FoB80) and 1990 (FoB90),
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the size of private households changed quite
considerably from 1980 to 1990. The number
of single person households increased from 28
to 34 per cent, and there was a corresponding
decrease in the number of households consis-
ting of four or more persons. There is no rea-
son to assume that this trend will continue to
the same degree in the years to come, because
the number of small households in the country
is limited by demographic and economic condi-
tions.

In 1991, only 33 per cent of new dwellings
were detached houses; the corresponding figure
in 1987 was 62 per cent. On the other hand, the
total percentage of blocks of flats, terrace hou-
ses/row houses and other small dwellings in-
creased from 19 to 43 per cent during the same
period. This increase in small types of dwel-
lings is connected to the increase in small hou-
seholds. Given the levelling out of the size of
the households and the composition of small
and large types of dwellings, there is no reason
to expect any marked change in the composi-
tion of heating equipment. The reduction in the
average size of private households could lead
to an increase in dwellings with electric heating
only. For a given size of population, the redu-
ced size of private households leads to more
households and a need for new dwellings. The
results of the estimations show that a choice ot-
her than electricity alone is most relevant in ne-
wer dwellings. Figure 4.21 shows the composi-
tion of heating equipment in new dwellings.

In line with the results of the estimations, the
figure shows an increase in the number of new
dwellings with electrical heating combined
with wood, compared with dwellings with
electrical heating only. The reason for the
strong increase in this percentage may be that
in 1979, a new rule was introduced into the Bu-
ilding Regulations, requiring all detached hou-
ses and semi-detached or row houses to have a
chimney. The reason is that these types of
dwellings would have an alternative form of
heating in the event of a power cut. At the
same time, many more of the households bo-
ught a wood-burning stove or a fireplace as a
supplement to electrical heating. The analysis
does not take into account the cost of the time
spent on heating with wood or other types of
heating. Such costs are important in a society

Figure 4.21. Heating equipment in new dwellings.
1983-1991. Per cent

Source: Building area statistics 1991, CBS

where time is scarce, and there may be grounds
to assume that heating with wood will be used
mainly as a supplement to other forms of heat-
ing.

We have studied some of the changes in the
conditions affecting choice of heating equip-
ment, and will comment upon changes in the
energy consumption of the households. An in-
crease in the price of the sources of energy as-
sociated with the chosen system of heating le-
ads to a reduction of energy consumption in
households with this form of heating. The
question therefore arises whether it is possible
to say anything about changes in energy prices.

The trend in oil prices is uncertain. The price
of wood will probably change very little. The
price of electricity is currently low, especially
for consumers of large amounts of electricity.
There has also been a drop in the real price of
electricity for private households. There are
grounds to expect higher prices for electricity
towards the turn of the century.

About 90 per cent of the dwellings have insu-
lated walls, and this indicates a relatively small
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potential for reduced energy consumption by
improving the standard of insulation. However,
our analysis only considers insulation of walls,
but floor and roof can be poorly insulated even
if the walls are well insulated. In addition, bet-
ter insulation technology in new dwellings may
produce more tightly sealed dwellings and low-
er energy consumption.

Energy consumption is lower in new than in
older dwellings. Although relatively few dwel-
lings are being built at present, considered alo-
ne this will lead to a slight reduction in average
consumption per dwelling, provided that the
size of the dwelling is not increased to any ex-
tent. The building area statistics show an avera-
ge increase in the size of dwellings during the
decade up to 1987. However, the average size
of new dwellings decreased by about 8 per cent
per year from 1987 to 1991. As mentioned abo-
ve, this is explained by the change in the corn-
position of house types among new dwellings.
This development will lead to a smaller avera-
ge area per dwelling for the entire stock of
dwellings, which, taken alone, will lead to lo-
wer energy consumption per dwelling. Accor-
ding to FoB80 and FoB90, the number of dwel-
lings increased by 15 per cent from 1980 to
1990, and the number will probably increase
slightly in the years to come. Although fewer
dwellings are being built per year than before,
these still more than balance the number that
are demolished or turned into offices etc.
21 511 dwellings were built in 1991. Based on
the number of new dwellings according to the
building area statistics and the net increase in
the number of dwellings according to FoB80
and FoB90, it is estimated that the average
number of dwellings that "disappeared" during
the 1980s was about 7000 per year. The in-
crease in the number of dwellings indicates a
continued increase in energy consumption.

Private households have experienced a real
increase in disposable income in recent years.
This trend may turn as a result of the poor
economy of the country. The income elasticity
of about 0.1 per cent implies that a change in
income does not have much effect on energy
consumption.

As regards choice of heating equipment and
energy consumption, the development will be
affected by many factors. There is reason to be-

lieve that electric heating equipment will still
be important. A combination of electrical
equipment with other equipment will be usual
in larger dwellings. Wood will continue to be a
widespread source of supplementary heating,
and will become more common than before in
small dwellings. Uncertainty concerning the
price of the different sources of energy makes
it difficult to predict the trend in total energy
consumption. Both expected higher prices for
electricity towards the turn of the century, and
the fact that new dwellings are relatively small
and energy-efficient, point in the direction of
lower energy consumption per dwelling. How-
ever, since the number of dwellings is increa-
sing, a slight increase in the energy consump-
tion for heating purposes in private households
is nevertheless likely in the years to come.
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Average energy content, degree of efficiency and density, by source of energy

Coal 	
Coal coke 	
Petrol coke 	
Wood 	
Paper waste (dry matter)
Wood waste (dry) 	
Crude oil 	
Refinery gas 	
Natural gas (1990) 	
Liquid propose and
butane (LPG) 	
Gasoline 	
Kerosene 	
Diesel-, gas-, heating oil 1
and 2 	
Heavy oil 	
Electricity 	
* Upper heat value

Energy units1' 2

	28.1	 TJ/ktonnes
	28.5	 TJ/ktonnes
	35.0	 TJ/ktonnes
	8.4	 TJ/kfm3
	12.6-15.5	 TJ/ktonnes
	15.0-18.5	 TJ/ktonnes
	43.0	 TJ/ktonnes
	48.6	 TJ/ktonnes
	40.5	 TJ/MSm3

	46.1	 TJ/ktonnes
	43.9	 TJ/ktonnes
	43.1	 TJ/ktonnes

	43.1	 TJ/ktonnes
	40.6	 TJ/ktonnes
	3.6	 TJ/GWh

	0.80	 0.10	 0.60
	0.80	 0.60

0.80

	0.80	 0.30	 0.70
	0.90	 0.30	 0.75
	1.00	 0.95	 1.00

	0.65	 -	 0.65	 0.5 tonnes/fm

	•• 	 ••	 ••	 0.85 tonnes/m

	•• 	 ••	 ••	 0.85* kg/Sm

	0.95	 0.95	 0.53 tonnes/m3

	0.20	 0.20	 0.20	 0.74 tonnes/m3

	0.80	 0.30	 0.75	 0.80 tonnes/m3

0.84 tonnes/m
0.97 tonnes/m

Mtoe	 Mbarrel	 GSm3	 GScuft
(oil)	 (oil)	 (bcm)	 (gas)

(gas)
	0.025	 0.83

	0.088	 3.00

	25.6 	 877.5

	1.03 	 35.3
	0.141	 4.8
	1 	 33.7
	0.03 	 1

1 1 quad = 10 15 Btu (British thermal units).
1 Mtoe = 1 mill. tonnes of (crude)oil equivalents.
1 Mbarrel = 1 million arrels crude oil

(1 barrel = 0.159 m3).

1 GSm3 = 1 billion standard cubic meters natural gas.
1 GScuft = 1 billion standard cubic feet natural gas.

Scuft = 0.0283 Sm3 ).
Norwegian average natural gas 1990 is reference for natural gas.

Prefixes

Name  Symbol Factor

Kilo 	 k
Mega 	M
Giga  	 G
Tera 	T
Peta  	 P
Exa  	 E

103
106
109
10 12

10 15

10 18
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Each year CBS, in cooperation with the State Pollution Control Authority (Statens Forurens-
ningstilsyn - SFT) prepares inventories of Norwegian emissions of several polluting compo-
nents. The emission figures for recent years reflect a gradual reduction in the use of petroleum
products in Norway but, at the same time, a higher level of activity in the North Sea. The
emission figures have also been influenced by cleaning measures, improved combustion techno-
logy and quality criteria for oil products. For emissions of some components (502, lead and
CO) the figures show a clearly decreasing tendency, while emissions of CO2 and NO X have
tended to decrease only slightly during the last couple of years. There has been a moderate
increase in emissions of NMVOCs. Special attention is awarded to the reasons for changes in
emissions to air from road traffic. Changes in emissions help, in their turn, to explain changes
in the concentrations of air pollutants. The inventories are part of the general monitoring of
the environment, and also provide a basis for forecasts of future emissions to air and the
effects of various pollution control measures. These measures usually represent a cost to socie-
ty, but can also lead to gains in the form of reduced harm to human health and damage to
nature and various materials. The costs of reducing CO2-emissions in Norway are discussed.

There are three main sources of emissions to
air in Norway: Stationary combustion, mobile
combustion and so-called process emissions. In
stationary combustion, coal, coke and oil pro-
ducts are burned in large or small stoves, furna-
ces, turbines or flares. The purpose is usually to
provide heat or power for industrial processes
and other forms of heating. Emissions from
mobile combustion are characterized by use of
fossil fuels to drive an engine. Examples are
motor vehicles, boats, aircraft and motorized
tools. Process emissions are characterized as
originating from processes other than combus-
tion. A large part of these emissions originate
from industrial processes, but emissions from
other activities such as domestic animal hus-
bandry/manuring and deposition of waste are
also categorized as emissions from processes.
Use of coal or coke as reducing agent in the
production of metals is also regarded as a pro-
cess. Use of solvents and distribution of oil
products create emissions by evaporation. It is

important to classify the emissions by source so
as to be able to evaluate countermeasures. The
measures can be directed both at combustion
conditions (furnaces and engines) and at the
sources of energy (energy carriers). Examples
of measures are catalytic converters (catalyz-
ers) in cars, more stringent quality criteria for
oil products and/or taxes to reduce use of par-
ticularly polluting products. The emissions can
also be reduced by cleaning or by modifying
production and/or distribution routines.

Air pollution in Norway is caused partly by
Norwegian emissions from industry, transport
and heating systems, and by long-range trans-
ported pollution from other countries (trans-

boundary pollution). Norwegian emissions are
the main source of local pollution, which im-
pairs health and damages materials, while
transboundary pollution is the main source of
acidification of the environment. The harmful
effects may be difficult to predict. They depend
on the concentration of the different polluting
components and on the duration of exposure of
humans and the environment. The concentra-
tion is determined by the intensity and location
of the emissions, the weather, and other condi-
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tions which can affect dispersal and transfor-
mation of the emissions. In the case of certain
components the damage does not occur until
the concentration exceeds a certain critical le-
vel. For other components, even low concentra-
tions involve risk of damage. This applies in
particular to emissions with carcinogenic pro-
perties.

In recent years, global environmental pro-
blems caused by increased emissions to air
have attracted considerable attention. The glo-
bal thermal balance is dependent, for instance,
on the chemical composition of the atmo-
sphere. Without the atmosphere the global
mean temperature would have been about 32
degrees centigrade lower than it is today. The
atmosphere absorbs some of the heat radiated
from the earth, but lets through almost all the
radiation from the sun. It is this that is called
the greenhouse effect. It is feared that increased
emissions of certain gases during the last cen-
tury are destroying the natural thermal balance,
and are thus causing a change in the earth's cli-
mate. The most important greenhouse gases are
carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CI-L), nitrous
oxide (N20), freons, ozone (03) and water va-
pour. Emissions of other components can influ-
ence the thermal balance of the globe indirectly
through chemical reactions in the atmosphere.

Human beings and the natural environment
are protected from the harmful effects of ultra-
violet radiation by ozone, which functions as a
filter in the atmosphere (the layer of the atmo-
sphere roughly 15-50 km above the earth). Se-
veral measurements indicate that this ozone
layer has become thinner in recent years. The
reason may be increased emissions of pollut-
ants. Emissions of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
and halons are regarded as particularly harmful,
because these classes of chemical compounds

have a very long lifetime, 100-200 years, in the
troposphere (roughly the lower 0-15 km of the
atmosphere). When they reach the stratosphere,
however, they decompose, and may start chain
reactions where each molecule can contribute
to the destruction of thousands of ozone mole-
cules.

The effects of air pollution are sometimes
due to secondary pollutants. These are substan-
ces generated, for instance, during oxidation of
the original emissions. For example, emissions
of the alkali ammonia (NH3) will have a net
acidifying effect on the earth by oxidation.

NH3 + oxidizing agent NO3 + I- +

Ozone is formed in the troposphere through
reactions between nitrogen oxides (NO) and
hydrocarbons under the influence of solar ra-
diation. Higher concentrations of ozone in the
troposphere are damaging to human beings and
the natural environment. Sulphate (SO4 2 ) is
formed by oxidation of sulphur dioxide (SO2)
or other sulphur compounds.

Table 5.1 summarizes some sources, effects
and recommended air quality criteria for the
most important air pollution problems. The li-
mit for injury to health ("air quality criterium")
means the level of pollution to which a popula-
tion can be exposed without risk of injury to
health. In 1992, new air quality criteria have
Øen recommended by a working group inclu-
ding representatives of SFT, the Norwegian In-
stitute for Air Research (Norsk institutt for luft-
forskning - NILU), the Norwegian Institute for
Forest Research (Norsk institutt for skogforsk-
ning - NISK), and the National Institute of
Public Health (Statens institutt for folkehelse -
SIFF).
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Table 5.1. Sources, harmful effects and recommended air quality criteria for certain pollutants

Components Sources
	

Harmful effects
	 Recommended air quality criterial

Sulphur
dioxide

Nitrogen
oxides

Carbon
monoxide

Volatile
organic
compounds
(VOCs)

Polycyclic
aromatic
hydrocarbons
(PAH)

Ammonia

Suspended
particulates
(PMio)

Combustion of oil
Transportation
Process emissions:

- Refineries
- Metals manufacturing
- Silicon carbide
- Pulp and paper

processing

Transportation
Combustion of oil
Process emissions:
- Manuf. fertilizers
- Manuf. basic metals

Transportation
Combustion of oil
Wood burning
Process emissions:
- Silicon carbide
- Manuf. basic metals

Transportation
Wood burning
Two-stroke engines
Combustion of oil
Gasoline distribution
Solvents
Loading of oil
Extraction: oil and gas
Refineries

Wood burning
Aluminium plants
Motor vehicles

Use of commercial
fertilizer and manure
Ammonia production

Coal burning
Wood burning
Transportation

Health: SO2 combined with
suspended particulates increases
risk of respiratory diseases

Nature: Damage to vegetation
Contributes to acidification
of soil and water
Corrosion of materials
Influences global thermal balance

Health: Increases risk of respiratory
diseases. NO2 is more harmful than NO
Nature: Contributes to acidification of
soil and water NO2: Reacts with
NMVOCs to produce ozone in
presence of solar radiation. NO2:
Corrosion of materials in presence of
SO2. Influences the oxidation capacity
of the atmosphere

Health: CO adheres to red blood cells
and reduces uptake of oxygen.
- Increased risk of cardiac spasm
- Reduced activity in healthy persons
- Lower birth-weight in newborn

Health: May contain carcinogenic
substances like PAH and benzene
Nature: Reacts with NO2 to produce
ozone in presence of solar radiation.
Influences oxidation capacity of
the atmosphere

Health: PAH when inhaled can induce
cancer in the respiratory system

Nature: Contributes indirectly to
acidification of soil and water
Direct damage to vegetation
near source of emission

Health: Suspended particulates together
with SO2 can cause respiratory diseases.
Suspended particulates are often carriers
of carcinogenic substances and
micropollutants2

Health: 40014/m3 (15 min)
90 µg/m3 (day) when combined with PM's)
40 µg/m3 (6 mth) when combined with
PK()
Vegetation: 150 µg/m3 (hour)
50 .tg/m3 (day)
20 µg/m3 (year)

Health (NO2):
500 µg/m3 (15 min)
100 µg/m3 (hour)
75 µg/m3 (day)
50 .tg/m3 (6 mths)
Vegetation (NO2):
30 .tg/m3 (year)

Health:
80 mg/m3 (15 min)
25 mg/m3 (hour)
10 mg/m3 (8 hrs)

Health:
70 µg/m3 (day)
30-40 µg/m3 (6 mths)

Dust

Lead

Coal burning
Dust from roads
(studded tyres)

Gasoline-driven cars

Well-being: Dust cover on vegetation
and materials near source of emission

Health: Increased risk of coronary
diseases and spontaneous abortion.
Altered behavioural pattern and reduced
intelligence and fertility. Anaemia



Nitrous
oxide

Chlorofluoro-
carbons
(freons)

Halons

Microbiological
processes, burning of
fossil fuels, burning of
biomass, manure and
commercial fertilizers,
fertilizer production

Contributes to the greenhouse effect.
Reduces ozone in the stratosphere.

Refrigeration plants, 	 Reduces the ozone layer in the stratosphere.
chemical dry cleaning, Contributes to greenhouse effect.
foam plastic production

Fire-extinguishing	 Reduces the ozone layer in the stratosphere
installations

Sulphur dioxide
Sulphate
Nitrogen oxides
Carbon monoxide
Carbon dioxide
Lead
Ozone
Methane
Nitrous oxide
Chlorofluorocarbons
Halons
Ammonia
Volatile organic compounds
(not including methane)

50̂2
S 04

NOX(NO and NO2)
CO

CO2
Pb
03

CH4
N20
CFC

BrxClyFzC
NH3

NMVOC

AIR
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Table 5.1. (cont.).

Components Sources Harmful effects Recommended air quality criterial

Photo-
chemical
oxidants
(Ozone,
PAN)

Carbon
dioxide

Produced in the
atmosphere through
reaction between NO2,
CO and hydrocarbons
under the influence of
solar radiation

Fossil fuels
Deforestation/changed
land use
Cement production
Basic metals production

Health: Can cause respiratory diseases.
Nature: Damage to forests and other
vegetation.
Materials: Damage to e.g. rubber
and plastics

Contributes to greenhouse effect

Health: 100 tg/m3 (hour)
80 µg/m3 (8 hrs)
Vegetation: 150 .tg/m3 (hour)
60 tg/m3 (8 hrs)
50 tg/m3 (6 mths)

Methane	 Domestic
animals/manure
Deposition of waste
Extraction: oil, gas,
coal
Loading of oil
Wood burning
Fossil fuels

Direct contribution to greenhouse
effect, causes formation of 03 in
the troposphere and changes in
the properties and composition of
the atmosphere (also affects the ozone
in the stratosphere)

1 New values as from 1992
2 "Micropollutants" means persistent organic substances and heavy metals

Box 5.1. Some chemical formulas and abbreviations

Inventories of emissions to air have been com-
piled for sulphur dioxide (S02), nitrogen oxi-
des (NOk), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dio-
xide (CO2), non-methane volatile organic corn-
pounds (NMVOC), particulates and lead (Pb)
for the years 1973-1991. Inventories have been
compiled for methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide
(N20) for the years 1987-1991. Emissions of
ammonia (NH3) have been calculated for the
years 1988 - 1991. The figures for 1991 are ba-
sed on preliminary calculations. For 1992, pre-
liminary figures have been calculated only for
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the total emissions of the different components.
Cruder estimates also exist for some of the
components for the period 1960-1972. In gene-
ral, the emission inventories for earlier years
are less detailed and more uncertain than those
for more recent years. The emission inventories
have been calculated on the basis of surveys of
energy consumption (Resource Accounts for
Energy, and Manufacturing Statistics from the
Central Bureau of Statistics). Consumption of
the different forms of energy is distributed be-
tween the different assumed purposes within
each economic sector (MODIS IV). The con-
sumption is multiplied by emission coefficients
connected to source of combustion, form of
energy and type of industry. The calculations
also take into account information on compani-
es with a discharge permit from SFT, in which
case the estimated figures are replaced by re-
ported and/or measured values. Process emis-
sions and emissions from evaporation are esti-
mated on the basis of information on the diffe-
rent activities. This includes data reported to
SFT, conclusions in relevant reports and speci-
fic emission coefficients connected, for exam-
ple, to volume of production. The figures for
fuel consumption, the emission coefficients,
distribution by source and other parameters are
all somewhat uncertain. Least uncertainty is
connected to the emission coefficients for CO2,
Pb and 502. In these cases the emission coeffi-
cients are determined respectively by the carb-
on, lead and sulphur content of the fuel. Emis-
sions of other components from fuel consump-
tion are determined to a large extent by the
combustion conditions. Greatest uncertainty is
connected to the emission coefficients for
NMVOC, N20 and CH4. Process emission fi-
gures that are not connected to industrial en-
terprises are generally uncertain. Emissions
from road traffic are estimated on the basis of
fuel consumption, number of motor vehicles in
the different age classes, technological and
weight categories, average distance driven and
assumed pattern of driving. The figures are cor-
rected for the age of the motor vehicle park.
These data are then linked to specific fuel con-
sumption and emission factors for type of emis-
sion per kilometre driven or emission per kilo-
gram fuel. Emissions caused by starting a car
with a cold engine (cold starts) and emissions

of volatile hydrocarbons (NMVOC) from eva-
poration of gasoline from the cars have also
Øen calculated.

Table 5.2. Selected emission coefficients for NOx,
NMVOC, CO and particulates. 1990

kg/tonne
Stationary combustion
Natural gas

Industry 	  7.4	 0.3	 2.0	 0.0
Heating kerosene

Households 	  2.5	 0.6	 6.5	 0.3
Industry 	  3.0	 0.4	 2.0	 0.25

Heating oil
Households 	  2.5	 0.6	 6.5	 0.3
Industry  	 3.0	 0.4	 2.0	 0.3

Heavy oil
Households 	  4.2	 0.3	 0.4	 1.3
Industry  	 5.0	 0.3	 0.2	 1.3

Coal
Households 	 1.4	 10.0 100.0	 8.5
Industry 	  4.5	 0.8	 3.0	 1.4

Wood
Households 	  0.7	 20.0 100.0 10.0
Industry  	 0.9	 1.3	 15.0	 2.4

Mobile combustion
Marine fuels

Ocean transport ... 70.0

Road traffic
(averages)
Passenger cars

Gasoline 	  31.7	 45.4 399.5	 0.46
Diesel 	  11.7	 4.0	 14.5	 6.18

Vans
Gasoline 	  36.3	 45.4 372.5	 0.45
Diesel 	  12.3	 4.4	 13.9	 6.3

Heavy vehicles
Gasoline 	  36.0	 44.0 463.0	 0.1
Diesel 	  40.3	 5.0	 20.4	 3.3

Source: CBS, SFT, Institute of Technology (TI)

The emission coefficients are adjusted slight-
ly from year to year, depending on changes in
the chemical composition of the fuels, changes
in combustion technology and new knowledge.
The historic figures for emissions from corn-

2.5	 5.0	 1.2

kg/tonne
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bustion in the North Sea and emissions from
road traffic have been adjusted because of new
knowledge about emission coefficients. The
changes are greatest for NOR . New sources or
new methods of calculation are also taken into
account, mainly in the category process emis-
sions/evaporation. Here too the historic emis-
sion figures have been updated. This applies to
process emissions of lead, emissions of CH4
and NMVOC from extraction and loading of
oil, methane from manure, ammonia from
agriculture, as well as several industrial sources
of emissions (SO2 and NOR). The energy data
for a number of sources have also been updated
from 1989 to 1990. The estimates of emissions
from use of solvents are very uncertain. These
emissions are estimated to range from 30 000
to 50 000 tonnes per year. Emission figures for
air traffic include emissions from Norwegian
aircraft in Norway during all phases of the
flight. The summary of emissions does not inc-
lude emissions from foreign ships in Norwegi-
an waters. Carbon released as NMVOC, CH4
and CO is oxidized in the atmosphere to CO2.
Therefore all these emissions are also regarded
as (indirect) emissions of CO2.

Table 5.3. Emission coefficients for SO2 and CO2.
1990-1991

kg S02/tonne	 Tonnes
energy source CO2/tonne of
1990 1991 energy source s

Natural gas 	  0.0	 0.0	 2.75
LPG (propane) 	  0.0	 0.0	 3.00
Kerosene 	  0.3	 0.4	 3.15
Gasoline 	  0.6	 0.6	 3.13
Heating oils  	 3.2	 2.8	 3.17
Diesel  	 3.2	 2.8	 3.17
Marine fuel 	  3.2	 2.8	 3.17
Special distillate  	 6.0	 4.6	 3.17
Heavy oil LS 	  17.0	 16.8	 3.20
Heavy oil NS 	  39.4 43.6	 3.20
Coal, industry 	  16.0	 16.0	 2.42
Coal, households 	  20.0 20.0	 2.42
Wo od 	  0.4	 0.4	 -
s The emission coefficients for CO2 are based on total
carbon content of the fuels; i.e. the carbon in other
emitted substances containing carbon are included in
the coefficients for CO2.

2 Renewable source of energy, emissions included in
the natural carbon cycle.
Source: NP, SFT, CBS.

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show some of the emis-
sion coefficients used to calculate emissions
from fuel consumption.

The emission inventories give some indica-
tion of the pollution load. They provide a basis
for assessing where to introduce pollution con-
trol measures and show the effects of any mea-
sures introduced. They also provide the neces-
sary data to make forecasts of emissions to air,
and thereby find out whether Norway is fulfil-
ling national objectives and international agree-
ments on reductions of emissions to air.

Emissions to air by sector and source of
emissions

Table 5.4 shows emissions of 502, NO R ,
NMVOC, CO, CO2, particulates, Pb, CH4,
N20 and NH3 in 1990 distributed by economic
sector. Table 5.5 shows the same emissions
distributed by source of emission. In table 5.6
the emission figures for some of the main eco-
nomic sectors are distributed between stationa-
ry and mobile sources and emissions from in-
dustrial processes/evaporation. Table 5.7 shows
provisional emission figures for 1991, distribu-
ted by source of emission. Emissions from eva-
poration and solvents are distributed only
roughly between the economic sectors.
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Table 5.4. Emissions to air by sector. 1990. 1 000 tonnes unless otherwise specified

Sector
Par-

502 NOx CO CO2 NM- ticu-	 Pb	 CH4 N20 NH3
VOC lates

Mill.

	

tonnes
	 Tonnes

Total  	 53.5 230.3 951.0	 35.2 269.9 21.4	 230.3	 281.8 15.6 38.2

Energy sectors  	 6.3 45.0	 8.2	 9.9 113.5	 0.5	 1.7	 16.4	 0.2
Extraction of oil and gast  	1.3 40.5	 6.1	 7.9 104.6	 0.3	 0.0	 10.7	 0.1
Extraction of coal  	 0.0	 0.0	 0.2	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 5.5	 0.0
Oil refineries  	 4.3	 3.2	 0.0	 1.7	 8.4	 0.1	 0.0	 0.1	 0.1
Electricity and water supply 2 	

•	

0.7	 1.3	 1.9	 0.2	 0.5	 0.1	 1.5	 0.1	 0.0

Manufacturing and mining 	 34.2 22.2	 73.2	 9.6 21.5	 1.8	 9.9	 1.4	 7.5 0.5
Pulp and paper industry  	 3.3	 1.2	 1.9	 0.2	 0.2	 0.4	 0.0	 0.2	 0.3	 -
Manufacture of industrial

chemicals  	 6.8	 3.6	 40.2	 1.5	 1.6	 0.1	 0.0	 1.0	 6.7	 0.5
Manufacture of mineral products 	

•	

3.1	 4.9	 1.0	 1.5	 0.2	 0.2	 0.1	 0.0	 0.0	 -
Manufacture of iron, steel and

ferroalloys  	 12.3	 6.6	 0.0	 3.1	 1.9	 0.0	 8.0	 0.0	 0.0	 -
Manufacture of other metals  	 5.0	 1.7	 20.3	 2.0	 0.1	 0.1	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 -
Manufacture of metal products,

boats, ships and platforms  	 0.3	 0.9	 1.6	 0.2	 7.2	 0.0	 0.4	 0.0	 0.0
Manufacture of wood, plastic,

rubber, graphic and chemical
products  	 1.4	 1.3	 5.8	 0.3	 8.5	 0.7	 0.5	 0.1	 0.1

Manufacture of consumer goods 	 2.0	 2.2	 2.3	 0.7	 1.7	 0.2	 0.6	 0.0	 0.1

Other  	 13.0 163.1 869.6	 15.7 134.9	 19.1	 218.6	 264.0	 7.9 37.7
Building and construction  	 0.5	 6.2	 5.3	 0.5	 4.4	 0.5	 1.0	 0.1	 0.0	 -
Agriculture and forestry  	 0.8	 7.7	 13.6	 0.8	 3.1	 1.1	 1.6	 91.0	 6.5 37.4
Fishing and hunting 	 2.0 33.1	 2.9	 1.5	 1.2	 0.6	 0.4	 0.4	 0.1	 -
Land transport, domestic  	 1.9 20.7	 23.4	 2.0	 4.4	 2.3	 3.9	 0.1	 0.2	 0.0
Sea transport, domestic  	 3.3 26.0	 2.5	 1.2	 1.0	 0.4	 0.3	 0.3	 0.1	 -
Air transport, domestic  	 0.1	 3.0	 2.5	 1.0	 0.5	 0.1	 2.1	 0.0	 0.1	 -
Other private services  	 1.2 15.7 130.5	 1.9 26.7	 0.6	 39.2	 0.4	 0.2	 0.0
Public activities (municipal)2 	

•	

0.3	 0.3	 0.7	 0.3	 0.1	 0.0	 0.2	 159.2	 0.0	 -
Public activities (state)  	 0.3	 3.9	 2.6	 0.5	 0.4	 0.1	 0.6	 0.1	 0.0	 -
Private households  	 2.6 46.5 685.6	 5.9 93.2	 13.3	 168.9	 12.5	 0.6	 0.2

1 Includes gas terminal, oil drilling operations, and transport and supply boats. 2 Includes emissions from waste
incineration plants.

Source: CBS, SFT
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Table 5.5. Emissions to air by source. 1990. 1 000 tonnes unless otherwise specified

Par-
Sources
	

S02 N4x CO CO2 NM- ticu-	 Pb	 CH4 N20 NH3
VOC lates 

Mill.

	

tonnes	 Tonnes

Total  	 53.5 230.3 951.0 35.2 269.9 21.4	 230.3	 281.8 15.6 38.2

Stationary combustion  	 11.5 40.6 137.7	 13.9	 11.4 14.2	 1.7	 13.9	 1.5
Boilers and direct-fired industrial

furnaces  	 7.7 13.2	 6.7	 4.3	 1.0	 1.6	 0.3	 0.4	 0.8	 -
Gas turbines  	 0.1 14.1	 3.9	 5.3	 0.5	 0.0	 -	 2.1	 0.0	 -
Flares 	 0.0	 9.4	 0.8	 1.6	 0.8	 0.0	 -	 0.3	 0.0	 -
Non-industrial boilers and small

stoves  	 3.4	 3.0 126.1	 2.6	 8.9 12.5	 0.1	 11.0	 0.6
Incineration of waste  	 0.4	 1.0	 0.3	 0.1	 0.3	 -	 1.3	 0.1

Mobile combustion  	 11.4 180.3 753.3	 13.9 103.3	 7.2	 220.5	 3.1	 0.9	 0.2
Road traffic  	 3.6 83.7 706.4	 8.0	 83.0 4.0	 211.2	 1.8	 0.6 0.2

Passenger cars  	 1.2 51.8 641.8	 5.3	 73.2	 1.2	 195.3	 1.6	 0.3	 0.2
Gasoline  	 1.0 50.9 640.7	 5.0	 72.9	 0.7	 195.3	 1.6	 0.2	 0.2
Diesel  	 0.2	 0.9	 1.1	 0.2	 0.3	 0.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0

Vans  	 0.4	 5.3 44.0	 0.7	 5.6	 0.6	 13.9	 0.1	 0.0	 0.0
Gasoline  	 0.1	 4.2 42.7	 0.4	 5.2	 0.1	 13.9	 0.1	 0.0	 0.0
Diesel  	 0.3	 1.1	 1.3	 0.3	 0.4	 0.6	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0

Heavy vehicles  	 2.1 26.6 20.7	 2.1	 4.2	 2.1	 1.9	 0.1	 0.3	 0.0
Gasoline  	 0.0	 0.6	 7.5	 0.1	 0.7	 0.0	 1.9	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
Diesel  	 2.1 26.1	 13.2	 2.0	 3.5	 2.1	 0.0	 0.0	 0.3	 0.0

Motorcycles, two-stroke engines,
tractors and motorized tools 	

▪ • 	

0.7 11.3	 37.2	 0.9	 16.5	 1.6	 6.3	 0.2	 0.0	 0.0
Railways  	 0.1	 0.6	 0.2	 0.1	 0.1	 0.1	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 -
Air traffic  	 0.1	 3.8	 3.2	 1.3	 0.6	 0.2	 2.2	 0.0	 0.1
Ships and boats 	 6.8 80.9	 6.3	 3.7	 3.1	 1.4	 0.6	 1.0	 0.2

Processes and evaporation  	 30.6	 9.3 60.0	 7.3 155.2	 -	 8.0	 264.8 13.2 37.9
Domestic animals and manuring .  	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 91.0	 6.5 37.4
Liming  	 -	 -	 -	 0.2	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Biological degradation of waste .  	 -	 0.1	 -	 -	 -	 159.2	 -	 -
Evaporation, solvents  	 0.1	 31.6	 -	 -	 -	 -
Gasoline distribution  	 -	 -	 0.0	 9.4	 -	 -	 -
Oil loading  	 -	 0.3	 97.8	 -	 -	 2.5	 -	 -
Refining, crude oil and natural gas 	 3.9	 0.0	 9.2	 -	 -	 0.4	 -	 -
Extraction: crude oil, natural gas

and coal  	 0.0	 3.7	 -	 -	 10.7	 -	 -
Transformation of nitrogen to

fertilizers  	 -	 2.4	 -	 0.6	 -	 -	 -	 -	 6.7	 0.5
Reduction of ore to metals

and alloys  	 16.6	 6.9 20.0	 4.7	 1.4	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Use of coke and coal for

production of carbides  	 4.4	 40.0	 0.4	 -	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -
Transformation of gas to basic

plastic  	 0.0	 0.9	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Use of sulphurous solutions,

manufacture of cellulose  	 1.9	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Transformation to minerallproducts	 1.0	 -	 -	 0.7	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Other industrial processes  	 2.8	 0.0	 -	 1.1	 -	 8.0	 -	 -

1 Production of sulphuric acid (S02), anode mass (SO2), titanium dioxide (S02) and explosives (NO R), as well as
fermentation processes (NMVOC), processing of sulphurous ore (S02) and recycling of scrap iron (Pb).

Source: CBS, SFT
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Table 5.6. Emissions to air in 1990 by main source of emission and main sector. 1 000 tonnes unless otherwise
specified

Sources and sectors
Par-

S02 NO,c CO CO2 NM- ticu-
VOC lates

Pb	 CH4 N20 NH3

Mill.
tonnes

Stationary combustion  	 11.5 40.6 137.7 13.9	 11.4 14.2
Energy sectors  	 1.3 30.3	 5.4	 8.8	 1.9 0.2
Primary industries  	 0.3	 0.1	 0.1	 0.2	 0.0 0.0
Manufacturing and mining  	 7.1	 7.4	 6.4	 2.6	 0.7 1.5
Supply of services  	 1.2	 0.8	 0.7	 1.0	 0.1 0.1
Private households  	 1.6	 2.0 125.1	 1.4	 8.7 12.3

Mobile combustion  	 11.4 180.3 753.3 13.9 103.3 7.2
Energy sectors  	 1.1 14.7	 2.7	 0.7	 0.9 0.3
Primary industries  	 2.5 40.7	 16.4	 2.0	 4.3	 1.6
Manufacturing and mining  	 0.4	 5.5	 6.8	 0.4	 1.1 0.3
Supply of services  	 6.5 74.9 166.8	 6.4	 22.6 4.0
Private households  	 1.0 44.6 560.5	 4.5	 74.4 1.0

Processes/evaporation 	 30.6	 9.3	 60.0	 7.3 155.2	 -
Energy sectors  	 3.9	 -	 -	 0.4 110.8	 -
Primary industries  	 -	 -	 0.2	 -	 -
Manufacturing and mining  	 26.7	 9.3	 60.0	 6.6	 19.7	 -
Supply of services  .	 -	 0.1	 14.7	 -
Private households  	 -	 0.0	 10.0	 -

Source: SFT, CBS

Emissions in Norway 1973-1992

The historical trend in emissions to air can be
explained mainly by changes in economic acti-
vities, use of energy, technology and measures
to reduce emissions. Changes in the use of the
different forms of energy are described in more
detail in chapter 4 of this report. This section
describes the most important changes in emis-
sions of SO2, NOR, CO, NMVOC, particulates,
lead and CO2 during the period 1973-1992. In-
ventories are available for methane and nitrous
oxide for the last five years only. Ammonia
emissions have been estimated for the years
1988-1991 only. The figures for 1991 are preli-
minary figures based on the provisional Energy
Accounts. These preliminary figures will be
fairly good for process emissions and emissions
from mobile sources of combustion. The esti-
mated emissions from stationary combustion,
excluding activities in the North Sea, are more
uncertain. The figures for 1992 are preliminary
estimates, and are not distributed by economic
sector or source.

There was a marked reduction in emissions
of SO2 during the period 1973-1992, see figure
5.1. Emissions from stationary combustion de-
creased from 73 000 tonnes in 1973 to 10 000
tonnes in 1991. Process emissions decreased
from 67 000 tonnes to 26 000 tonnes during the
same period. The reduction in S02-emissions
can be explained by several factors:

- The sulphur content of various oil products
has been reduced. Regulations concerning the
sulphur content of heavy oil came into force in
1977 in the coastal counties of Southern Nor-
way, and were made more stringent in the 13
southernmost counties in 1986.

- A ten-year programme to clean up older
polluting industry was started in 1974. The pro-
gramme involved granting permits for emis-
sions and issuing instructions to install cleaning
equipment in a number of undertakings.

- There was a good supply of surplus electri-
city in the 1980s. This reduced the use of oil,
particularly in the pulp and paper processing
industry.
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Table 5.7. Emissions to air by source. 1991. Preliminary figures. 1 000 tonnes unless otherwise specified

Sources
Par-

S02 NOx CO CO2 NM- ticu-	 Pb	 CH4 N20 NH3
VOC lates

	

Mill.	 Tonnes
tonnes

Total 	  46.0 218.4 909.1 33.4 276.3 21.3	 182.0	 278.6 14.9 38.1

Stationary combustion	 10.4 37.6 137.5 13.3	 11.4 14.1	 1.7	 14.0	 1.4
Gas turbines  	 0.0 14.9	 4.1	 5.7	 0.6 0.0	 -	 2.2	 0.0
Flares  	 0.0	 5.8	 0.5	 1.1	 0.7	 0.0	 -	 0.3	 0.0
Incineration of waste  	 0.3	 1.0	 0.3	 0.1	 0.3	 -	 1.3	 0.1	 -
Other combustion  	 10.0 15.9 132.6	 6.4	 9.9 14.1	 0.3	 11.5	 1.4

Mobile combustion  	 10.0 173.4 723.0 13.6	 99.7 7.2	 178.3	 3.0	 0.9 0.3
Road traffic  	 3.3 80.1 676.7	 7.9	 79.7 4.0	 170.6	 1.7	 0.6 0.3

Passenger cars  	 1.2 48.0 613.4	 5.1	 69.9	 1.2	 157.9	 1.5	 0.3	 0.3
Gasoline  	 Q.9 47.1 612.3	 4.9	 69.6 0.7	 157.9	 1.5	 0.3	 0.3
Diesel  	 0.2	 0.9	 1.1	 0.2	 0.3	 0.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0
Vans  	 0.3	 5.2 43.1	 0.7	 5.5	 0.7	 11.2	 0.1	 0.0 0.0
Gasoline  	 0.1	 4.0 41.8	 0.3	 5.1	 0.0	 11.2	 0.1	 0.0 0.0
Diesel  	 0.3	 1.2	 1.4	 0.3	 0.4 0.6	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0

Heavy vehicles  	 1.8 26.9 20.1	 2.1	 4.2 2.2	 1.4	 0.1	 0.3	 0.0
Gasoline  	 0.0	 0.5	 6.8	 0.0	 0.6 0.0	 1.4	 0.0	 0.0 0.0
Diesel  	 1.8 26.3	 13.4	 2.1	 3.6 2.2	 0.0	 0.0	 0.3	 0.0

Motorcycles, two-stroke engines,
tractors and motorized tools  	 0.6 11.0 37.0	 0.8	 16.4	 1.5	 5.2	 0.2	 0.0 0.0

Railways  	 0.1	 0.7	 0.2	 0.1	 0.1	 0.1	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 -
Air traffic  	 0.1	 3.6	 3.0	 1.2	 -0.5	 0.2	 1.9	 0.0	 0.1	 -
S hips and boats  	 5.8 78.1	 6.1	 3.5	 3.0	 1.3	 0.5	 1.0	 0.2	 -

Processes and evaporation 	  25.6	 7.5 48.6	 6.5 165.2	 -	 2.0	 261.6 12.6 37.8
Domestic animals and manuring .  	 _	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 91.0	 6.5 37.4
Liming  	 -	 -	 -	 0.2	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Biological degradation of waste  	 -	 -	 -	 0.1	 -	 -	 -	 155.1	 -	 -
Evaporation, solvents  	 -	 -	 -	 0.1	 31.6	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Gasoline distribution  	 -	 -	 -	 0.0	 9.2	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Oil loading  	 -	 -	 -	 0.3 108.7	 -	 -	 3.1	 -	 -
Refining, crude oil and natural gas 	 2.4	 -	 -	 0.0	 8.7	 -	 -	 0.3	 -	 -
Extraction: crude oil, natural gas

and coal  	 -	 -	 -	 0.0	 3.7	 -	 -	 11.4	 -	 -
Transformation of nitrogen to

artificial fertilizers  	 -	 1.6	 -	 0.6	 -	 -	 -	 -	 6.1	 0.3
Reduction of ore to metals

and alloys  	 14.4	 5.8	 18.0	 4.2	 1.3	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Use of coke and coal for production

of carbides  	 3.7	 - 30.6	 0.4	 -	 -	 -	 0.8	 -	 -
Transformation of gas to basic

plastic  	 -	 -	 -	 0.0	 0.9	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Use of sulphurous solutions,

manufacture of cellulose  	 1.6	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Transformation to mineral1 products	 0.8	 -	 -	 0.6	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Other industrial processes  	 2.8	 0.0	 -	 -	 1.1	 -	 2.0	 -	 -	 -

1 Production of sulphuric acid (S02), anode mass (SO2), titanium dioxide (S02) and explosives (NOx), as well as
fermentation processes (NMVOC), processing of sulphurous ore (S02) and recycling of scrap iron (Pb).

Source: CBS, SFT
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Figure 5.1. Emissions of S02 by source. 1973-1992*. 	 Figure 5.2. Emissions of S02 from combustion by
1 000 tonnes S02	 source of energy. 1991

Source: CBS, SFT

— There were several mild winters at the end
of the period, which led to less use of energy
for heating.

Due to the factors listed above, total emis-
sions were reduced by about 75 per cent during
the period 1973-1992. Norway has undertaken
to reduce the emissions by 30 per cent by 1993,
compared with 1980. The preliminary figures
indicate a reduction of about 70 per cent from
1980 to 1992. The reduction in total S02-emis-
sions from 1990 to 1991 was 14 per cent. A
decrease of about 15 per cent is expected from
1991 to 1992. The largest reductions in emis-
sions have occurred in the pulp and paper pro-
cessing industry, from 33 000 tonnes in 1976 to
2 900 tonnes in 1991. This sector is the largest
consumer of surplus electricity. The smelting
works at A/S Sulitjelma were closed down in
1987, implying a reduction in emissions of 502
from industrial processes. The emissions from
industrial processes were reduced by 16 per
cent from 1990 to 1991 after having remained
stable at 1987 level up to 1990. Emissions from
stationary sources were halved from 1988 to

Source: CBS, SFT -

1991; the same applies to emissions from mo-
bile sources in relation to emissions in 1987.

More than half the S02-emissions in Norway
originate from industrial processes. The rest are
equally distributed between stationary and mo-
bile sources. Figure 5.2 shows emissions from
fuel consumption in 1991 distributed between
the different sources of energy.

Industrial activities were the cause of 64 per
cent of the total emissions of S02 in 1990.
About half this amount originated from manu-
facture of metals. In this case, S02-emissions
are normally dependent on both the sulphur
content in the coal or coke and sulphur in the
ore. Other industries causing substantial emis-
sions are manufacture of industrial chemicals,
oil refining, pulp and paper processing and
domestic sea transport.

There was a marked increase in emissions of
NOX during the first half of the 1980s; after
having remained almost stable from 1986 to
1990 these emissions decreased by almost 5 per
cent from 1990 to 1991, see figure 5.3. Accord-
ing to the provisional figures, the emissions
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Figure 5.3. Emissions of NOx by source. 1973- 	 Figure 5.4. Emissions of CO by source. 1973-1992*.
1992*. 1 000 tonnes NOx

	
1 000 tonnes CO

Source: CBS, SFT

remained unchanged from 1991 to 1992. The
main reason for the strong increase in the
1980s was increased use of passenger cars.
Mobile combustion was the cause of 78 per
cent of the emissions in 1990, the dominating
sources being ships and road traffic. In 1989,
catalyzers were made mandatory in new cars
run on gasoline. About 18 per cent of the total
emissions in 1990 originated from stationary
combustion. The main reasons for the reduction
from 1990 to 1991 are less burning in flares,
reduced gasoline consumption, more cars with
catalyzers, reduced fuel consumption within the
fisheries and sea transport, and smaller emis-
sions from industrial processes. The largest
emissions of NOx are connected to extraction
of oil and gas, fishing, transportation and pri-
vate households.

Norway has undertaken to stabilize emissions
of NOx at 1987 level by 1994. Preliminary fi-
gures indicate that the emissions have been re-
duced by more than 7 per cent from 1987 to
1992.

Source: CBS, SFT

Emissions of CO remained relatively stable
during the 1980s up to 1985, increased slightly
up to 1987, and then decreased, see figure 5.4.
The increase from 1985 to 1987 was due to lar-
ger consumption of gasoline. 76 per cent of the
total CO-emissions in 1990 originate from
combustion of gasoline; most important are
"cold starts" and old cars. The increase in the
use of passenger cars in the 1980s had a
stronger impact than improvements in combus-
tion technology. During the last couple of ye-
ars, consumption of transport oils (including
gasoline) have decreased slightly. In recent
years the reduction in emissions has been par-
ticularly marked for mobile sources. Passenger
cars are responsible for about 70 per cent of
the emissions from mobile sources.

Emissions of CO from industrial processes
decreased considerably in 1991 after having re-
mained stable during the preceding few years.
In 1990, about 6 per cent of the total emissions
came from industrial processes. The most im-
portant sources are manufacturing of magnesi-
um, and especially carbides. Stationary com-
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Figure S.S. Emissions of NMVOC by source. 1973-
1992* . 1 000 tonnes NMVOC

Source: CBS, SFT

bustion was the cause of 14 per cent of the to-
tal emissions. 93 per cent of this 14 per cent
came from combustion of wood, and most of
this, 95 per cent, originates from the burning of
wood in small stoves in private households.
Emissions from stationary sources increased
slightly during the 1980s, owing to more use of
wood. The estimates of wood consumption are
based, however, on rather uncertain data.

Emissions of volatile organic compounds
(NMVOC) increased around the mid-1970s
due to a higher level of activity in the oil sec-
tor. Emissions from this sector decreased again
with the change to other methods of landing the
oil. The increase in total emissions up to 1987
can be partly explained by the landing of crude
oil from new fields, and partly by increased
emissions from mobile sources, see figure 5.5.
The figures for NMVOC emissions in general
are very uncertain.

The main sources of emissions of NMVOC
are evaporation, distribution of oil products, ga-
soline-driven cars and processes connected to
extraction of oil and gas. About 54 per cent of

Figure 5.6. Emissions of particulates by source. 1973-
1992* . 1 000 tonnes particulates

Source: CBS, SFr

the NMVOC emissions in 1991 were connected
to processes or evaporation. Emissions from oil
activities (including transport of crude oil and
gas terminal) accounted for about 42 per cent
of the total emissions in 1991. The decidedly
largest source was shipping of crude oil. Emis-
sions from use of solvents accounted for about
11 per cent of the total NMVOC-emissions, but
this figure is very uncertain.

Incomplete combustion in mobile sources, as
well as evaporation, accounted for about 36 per
cent of the total emissions in 1991. Use of
passenger cars in particular, but also two-stroke
engines, were important in this connection.
Only 4 per cent of the NMVOC emissions ori-
ginated from stationary combustion, the most
important source being burning of wood in pri-
vate households.

Norway has undertaken to reduce emissions
of NMVOC by 30 per cent by 1999, compared
with 1989; preliminary figures show that the
emissions increased by about 3 per cent from
1989 to 1992.
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Figure 5.7. Emissions of lead by source. 1973-1992*
Tonnes Pb

Figure 5.8. Emissions of CO2 by source. 1973-1992*
Million tonnes CO2

Source: CBS, SFT

Emissions of particulates decreased from
1973 up to 1983, see figure 5.6. The main rea-
son was less stationary combustion of heavy
oil. The decrease was followed by an increase
up to 1987, owing to higher consumption of
wood in private households in addition to in-
creased use of passenger cars. No marked
changes have occurred in emissions of particu-
lates since 1988.

34 per cent of the total emissions in 1990 ori-
ginated from mobile sources, with 64 per cent
of this amount coming from diesel-driven eng-
ines.

Private households accounted for 62 per cent
of the total emissions of particulates in 1990.
The main reason was heating with wood. Do-
mestic transportation accounted for 13 per cent
of the emissions in 1990.

Emissions of lead have decreased in recent
years, see figure 5.7. The reason was reduced
content of lead in gasoline (regulations came
into force in 1980 and 1983), in addition to the
introduction of non-leaded gasoline in 1986. In
1991, sales of non-leaded gasoline accounted

Source: CBS, SFT

for 47 per cent of total sales. A/S Christiania
Spigerverk was closed down in 1989. This is
the most important reason for the decrease in
emissions of lead from industrial processes
from 1988 to 1989. Industrial processes and
stationary sources (incineration of waste and
combustion of oil) together accounted for only
2 per cent of the total emissions in 1991.

In 1991, 98 per cent of the emissions of lead
originated from mobile sources and were al-
most entirely due to the addition of lead to ga-
soline. Private households and provision of ser-
vices are the most important sectors as regards
emissions of lead.

Emissions of CO2 have varied somewhat du-
ring the period. Figure 5.8. shows a marked
decrease in emissions from 1973 to 1974, follo-
wed by an increase up to 1979/1980. Emissions
decreased again up to 1982. This trend was fol-
lowed by a slight rise up to 1990, which was
again followed by a slight reduction of emis-
sions in 1991. The reason for the clear reduc-
tions was reduced consumption of oil products
owing to higher prices in 1973-74, 1979-80,
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Figure 5.9. Emissions of CO2 from combustion of
different forms of energy. 1991

Source: CBS, SFT

and 1990-91. There has been a general decline
in consumption of oil products since 1987, but
combustion connected to extraction and proces-
sing of oil and gas has increased. Figure 5.9
shows the connection between emissions of
CO2 from combustion and the different sources
of energy in 1991.

Mobile and stationary sources each contribu-
ted to about 40 per cent of the carbon dioxide
emissions in 1991. The remainder, 20 per cent,
originated from industrial processes, where the
main source of the emissions was manufactu-
ring of metals. Extraction of oil and gas ac-
counts for the largest share of the total emis-
sions, 23 per cent, followed by private house-
holds, 17 per cent, metals manufacturing, 14
per cent, and transportation, 13 per cent.

The Storting (Norwegian National Assembly)
has made it a provisional national goal to stabi-
lize CO2-emissions at 1989 level by the year
2000; preliminary figures show that the emis-
sions decreased by 5.5 per cent from 1989 to
1992.

Emissions of methane remained at about the
same level throughout the period 1987-1991; in
1991 they amounted to 279 000 tonnes. The
two most important sources of methane emis-
sions are domestic animal husbandry/manuring
and deposition of waste, which accounted re-

spectively for 33 per cent and 56 per cent of
the total emissions in 1991. Emissions of met-
hane from activities connected to extraction of
oil and gas (including shipping of crude oil,
and the gas terminal at Kårstø) accounted for 4
per cent. Stationary combustion accounted for 5
per cent and mobile combustion 1 per cent of
the total emissions, with the largest contribu-
tion again originating from heating with wood
in private households.

There are two main sources of emissions of
N20. These are use of manure and commercial
fertilizer in agriculture, and production of nitric
acid. The former accounted for 44 and the lat-
ter for 41 per cent of the total emissions of ni-
trous oxide in 1991. 9 per cent of the emissions
came from stationary sources and 6 per cent
from mobile sources. Emissions of nitrous oxi-
de in Norway have been reduced during the
period 1987-1991.

Emissions of NH3 amounted to 38 000 ton-
nes in 1990. These emissions depend to a large
extent on number of domestic animals and
spreading of manure, 85 per cent, as well as the
use and composition of commercial fertilizers,
14 per cent. A very small share of the emis-
sions comes from production of ammonia. The
emission figures for ammonia are very uncer-
tain.

Emissions of CFCs and halons

The State Pollution Control Authority has col-
lected figures on imports of CFCs and halons
as raw materials in 1986, 1989, 1990, 1991 and
1992. The time series is shown in table 5.8.
There are no good figures for annual emissions
of these compounds but, averaged over time,
the import statistics also indicate the level of
emissions. Imports of CFC-compounds decrea-
sed by 77 per cent from 1986 to 1992.

It has been found difficult to replace halon in
various fire-extinguishing installations but, in
spite of this, imports have decreased by 71 per
cent since 1986. New regulations banning the
use of halon in Norway came into force on 1
July 1991. However, dispensation from the ban
has been granted in some cases. Today, it is
possible to use hydro-chlorofluorocarbons, so-
called HCFCs, as a substitute for CFCs. Most
of these will also have an ozone-depleting ef-
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fect, but not as great as that of CFCs. Con-
sumption of HCFCs is now also regulated by
the Montreal Protocol. Hydrofluorocarbons not
containing chlorine are now used in refrigera-
tion plants. These compounds have no known
harmful effects on stratospheric ozone, but are
more expensive. However, all these substitutes
for CFCs are regarded as greenhouse gases.

Long-range transported air pollution

Through EMEP (European Monitoring and
Evaluation Programme), a co-operative pro-
gramme for monitoring and evaluation of long-
range transported air pollution in Europe, Nor-
way's own contributions of oxidized sulphur
and nitrogen, and the amounts of these compo-
nents received from other countries, have been
calculated for the years 1985 and 1987-1991.
The calculations include only contributions
from European countries. They are based on
reported and estimated emission figures
coupled with meteorological, physical and
chemical data in order to model horizontal
transport in the atmosphere. The calculated
concentrations are compared with the observed
values. Oxidized nitrogen occurs mainly in the
form of NO2 and NO3 -, and oxidized sulphur
as SO2 and SO42- . The results of the calcula-

Table 5.8. Raw materials import of CFCs and halons
to Norway in 1986-1992. Tonnes

1986 1989 1990 1991 1992

Total import of
CFCs
	

1 411 990 773 478 331
K:FK-11 (CFC13)
	

680 418 314
	

97
	

13
KFK-12 (CF2C12)
	

311 234 200 169 162
KFK-113 (C2F3C13)
	

350 262 194 122 97
KFK-114 (C2F4C12)	 -	 1

	
1
	

1
	

1
KFK-115 (C2F5C1)
	

70 75
	

64
	

89 59

Total import of
halons	 151 90 136

	
90 44

Halon 1211(CF2BrC1)
	

13	 4
	

4
	

3	 -

Halon 1301 (CF3Br)
	

136 86 132
	

87 44
Halon 2402 (C2F4Br)
	

2	 -

1 Import in products not included.
Source: SFT

tions for 1991 are shown in figures 5.10 and
5.11. The overview includes only countries that
affect Norway to a significant degree, The item
"other countries" represents the sum of small
contributions from Hungary, Italy, Rumania,
Spain and Yugoslavia. Marine areas where
emissions both occur and are received are the
Baltic Sea, the Norwegian Sea and the Atlantic
Ocean. Some of the sulphur emissions originate
from natural sources, mainly marine biological
processes.

Norway is the recipient of 135 000 tonnes of
oxidized sulphur (measured as S) and 85 000
tonnes of oxidized nitrogen (measured as N)
(provisional figures 1991). Only 5 per cent of
the sulphur and 7 per cent of the nitrogen origi-
nate in Norway. The main contributors are
Great Britain, Germany, Poland and the earlier
Soviet Union. The calculations also show large
differences within Norway itself. The southern-
most counties are exposed to the greatest load
of pollution. The Norwegian emissions are de-
posited mainly in immediate marine areas.
Sweden and the earlier Soviet Union are also
important recipients.

Agreements

Norway has undertaken to reduce emissions of
certain components. Box 5.2 summarizes these
agreements and national goals. The most recent
agreement (1991) refers to reductions of emis-
sions of non-methane volatile organic com-
pounds (NMVOCs).
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Figure 5.10. Supply of oxidized sulphur (measured
as S) to Norway from European countries and marine
areas. 1991

Source: EMEP

Figure 5.11. Supply of oxidized nitrogen (measured
as N) to Norway from European countries and marine
areas. 1991

Source: EMEP
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International environmental agreements can take many forms and are committing to a
greater or lesser degree. The most important categories of agreements are:

Declarations, most of which are political statements of willingness, often somewhat vaguely formulated.

Conventions, which specify general commitments and objectives in relation to a group of environmental
problems for the different partners to the agreement.

Protocols which usually contain specific commitments for the different countries.

In principle, Conventions and Protocols are legally binding, but as yet no sanction mechanisms have been
established to ensure that the commitments are met. As an appendix to international agreements, or preceding
negotiations on such agreements, it is not unusual for the different countries to publicly announce national
targets for stabilizing or reducing various kinds of environmentally harmful emissions.

The following is a short list of some international agreements which Norway is party to. The brackets show the
year the agreement was signed. The agreements may include other provisions and requirements than those sta-
ted below.

Declarations	 Problems	 Goals
North Sea Declaration
(1990)	 Micropollutants 50 per cent reduction by 1995 with 1985 as base year. 70 per cent for

cadmium, mercury, lead and dioxins

Nutrients	 50 per cent reduction by 1995 with 1985 as base year
PCB	 Cease all use by 1995

Conventions
ECE (1979)	 Limits on long-range transboundary air pollution
Vienna (1987)	 Protect the stratospheric ozone shield
Protocols
Helsinki (1985)	 SO2	 30 per cent reduction by 1993 with 1980 as base year
Sophia (1988) 	 NOx	 Stabilization at the 1987 level by 1994.
Montreal (1987)	 CFCs	 Reduce use of CFCs by 75 per cent by 1994 with

1986 as base year. Phasing out by 1996.
Halons	 Phasing out by 1994.

London (1990) 	 CFCs	 With 1986 as base year: 20 per cent reduction by 1993, 85 per cent
reduction by 1997 and complete phasing out by the year 2000.

Halons	 50 per cent reduction by 1995 and complete phasing out by the
year 2000.

Carbon-
tetrachloride	 85 per cent reduction by 1995 with 1989 as base year, and phasing

out by 1996.

Metyl-	 50 per cent reduction by 1994 with 1989 as base year, complete
chloroform	 phasing out by 1996.

Geneva (1991)	 NMVOC	 30 per cent reduction by 1999 with 1989 as base year.
Applies to all mainland Norway and Norway's economic zone south
of latitude 62° North.

National goals
502	 50 per cent reduction by 1993 with 1980 as base year.
NOx 	30 per cent reduction by 1998 with 1986 as base year.
CO2	 Stabilization at the 1989 level by the year 2000.
CFCs	 Prohibited by 1995.
Halons	 Prohibited by 1995.

Box 5.2. International agreements signed by Norway.
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Emissions from road traffic are influenced by
many different factors. The most important are
type of vehicle, technology, distance driven,
age of the vehicle and "cold starts". Values for
gasoline and autodiesel consumption are im-
portant for calculating total emissions of the
different components in Norway.

Exhaust emission criteria have now been laid
down, or are planned, for all gasoline-driven
and diesel-driven vehicles in Norway, except
for mopeds, motorcycles and heavy vehicles
run on gasoline. The exhaust emission criteria
imply that all new vehicles shall emit less than
the specified limit, also after having been run
for some time. Exhaust emissions from gasoli-
ne-driven passenger cars have had to meet cer-
tain requirements since 1974. During the 1970
and the 1980s, steadily more stringent exhaust
emission criteria were imposed for passenger
cars (ECE 15-00 - 15-04). New criteria were
laid down for passenger cars in 1989 (US-83).
To satisfy these requirements, the car is requi-
red to have a three-way catalytic convertor.
The criteria for heavier diesel-driven vehicles
are the same as in the EC countries, and will be

made effective on 1 October 1993 both in Nor-
way and the EC. Today, there are no exhaust
emission criteria applying to these vehicles.

When the vehicle is in use, it will normally
generate more exhaust emissions, though in
some cases less, than it did when it was new.
The effect of aging is particularly important for
cars with a catalyzer, since this device is very
effective in reducing the emissions to start
with, but becomes less effective as time goes
on. For example, if the car has driven 140 000
km, the emissions of NOx will be more than
three times as great as when the car was new.
However, it will still emit only 19 per cent
compared with a similar car without a cataly-
zer. In the case of gasoline-driven cars without
a catalyzer, emissions of hydrocarbons (VOC)
and CO increase for each kilometre driven as
the car gets older, while emissions of NO x dec-
rease. In the case of heavy diesel-driven vehic-
les, emissions of CO and particulates increase
but emissions of VOC and NOx decrease. Fuel
consumption per kilometre increases as the car
gets older. The results of the calculations for
1991, for different classes of vehicles and ways
of driving, are shown in table 5.9 and 5.10. The
emissions from gasoline-driven passenger cars,
distributed by technological classes, are shown
in table 5.11.

Table 5.9. Emissions and fuel consumption from road traffic. Classes of vehicles. 1991. 1000 tonnes unless
otherwise specified 

4 N20 NH3Class	 Fuel CO2 SO2 Lead CO NØ Parti- NM- C
cons.	 culates VOC

Mill.
tonnes

Tonnes

Total  	 7.9	 3.3	 172	 687.6	 80.1 4.0	 83.7	 1.8	 0.6	 0.3

Total gasoline  	 1697	 5.3	 1.0	 172	 671.7	 51.7 0.7	 79.4	 1(7	 0.3	 0.3

Passenger cars  	 1556	 4.9	 0.9	 158	 612.2	 47.1 0.7	 69.6	 115	 0.3	 0.3
Vans  	 111	 0.3	 0.1	 11	 41.8	 4.0 0.0	 5.1	 0.1	 0.0	 0.0
Goods vehicles etc. . . 	

•	

12	 0.0	 0.0	 1	 5.6	 0.4 0.0	 0.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
Buses  	 2	 0.0	 0.0	 0	 1.1	 0.1 0.0	 0.1	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
Mopeds  	 8	 0.0	 0.0	 1	 5.7	 0.0 0.0	 3.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
Motorcycles  	 7	 0.0	 0.0	 1	 5.2	 0.0 0.0	 1.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0

Total diesel  	 830	 2.6	 2.3	 0	 15.8	 28.4 3.3	 4.3	 0.1	 0.3	 0.0

Passenger cars  	 78	 0.2	 0.2	 0	 1.1	 0.9 0.5	 0.3	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
Vans  	 97	 0.3	 0.3	 0	 1.4	 1.2 0.6	 0.4	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
Goods vehicles etc. . . 	

•	

490	 1.6	 1.4	 0	 10.9	 19.8 1.7	 2.9	 0.0	 0.2	 0.0
Buses  	 164	 0.5	 0.5	 0	 2.5	 6.5 0.5	 0.7	 0.0	 0.1	 0.0

Source: Institute of Technology (TI), Norwegian Institute for Air Research (NILU) and CBS



	Mill.	 Tonnes
tonnes

247	 0.8	 0.1	 25 174.4	 6.4	 0.1	 14.5	 0.3	 0.0	 0.0

112	 0.4	 0.1	 11	 57.0	 3.2	 0.1	 6.2	 0.1	 0.0	 0.0

504	 1.6	 0.3	 51 205.8	 16.5	 0.3	 24.4	 0.5	 0.1	 0.0

519	 1.6	 0.3	 53 165.7	 20.0	 0.2	 23.7	 0.5	 0.1	 0.0

174	 0.5	 0.1	 18	 9.2	 1.0	 0.0	 0.9	 0.1	 0.1	 0.3

Passenger No	 Before
cars	 crit./
	

1978
ECE
15-00

ECE 1978
15-02

ECE 1980
15-03

ECE 1985
15-03/04

US-83 1989
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Different classes of vehicles influence the
different pollution components. In general, ga-
soline-driven vehicles are of particular impor-
tance for emissions of lead, CO and NMVOC.
Diesel-driven vehicles are of particular impor-
tance for emissions of S02 and particulates.
Both types of vehicles are important for emis-
sions of CO2, NOx and N20. Emissions of

methane and ammonia from road traffic are
small in relation to the total emissions from
this source. The trend in gasoline and autodie-
sel consumption 1973-1991 is shown in figure
5.12. Road traffic's share of total emissions of
the different components in 1991, as well as
trends in the emissions of certain selected com-
ponents, 1973-1991, are shown in figure 5.13.

Table 5.10. Emissions and fuel consumption from road traffic, by way of driving. 1991. 1000 tonnes unless
otherwise specified

Way of driving Con-
sump-

tion

CO2 502 Lead CO NOx Particu- NM- CH4 N20 NH3
lates VOC

Mill.	 Tonnes
tonnes

7.9	 3.3	 172	 687.6 80.1	 4.0	 83.7	 1.8	 0.6	 0.3Total 	

Warm engine driving,
total  	 2363	 7.4	 3.2

Urban driving  	 732	 2.3 0.9
Rural 50-701  	474	 1.5 0.7
Rural 801  	937	 2.9	 1.3

Motorways  	 205	 0.6 0.3

Moped/motorcycle  	 15	 0.0 0.0
Cold starts  	 163	 0.5	 0.1
Evaporation 	

	

157	 405.8 79.9 3.8	 46.6	 1.4	 0.6	 0.3

	

53	 161.1	 15.8	 0.9	 17.3	 0.5	 0.1	 0.1

	

30	 76.7	 17.7 0.8	 9.3	 0.3	 0.1	 0.1

	

59	 131.4 38.1	 1.6	 13.6	 0.4	 0.3	 0.2

	

13	 25.6	 8.3 0.3	 2.7	 0.1	 0.1	 0.0

	

2	 11.0	 0.1	 0.0	 3.7	 0.1	 0.0	 0.0

	

16	 281.8 -0.2 0.3	 13.8	 0.4	 0.0	 0.0

23.3

1 Speed limits on roads
Source: TI, Norwegian Institute of Air Research (NILU) and CBS

Table 5.11. Emissions and fuel consumption from road traffic. Gasoline-driven passenger cars, by technology. 1991.
1000 tonnes unless otherwise specified

Class
	

Techno- Year Fuel CO2 SO2 Lead CO NOx Particu- NM- CH4 N20 NH3
logy	 reg.	 cons.	 lates VOC

Source: TI, NILU and CBS
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Figure 5.12. Consumption of automobile gasoline 	 Figure 5.13. Emissions from road traffic 1973-1991
and autodiesel in Norway. 1973-1991
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S02, CO2 and lead: The emissions are re-
spectively affected only by the sulphur, carbon
and lead content of the gasoline, and not by the
combustion conditions. S02-emissions decrea-
sed by 26 per cent from 1973 to 1991, in spite
of an increase in consumption of gasoline and
diesel, owing to reductions in the sulphur con-
tent of the fuel. The CO2-emissions depend
only on the consumption of gasoline and die-
sel. Emissions from road traffic increased by
70 per cent from 1973 to 1991. The emissions
of lead depend both on the content of lead in
the gasoline and the gasoline consumption. To-
tal emissions decreased by 75 per cent from
1973 to 1991 despite a 62 per cent increase in
consumption of gasoline. The decrease in emis-
sions is explained by a lower content of lead in
the gasoline and increasing use of non-leaded
gasoline.

CO: The emissions are especially large from
gasoline-driven cars without a catalyzer. Older
cars will normally emit more than newer cars.
This is because newer cars, particularly cars
with a catalyzer, emit less than cars with older
technologies, but also because the specific
emission will increase with the age of the car.
Although the specific emission (emission per
km) decreased during the period, the total
emissions increased by 16.5 per cent from
1973 to 1991. This can be explained by the
higher consumption of gasoline. The decrease
in recent years can be put down to constant or
lower consumption of gasoline, and an increase
in the share of cars with a catalyzer. "Cold
starts" account for 41 per cent of the total
emissions from road traffic. This emission can
also be linked to gasoline-driven cars in parti-
cular.

NOx : Both gasoline-driven and diesel-driven
cars are major sources of emissions. For gasoli-
ne-driven cars, the emissions are usually lower
from cars with a catalyzer than from other ty-
pes. Exhaust emission criteria will be imposed
for heavy diesel vehicles as from 1 October
1993. There was a strong increase in emissions
of this component, 82 per cent, from 1973 to
1991, but a slight reduction has been observed
in recent years. There are two reasons for this
reduction; stagnation in sales of gasoline and
diesel, and a larger share of cars with a cataly-
zer.

Particulates (exhaust particulates): Diesel-
driven vehicles are the most important source
of emissions and accounted for 82 per cent of
the total emissions from road traffic in 1991.
The emissions have increased throughout the
period, with an increase of as much as 107 per
cent from 1973 to 1991.

NMVOC: Gasoline-driven vehicles are deci-
dedly the most important source of emissions
from road traffic, with as high a share as 95 per
cent. 56 per cent of this amount originates from
cars driven with a warm engine, 17 per cent
from "cold starts", and 28 per cent from evapo-
ration from the engine. The total emissions
have increased by as much as 47 per cent du-
ring the period. The reasons for the decrease in
the last couple of years are stagnation in con-
sumption of gasoline and a larger share of cars
with a catalyzer.

N20: Both gasoline- and diesel-driven cars
are sources of emissions. The total emissions
increased by as much as 110 per cent from
1973 to 1991. There was also an increase in the
total emission from 1990 to 1991. This increa-
se occurred because the specific emissions are
higher for gasoline-driven cars with a catalyzer.

Figure 5.14 shows emissions of certain com-
ponents from gasoline-driven cars as a function
of the age of the car. The figure also shows
gasoline consumption. There is no direct con-
nection between gasoline consumption and
emissions. This is because the different cars
meet different exhaust emission criteria, and
because the emissions change as the car be-
comes older. The figure also shows that a rela-
tively large share of the gasoline consumption
refers to 5-6 year-old cars (compared with
1991). The age-distribution of gasoline-driven
passenger cars is shown in figure 5.15. In 1991,
there were 170 285 light passenger cars registe-
red in 1986, and only 61 750 registered in
1990. However, the annual average distance
driven is higher for new cars than for older
cars. The emissions from gasoline-driven cars
per vehicle-kilometre is shown in figure 5.16.
The figure shows that the emissions of NOR ,
NMVOC and CO per vehicle/kilometre increa-
se considerably with the age of the vehicle.
Most vehicles between 0 and 3 years of age
have a catalyzer, and emissions are very small
compared with those from older cars. CO2-
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Figure 5.14. Fuel consumption and emissions of
NOR, CO and NMVOC for different age classes. Ga-
soline-driven cars. 1991

Source: CBS, TI, NILU

emissions per vehicle-kilometre are also de-
pendent on the age of the car. This is because
new cars use less gasoline per kilometre.

Figure 5.15. Age distribution of the stock of gasoline-
driven passenger cars. 1991

Source: Directorate of Roads

Figure 5.16. Emissions of CO2, NOR , CO and
NMVOC from gasoline-driven vehicles, by vehicle-
kilometres, for different age classes. Index: 1991=1

Source: CBS, TI, NILU
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There has been a strong increase in the number of
passenger cars, gasoline consumption and number of
kilometres driven from the time when passenger cars be-
came generally available up to today. Figure 1 shows the
trend in gasoline consumption in private households and
the real price of gasoline, taxes included, from 1973 to
1991 (source: CBS). Gasoline consumption has doubled
during this period, from 920 million litres in 1973 to
about 1820 million litres in 1991. Except in the years
1973-74 and 1990-91, consumption of gasoline in private
households has increased steadily. For the period as a
whole, the growth - in consumption has averaged about
3.9 per cent per year. The average yearly increase in pri-
ces was 0.8 per cent. Changes in prices have been much
more uneven than changes in consumption, with long pe-
riods of decreasing real prices. The figure indicates a re-
latively clear, negative relation between real price and
consumption. Growth in consumption is greatest in pe-
riods when real prices are decreasing, and weakest in pe-
riods when prices are increasing. The relation is most ob-
vious for the period from 1973 to 1974, where the real
price of gasoline increased by about 20 per cent owing to
a strong increase in the world market price of crude oil.
The price increase was reflected in a corresponding per-
centage decrease in gasoline consumption.

Figure 2 (source: Institute of Transport Economics
(Transportøkonomisk institutt - TØI) and CBS) shows
growth in the number of registered cars, total distances
driven by passenger cars, and the real disposable income
of private households. From 1973 to 1991 the stock of
private cars increased by an average of 3.2 per cent per
year. In 1973 there were about 0.9 million private cars,
and in 1991 rather more than 1.6 million, an increase of
77 per cent. The number of persons per car has dropped
from 4.3 persons in 1973 to 2.6 persons in 1991. The
growth in the number of kilometres driven is much
higher than the growth in the number of private cars. The
number of driven kilometres was more than doubled du-
ring the period, with an average annual increase of 4.1
per cent. In addition, there was a marked improvement in
energy efficiency, since an average car (in terms of age
and type), at average speed, used about 0.95 litres of gas-
oline per 10 kilometres in 1973 and 0.81 litres per 10
kilometres in 1991 (source: TØI). Thus every car cove-
red a longer distance in the course of a year in 1991 than
in 1973, but used less gasoline per kilometre. In order to
explain the growth in the stock of cars and in the num-
ber of kilometres driven it is natural to consider the pe-
riods before and after 1986 separately, since this was the
year when an obvious change occurred in the growth
rate. Up to 1986 the growth in the stock of private cars
was 4.4 per cent per year, and growth in the number of
kilometres driven was 5.2 per cent per year. This can be
only partly explained by the increase in the real disposa-
ble income of private households, which was 2.5 per
cent. Other contributory factors were increased participa-
tion if women in the labour force, and more leisure time
per employee. There has been a slight decrease in the
number of private cars since 1986. This corresponds with
very weak growth in household income. Lack of growth
in the stock of cars is due to impacts from preceding
years, when the growth was very strong and the market,
to some extent, was saturated. The weak growth in in-
come implied that cars were not replaced at the same rate
as they otherwise would have been. The average age of
private cars increased during the period from 6.3 years in

1975 to 8.7 years in 1989 (source: TØI). Since the
growth in the stock of private cars has stopped, there is
reason to believe that the average age has further increa-
sed since 1989. The higher average age corresponds with
a slight decrease in distance driven during the last two
years, since new cars are driven more than older ones
are.

Developments in the future will depend on trends in
employment, household income, and relative prices. No
immediate increase in sales of new cars is expected, sin-
ce only a moderate increase is expected for both income
and employment in the short term. The free float of the
Norwegian krone at the end of last year led to some de-
preciation of the krone in relation to other currencies,
which is expected to cause an increase in car prices.
Further, without new growth in car sales in particular,
and in income and employment in general, neither the
distance driven nor consumption of gasoline is expected
to increase in the immediate future. In the longer term,
however, there is reason to expect an improvement in
economic growth. With no substantial changes in relative
prices, or new restrictions on the use of passenger cars,
the growth in the number and use of passenger cars will
continue.

Figure 1. Real price and gasoline consumption by the house-
holds. 1973-1991. Indices, 1973=1
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Figure 2. Passenger cars, distance driven and real disposable
income in the households. 1973-1991. Indices, 1973=1
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At the request of the State Pollution Control
Authority, the Norwegian Institute for Air Re-
search (NILU) has made regular measurements
of sulphur dioxide, soot and lead in air at diffe-
rent places in Norway since 1977 (National
Programme for Pollution Monitoring). Concen-
trations of NO2 have been measured since
1986. From April 1991 to March 1992, 24-hour
average concentrations of these pollutants have
been registered at 33 stations in 25 towns and
urban districts. In addition to the national pro-
gramme, measurements are taken at five sta-
tions in Sør-Varanger in order to register the
SO2-load in the area. The concentrations of the
different components are measured at different
times of the year.

The measurements show that the concentra-
tions of all the components vary significantly
over the year, with relatively high levels in the
winter months and lower concentrations in
summer. This is explained by higher consump-
tion of fuels (oil, kerosene and wood) for hea-
ting in winter, and thus greater emissions, and
by the fact that the pollution is not dispersed as
easily in winter as in summer. Figures 5.17,
5.18 and 5.19 show seasonal variations and
changes in average concentrations of sulphur
dioxide, soot and lead in 8 larger Norwegian
towns (Fredrikstad, Oslo, Drammen, Kristian-
sand, Stavanger, Bergen, Trondheim and Trom-
sØ). The figures also show national emissions
of the same components. In general, variations
in the average air quality for these towns corre-
lates with emissions of the corresponding com-
ponent.

In 1992, new air quality criteria have been
recommended for most of these components,
but these have not been taken into account in
this report. The new air quality criteria are ge-
nerally more stringent than the old ones (they
set a lower limit for the concentrations). These
new air quality criteria are shown in figure 5.1.
The number of times the recommended limit is
exceeded may therefore be higher than indica-
ted in the following summary. The deviations
are greatest for NO2.

Figure 5.17 shows a clear decline in average
concentrations of sulphur dioxide during the se-
ries of measurements. The average concentra-
tion in the season 1991/92 was the lowest since
the measurements started. The reasons are re-
duced emissions and favourable dispersion con-
ditions. However, the average values may hide
sporadic periods of poor air quality. In the case
of some components, such as SO2 and NO2,
greatest harm occurs during these periods with
high concentrations. The measurements show
only few such episodes for S02 during the pe-
riod concerned. Values exceeding the lower 24-
hour average critical level (100 µg/m 3) were
registered at four stations, and values exceeding
the upper 24-hour critical level (150 µg /m 3) at
two stations. Episodes with high values for
sulphur dioxide concentrations occur most of-
ten at places with large emissions from local
industry. The highest values for S02 are now
measured at stations in Sarpsborg, Halden, År-
dalstangen and Øvre Årdal. No excess values

Figure 5.17. Average S02-concentrations in air in
some larger Norwegian towns. µg S02/m
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Figure 5.18. Average concentrations of soot in air in
some larger Norwegian towns. µg soot/m 3 air. Natio-
nal emissions of particulates. 1 000 tonnes. 1977-1992

Figure 5.19. Average concentrations of lead in air in
some larger Norwegian towns. µg lead/m 3 air. Natio-
nal emissions of lead. Tonnes. 1977-1992

Source: NILU, CBS
	

Source: NILU, CBS

were registered in the largest towns during the
period in question. The lowest six-monthly cri-
tical level, 40 mg/m3 was never exceeded. Out-
side the national monitoring programme, ex-
cess values were also measured at four stations
in Sør-Varanger. These can be explained by
SO2-emissions from Russian nickel works in
Nikel and Zapolj arnij .

Soot concentrations showed a tendency to
decline at the beginning of the period, increa-
sed during the mid-1980s and have declined in
recent years, see figure 5.18. In 1991/92, the
critical level for the 24-hour average concentra-
tion (100 1.i.g/m3) was exceeded at stations in
Drammen, Fredrikstad, Oslo (Bryn School) and
Skien. Except for Bryn School in Oslo, all the
stations are located near to streets with much
road traffic. Generally lower concentrations
were measured in February 1992 than in the
same month in 1991. The reasons may be mil-
der weather and better dispersal conditions
combined with lower emissions from road traf-

fic. Today, road traffic is probably the most
important source of soot in the larger towns,
but at the start of the measuring period the
greater part of the soot originated from oil used
for heating.

A distinct decline has been observed in the
concentration of lead after the gradual change-
over to non-leaded gasoline. A period of mar-
ked reductions in lead concentrations in urban
air in the early 1980s has been followed by
smaller reductions in recent years, see figure
5.19. The measurements in February showed
the lowest concentration of lead measured to
date. No concentration exceeding WHO's criti-
cal level for lead concentrations in air (0.5-1
µg/m3) were recorded at any • station during the
winter of 1991/92.

Measurements of NO2_concentrations did not
start until autumn 1986. Values exceeding the
24-hour average critical level were measured at
5 out of 12 stations in winter 1991/92. The hig-
hest values were recorded in Drammen and
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Figure 5.20. Annual average concentrations of S02
at some background stations. µg/m air. 1980-1992

Figure 5.21. Annual average concentrations of parti-
culate sulphate at some background stations. µg /m.
1980-1992

Source: NILU, SFT

Oslo (St. Olavs plass). The critical level for the
six-monthly average concentration (75 µg/m3 )
was not exceeded at any station. Most of the
stations showed a lower NO2-concentration
than in winter 1990/91, about the same level as
in winter 1989/90. The variation can be explai-
ned by the general weather conditions during
these winters. Road traffic is considered to be
the most important source of high concentra-
tions of NO2 in air.

Air quality at Norwegian background
stations
Transboundary pollution is measured in air and
precipitation at 7 background stations. These
stations are influenced only slightly by local
sources of emissions. Much of the pollution co-
mes from other countries, see figures 5.10 and
5.11. Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show changes in
the annual average concentrations of sulphur
dioxide and particulate sulphur respectively at

Source: NILU, SFT

some stations. As a whole, the measurements
show a declining trend, but have varied only
slightly in recent years. The figures also show
that the sulphur load at the background stations
also varies between regions. The highest avera-
ge concentrations were recorded at Jergul in
Finnmark, Skreådalen in Vest-Agder and Bir-
kenes in Aust-Agder.
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5.5. Cost of measures to reduce CO2-
emissions in Norway

In recent years, considerable attention has been
given to the cost of reducing emissions of CO2
in Norway. Several analyses have focused on
the costs in terms of reduced Gross Domestic
Product connected to realizing the goals for re-
ductions of emissions. These analyses show
that the marginal costs in the form of a reduc-
tion in the Gross Domestic Product become
greater the greater the reductions in emissions.
Such a trend appears to be reasonable, given
that the emissions that are cheapest to reduce
are the ones that are reduced first.

In this analysis we have studied the costs of
reducing emissions of CO2 in Norway. The
model used for this purpose is a revised version
of CBS's long-term equilibrium model (MSG).
The main revision consists of a new way of
modelling the demand for energy for stationary
purposes. Secondly, greater emphasis has been
placed on transportation. Further, a new model
has been developed for the electricity sector
and has been implemented into the main mo-
del. 1

By preparing different scenarios or paths of
development (up to the year 2020) and varying
the CO2 tax imposed on consumption of fossil
fuels, we can arrive at a relation between re-
duction in CO2-emissions and corresponding
reduction in Gross Domestic Product. This re-
lation can be called a climate-cost function. Ta-
king into account all reservations about the un-
certainty of the results in the model, and given
the basic assumptions for the development
path, the climate-cost function shows the costs
in terms of Gross Domestic Product associated
with realizing specific goals for reductions of
emissions.

An important assumption for the results is
that the taxes are completely returned to the
economy in the form of reduced payroll tax.
Another important assumption in our analysis
is that we take into account only Norwegian

1 After the Norwegian version of the report was sent
to the printers, the results of the analyses have been re-
vised. The English version contains these revised re-
sults.

Figure 5.22. Reduction in Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) as a function of a reduction in CO2-emissions
in the year 2020. Percentage deviations from a scena-
rio with no special measures to reduce CO2-emissions

Source: CBS

measures. Multilateral measures will change
assumptions such as reduced oil prices and im-
proved competitive conditions for some sectors
of Norwegian export industry (energy-intensive
industry). Further, access to trade emission
quotas will significantly change the conditions
for Norway.

Figure 5.22 shows the relation between the
reduction in CO2-emissions and the reduction
in Gross Domestic Product. The reductions are
measured in relation to a reference scenario
with no measures to reduce CO2-emissions.
The figure shows, not surprisingly, that also in
Norway the reduction in Gross Domestic Pro-
duct caused by reducing emissions of CO2 by
one extra unit becomes greater the greater the
reductions already achieved.

A tax of about NOK 350 per tonne CO2 will
be required in order to stabilize the emissions
at 1992 level by the year 2020. This is equiva-
lent to a tax of about 95 Ore per litre oil. By
comparison, today's (1993) CO2-tax is 40 Ore
per litre oil. The associated reduction in Gross
Domestic Product is about 0.5 per cent. Scena-
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rios with the highest taxes (NOK 14 per litre
oil in the year 2020) give an approximately 50
per cent reduction in emissions and a 2.9 per
cent reduction in GDP in relation to the refer-
ence scenario. In relation to the 1992 level,
this represents a reduction in emissions of
about 35 per cent.

An analysis of the cost of reducing CO2-
emissions in the USA, carried out by Jorgenson
and Wilcoxen (1990) shows that stabilizing the
emissions at 1990 level in the year 2020 will
require a tax of about 5 dollars per tonne CO2.
In Norway's case, similar stabilization would
require a tax of about 45 dollars per tonne CO2.
There may be many reasons for this large diffe-
rence between the countries. One is stronger
economic growth in the Norwegian reference
scenario than in the American. This means that,
in the Norwegian analysis, we have to reduce
from a higher level. Another reason may be
differences in the prognoses for technical chan-
ge. It is probably also important that, in Nor-
way, much of the changeover from forms of
energy with a high carbon content will have al-
ready been achieved, so that further reductions
will be more expensive.

In the light of the high tax that is required to
stabilize emissions in Norway, it is reasonable
to assume that the reduction in the Gross Do-
mestic Product caused by the stabilization will
be high in Norway compared with other coun-
tries. If we compare our results with the results
from Jorgenson and Wilcoxen's model and tho-
se of three other models described in A. Dean
and P. Hoeller (1992), which present results for
USA, we find that this is not the case. Accor-
ding to these four models, stabilization of emis-
sions in USA in the year 2020 would lead to a
reduction in the Gross Domestic Product of be-
tween 0.5 and 1.1 per cent. Thus our results,
showing a 0.5 per cent reduction in the Gross
Domestic Product as a result of stabilization in
the year 2020 are in line with the estimates of
GDP losses in the USA. One reason may be
that oil consumption per unit of production is
somewhat higher in the USA than in Norway,
so that a given reduction in energy consump-
tion leads to a greater reduction in production
in the USA than it does in Norway.

To sum up, it can be said that the calcula-
tions indicate that a reduction in CO2-emissions

in Norway through imposition of taxes can be
achieved without a dramatic reduction in the
Gross Domestic Product. Compared with other
countries, relatively high taxes are required in
order to reduce the emissions. On the other
hand, the cost in the form of reduced Gross
Domestic Product is relatively low in Norway.
Nonetheless, the very high taxes that will have
to be imposed in order to achieve reductions
over and above stabilization will probably re-
sult in high costs for adjustment and reorgani-
zation in the short term. These costs are not re-
flected in our long-term model. If possible, it
would probably be wise to supplement the tax-
es with other measures such as direct regulation
and trade in quotas.

An important factor not referred to in the cal-
culations presented here is that a reduction in
CO2-emissions also leads to lower emissions of
other gases such as SO2 and NO R. This will
lead to gains in the form of better health, less
capital depreciation, and a better quality natural
environment, and may also lead to fewer traffic
problems (Brendemoen et al., 1992). To what
degree these gains will balance the loss in the
form of a reduction of the Gross Domestic Pro-
duct is uncertain, but studies indicate that they
would be very considerable.
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A positive trend has been observed in the stock of North-East Arctic cod, which was estimated
to 1.8 million tonnes in 1992. The catch quota for 1993 is 500 thousand tonnes, of which Norwe-
gian fishermen are allowed to catch 208 thousand tonnes. They are also permitted to catch 40
thousand tonnes of coastal cod. The spawning stock of Norwegian spring-spawning herring was
estimated to be about 2 million tonnes in 1992. The 1983 year class accounts for about 80 per
cent of this stock. The stock of Barents Sea capelin has increased again after the marked
decline in 1986, and in autumn 1992 the total stock was estimated to be 5.2 million tonnes.
The total catch of fish in Norwegian fisheries was 2.3 million tonnes in 1992. This is 0.4 million
tonnes more than in 1991. Including crustaceans, molluscs and seaweed, the total catch in 1992
was 2.6 million tonnes, with a first-hand value of NOK 5.8 billion.

The export value of fish products (including reared salmon) increased by 3 per cent in 1992 to
about NOK 15.4 billion. Export of fresh and frozen reared salmon accounted for about NOK
4.4 billion. There was a marked increase in both the export value and the export volume of
fresh salmon, but a distinct decrease in the export of frozen salmon.

Figure 6.1. Total stocks and spawning stock of North-
East Arctic cod. 1962-1992. 1 000 tonnes

This section reviews the development of some
important fish stocks, based mainly on reports
from working groups under the International
Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES).
The data are quoted with the consent of ICES.

North-East Arctic Cod

The size of the stock of North-East Arctic cod
was estimated to 1.8 million tonnes at the be-
ginning of 1992, see figure 6.1. The stock has
increased as a result of reduced taxation during
the period 1989-1991 and increased individual
growth. The spawning stock, estimated to just
over 1 million tonnes in 1992, is the highest
since the early 1960s. The accounted stock of
North-East Arctic cod includes fish that are
more than 2 years old at the turn of the year.
Figure 6.2 shows recruitment to the stock, mea-
sured in terms of the strength of the year clas-
ses when they enter the accounted stock as
three-year-olds. All the year classes from the
1980s, except for the strong 1983 year class

1 Fish that are 3 years old or more
Source: ICES Working Group report
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Figure 6.2. Recruitment of North-East Arctic cod.
Year classes 1962-1989. Millions of three-year-old
individuals
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Table 6.1. Stock development s . North-East Arctic
cod. 1975-1992. 1 000 tonnes

Initial
	

1992-	 Re-
Year	 estimate	 estimate	 evaluation

( 1 )
	

(2)	 (3) = (2) - ( 1 )

1975	 3 600
	

2 730	 -870
1976	 4 110
	

2 510	 -1 600
1977	 2 500
	

2 150	 -350
1978	 1 920
	

1 790	 -130
1979	 1 690
	

1 390	 -300
1980	 1 500
	

1 240	 -260
1981	 1 560
	

1 080	 -480
1982	 1 410
	

940	 -470
1983	 960
	

760	 -200
1984	 730
	

910
	

180
1985	 1 020
	

1 010	 -10
1986	 1 880
	

1 300	 -580
1987	 1 500
	

1 130	 -370
1988	 900
	

830	 -70
1989	 680
	

930
	

250
1990	 830
	

1 080
	

250
1991	 1 240
	

1 420
	

180
1992	 1 800
	

1 800

s Initial stock size estimate and estimate in 1992.
Source: ICES Working Group report

and the more "normal" year classes from 1981
and 1982, were weak. Spawning seems to have
been good, however, in 1990, 1991 and 1992.
Cod usually mature when 7 or 8 years old.

Based on the most recent estimates of the
stock, marine scientists carry out recursive cal-
culations for the development of the stock,
using data on the catch and on natural mortali-
ty. In this way the estimates of the stock size in
previous years are re-evaluated. Table 6.1
shows the size of the stock of North-East
Arctic cod as estimated initially each year and
as estimated in 1992. In 1992 the 1987 stock
was estimated to have been 1 130 thousand
tonnes; 370 thousand tonnes less than the origi-
nal estimate.

Norwegian spring-spawning herring

The spawning stock of Norwegian spring-spaw-
ning herring was estimated to 2.2 million ton-

nes in 1991, see figure 6.3. A prognosis from
ICES estimated the spawning stock of Norwe-
gian spring-spawning herring to be about 2 mil-
lion tonnes in 1992.

From a level of between 7 and 8 million ton-
nes in the 1950s, the stock was fished right
down at the end of the 1960s. No spawning
stock was recorded at the beginning of the
1970s, but a reasonably good year class in
1969 produced about 80 thousand tonnes of
mature herring, the greater part of which spaw-
ned in 1973. Recruitment was fairly good from
some of the year classes from 1973 onwards,
and a particularly rich year class was recorded
in 1983, see figure 6.4. The reason for the sub-
stantial increase in the spawning stock in 1988
was that the greater part of this year class
spawned for the first time that year. The esti-
mated spawning stock of 2 million tonnes in
1992 is about three times as large as the spaw-
ning stock in 1987. The year classes from
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Figure 63. Spawning stock of Norwegian spring-
spawning herring. 1973-1992. 1 000 tonnes
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Source: ICES Working Group report

Figure 6.4. Recruitment of Norwegian spring-spaw-
ning herring. Year classes 1973-1989. Millions of
three-year-old individuals

Source: ICES Working Group report

1991, and especially 1992, seem to be very
good. The year class from 1983 accounts for
about 80 per cent of the biomass of the spaw-
ning stock. Norwegian spring-spawning herring
mature between 3 and 6 years of age.

In 1992 the catch quota for herring was 78
thousand tonnes. The available quota for 1993
is 200 thousand tonnes. By comparison, during
the period 1964-1967 the total annual catch of
Norwegian spring-spawning herring varied
from 1.3 to 2 million tonnes.

Barents Sea capelin

Figure 6.5 shows the estimated size of the ca-
pelin stock (fish that are two years old or more)
in the Barents Sea, based on acoustic measure-
ments in autumn. During the period 1986-1989
the stock was very small. Since 1989 it has in-
creased substantially and in autumn 1992 it was
estimated to be 3.9 million tonnes.

Other important stocks

Table 6.2 shows the development of several
stocks of importance for Norwegian fisheries.

There was a drastic decrease for a time in the
stock of North-East Arctic haddock. In 1984
the stock reached a bottom level of 50 thousand
tonnes, about 5 per cent of the size in 1973.
Afterwards the stock increased to 250 thousand
tonnes in 1986. Since then the size of the stock
has varied somewhat. The estimate for 1992 is
230 thousand tonnes.

The estimated size of the stock of North-East
Arctic saithe is 500 thousand tonnes in 1992.
The stocks of cod and saithe in the North Sea
are declining, and the spawning stocks of both
these species reached a historic minimum in
1991.
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Figure 6.5. Size of the capelin stock s in the Barents
Sea in autumn. 1973-1992. Million tonnes

s Fish that are 2 years old or more.
Source: ICES Working Group report

Table 6.3 shows the quotas and catches of
North-East Arctic cod, North-East Arctic had-
dock, North-East Arctic saithe and Barents Sea
capelin.

The total quota for cod was increased by 56
thousand tonnes in the course of 1992. Prelimi-
nary figures for North-East Arctic cod fished in
1992 indicate a catch of 376 thousand tonnes,
plus 30 thousand tonnes of coastal cod. For
1993 the total quota of North-East Arctic cod is
fixed at 500 thousand tonnes (including Mur-
man cod). To this must be added 40 thousand
tonnes of coastal cod. After transfer of part of
the Russian quota, Norwegian fishermen can
catch 208 thousand tonnes of North-East Arctic
cod in 1993, plus 40 thousand tonnes of coastal
cod. Figure 6.6 shows the relationship between
quota and catch of North-East Arctic cod since
1978.

Since 1989 the quotas for haddock have been
low. In 1992 the total quota was 63 thousand
tonnes, after being raised by 8 thousand tonnes
in the course of the year. Preliminary figures
indicate a catch of 54 thousand tonnes in 1992,

Table 6.2. Stock development. 1976-1992. 1 000 tonnes

Year

	North-East North-East North-East Barents	 Norwegian North	 North
Arctic	 Arctic	 Arctic	 Sea	 spring-spawning Sea	 Sea
cod s 	haddocks	 saithe2	 capelin2	 herring3	 code	 saithe2

1976  	 2 510	 300	 630	 5 800	 210	 410	 710
1977  	 2 150	 240	 500	 4 200	 350	 320	 480
1978  	 1 790	 260	 480	 4 500	 420	 470	 420
1979  	 1 390	 320	 440	 4 100	 450	 460	 380
1980 	 1 240	 250	 570	 5 500	 510	 450	 410
1981  	 1 080	 190	 550	 3 000	 520	 550	 490
1982 	 940	 110	 500	 2 500	 520	 410	 500
1983  	 760	 70	 520	 2 600	 580	 390	 500
1984  	 910	 50	 430	 2 400	 600	 310	 570
1985  	 1 010	 150	 410	 700	 520	 350	 540
1986 	 1 300	 250	 370	 80	 380	 220	 440
1987  	 1 130	 250	 380	 20	 640	 310	 350
1988  	 830	 150	 380	 400	 1 770	 250	 270
1989 	 930	 120	 350	 300	 2 090	 180	 270
1990 	 1 080	 110	 460	 3 200	 2 080	 210	 330
1991  	 1 420	 160	 460	 5 600	 2 180	 150	 280
1992 	 1 800	 230	 500	 3 900	 1 950	 140	 350
s Fish more than 2 years of age 2 Fish more than 1 year of age 3 Spawning stock
Source: ICES Working Group reports
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1978  	 850	 699	 150
1979 	 700	 441	 206
1980 	 390	 381	 75
1981  	 300	 399	 110
1982 	 300	 364	 110
1983  	 300	 290	 77
1984  	 220	 278	 40
1985 	 220	 308	 50
1986 	 400	 430	 100
1987  	 560	 523	 250
1988  	 451	 435	 240
1989 	 300	 333	 83
1990 	 160	 187	 25
1991*  	 215	 258	 28
1992*  	 356	 376	 63
1993*  	 500	 72
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that is to say, less than the original quota. The
total quota for 1993 is fixed at 72 thousand ton-
nes.

As mentioned above, there has been a strong
increase since 1989 in the stock of capelin.
Fishing of capelin was started again in 1991,
with a quota of 850 thousand tonnes for the
winter fishing and 250 thousand tonnes for the
autumn fishing. The Norwegian catch amount-
ed to 536 thousand tonnes out of a total catch
of 906 thousand tonnes. A total quota of 834
thousand tonnes was agreed for the winter
fishing in 1992, of which Norway was allowed
to catch 500 thousand tonnes. The autumn
fishing was limited to 265 thousand tonnes.
Preliminary figures for the winter fishing in
1992 show a Norwegian catch of 620 thousand
tonnes out of a total catch of 887 thousand
tonnes. The agreement between Norway and
Russia includes provisions for transfers be-
tween the two countries and allows unused
parts of the quota of autumn capelin to be
transferred to the winter fishing in the follow-
ing year. A total quota of 600 thousand tonnes
has been fixed for the winter fishing in 1993.
The quota for the autumn fishing will be con-
sidered later.

Figure 6.6. Quotas and catch. North-East Arctic
cod l . 1978-1993. 1 000 tonnes

1 Norwegian coastal cod not included. Murman cod
included.Transfer from Russian quota included.
Sources: Ministry of Fisheries and Directorate of
Fisheries (quotas), ICES Working Group reports
(catches)

Table 6.3. Quotas and catches, by stock. 1978-1993. 1 000 tonnes

North-East
Arctic cod

North-East	 North-East
Arctic haddock	 Arctic saithe

Barents Sea
capelin

Quota	 Catch	 Quota	 Catch	 Quota	 Catch	 Quota	 Catch

1 The agreement concerning capelin fishing includes a provision allowing unused quotas of autumn capelin to be
transferred to the next years winter quota. 2 Winter capelin.
Source: Ministry of Fisheries and Directorate of Fisheries (quotas), ICES Working Group reports (catches)
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Table 6.4. Norwegian catch by group of fish species. 1986-1992. 1 000 tonnes

1986	 1987	 1988	 1989	 1990	 1991*	 1992*

Total 	

Cod 	
Haddock 	
Saithe 	
Tusk 	
Ling/blue ling 	
Greenland halibut 	

	

Norway haddock (red-fish) ... 	
Others and unspecified 	

Capelin 	
Mackerel 	

Herring 	
Sprat 	

	

Other industrial fish species l . 	

	

1 790	 1 804	 1 686	 1 725	 1 519	 1 923	 2 329

	

270	 305	 252	 186	 125	 161	 213

	

58	 75	 63	 39	 23	 24	 38

	

131	 152	 148	 145	 112	 140	 160

	

33	 30	 23	 32	 28	 27	 26

	

28	 25	 24	 29	 24	 23	 21

	

8	 7	 9	 11	 24	 30	 11

	

24	 18	 25	 27	 41	 50	 35

	

24	 34	 29	 29	 30	 30	 30

	

273	 142	 73	 108	 92	 576	 808

	

157	 159	 162	 143	 150	 181	 207

	

331	 347	 339	 275	 208	 200	 220

	

5	 10	 12	 5	 6	 34	 33

	

450	 500	 526	 696	 655	 447	 527

1 Includes lesser silver smelt/greater silver smelt, Norway pout, sand eel, blue whiting, horse mackerel.
Source: Directorate of Fisheries

Catches in 1992

Table 6.4 shows Norwegian catches in the
years 1986-1992. Figure 6.7 shows the first-
hand value and amount of the catch in 1992.
The total amount fished in 1992 was 2.3 mil-
lion tonnes. This is 0.4 million tonnes more
than in 1991. The main reason for the increase
was the capelin fishing, where the amount of
fish landed was 232 thousand tonnes more than
in 1991. The catch of cod increased by 52
thousand tonnes, and the catch of industrial fish
species by 80 thousand tonnes. In 1992 there
was also an increase in the catch of haddock,
saithe, mackerel and herring, but a decrease in
the catch of Greenland halibut and Norway
haddock (red-fish). There were only small
changes in the catch of the other fish species
listed in the table.

The first-hand value of the fish species listed
in table 6.4 increased by 1.7 per cent to NOK
5.1 billion. The total first-hand value of the
fisheries in 1992 (including crustaceans, mol-
luscs and seaweed) was NOK 5.8 billion. Thus,
the total first-hand value increased by no more
than approximately NOK 8 million from 1991
to 1992. The total catch was about 2.6 million
tonnes; which is 0.4 million tonnes more than
in 1991.

Figure 6.7. Norwegian catch by group of fish species.
1992*. 1 000 tonnes and NOK million

Source: Directorate of Fisheries
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Figure 6.8. Total catch by disposition. Average for
ten-year periods. Per cent

Figure 6.9. Quantity of catch and value of catch by
disposition. 1991. Percent

Source: CBS

Use of the catch
The greater part of the catch is used for fish
meal, oil and animal feed. Figure 6.8 shows the
average distribution of the total catch by depo-
sition during 10-year periods from 1960 on-
wards. The share of fish used fresh and for
freezing has increased in recent years. Al-
though fish meal, oil etc. dominate in volume,
the other groups are more important in terms of
value (figure 6.9).

There has been a marked increase in production
of reared fish since this activity was started in
the early 1970s. Figure 6.10 shows the deve-
lopment of production of reared fish since
1980. According to figures from the Norwegian
Fish Farmers' Association, 154 thousand ton-
nes of salmon were slaughtered in 1991 and
140 thousand tonnes in 1992. Trout production

Source: CBS

amounted to about 6 thousand tonnes each of
these years.

The increased production has been accompa-
nied by a strong increase in the use of medici-
nes in the aquaculture industry. The substances
used belong to three main groups: antibacterial
agents, antiparasitic agents and sedatives. Table
6.5 shows the development in the use of anti-
bacterial agents. Total consumption reached a
peak in 1987 and has since varied greatly from
year to year. In 1992, the total consumption of
antibacterial agents was 27 500 kg, which is
2.5 per cent more than in 1991. Consumption
of antiparasitic agents was just over 5 000 kg,
and of sedatives 200 kg.

Treatment of nets with antifouling agents
containing heavy metals represents another en-
vironmental problem. The State Pollution Con-
trol Authority (Statens Forurensningstilsyn -
SFT) estimates that about 120 tonnes of copper
(Cu) is emitted per year from impregnated nets
(SFT, 1992). In 1990 impregnation of nets ac-
counted for about 25 per cent of the total emis-
sions of copper.
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Figure 6.10. Rearing of fish. Slaughtered quantities
of salmon and rainbow trout. 1981-1992. 1 000 ton-
nes

Sources: CBS, Norwegian Fish Farmers' Association

Table 6.6 shows the exported quantities of the
most important fish products during the period
1981-1992, including exports of reared fish.
Figure 6.11 shows the export value of some of
these products. Total exports increased by 3 per
cent in 1992 in terms of value, and by 11.6 per
cent in terms of volume. There has been a mar-
ked increase (about 22 per cent) in the value of
exports of fresh fish, but a reduction of about
36 per cent in the value of exported frozen fish.
In 1992 there has also been a marked increase
in both the value and volume of fillets.

In 1992 the export value and volume of fresh
and frozen reared salmon as a whole was about
the same as in 1991. There was a marked in-
crease, however, in the volume and value of
fresh salmon and a marked decrease in the vo-
lume and value of frozen salmon. Table 6.7
shows that 122 thousand tonnes of reared sal-
mon, to a value of NOK 4.4 billion, were ex-
ported in 1992. This corresponds to 29 per cent
of the total export value of fish and fish pro-
ducts in 1992.

The total export value of fish products increa-
sed to NOK 15.4 billion in 1992, see table 6.8.
This corresponds to 14.2 per cent of the total
traditional export of commodities (export of
commodities excluding crude oil, natural gas,
ships and oil platforms).

Table 6.5. Use of antibiotics in fish farming. 1981-1992. Kg of active agent

Year
Oxytetra-	

Nifura-	 Oxolinic Trimetoprim + Sulfa-Total	 cycline	 .	 sulfadiazine
chloride	 zolidone	 acid 	(Tribrissen) merazine

Flumequine

1981  	 3 640	 3 000	 -	 540	 100	 -
1982  	 6 650	 4 390	 1 600	 590	 70	 -
1983  	 10 130	 6 060	 3 060	 -	 910	 100	 -
1984  	 17 770	 8 260	 5 500	 4 000	 10	 -
1985  	 18 700	 12 020	 4 000	 2 600	 80	 -
1986  	 18 030	 15 410	 1 610	 -	 1 000	 10	 -
1987  	 48 570	 27 130	 15 840	 3 700	 1 900	 -	 -
1988  	 32 470	 18 220	 4 190	 9 390	 670	 -	 -
1989  	 19 350	 5 014	 1 345	 12 630	 32	 -	 329
1990 	 37 432	 6 257	 118	 27 659	 1 439	 -	 1 959
1991  	 26 798	 5 751	 131	 11 400	 5 679	 -	 3 837
1992 	 27 485	 4 113	 7 687	 5 852	 9 833

Source: Norwegian Medicinal Depot
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Table 6.6. Export of some main groups of fish products. 1981-1992. 1 000 tonnes

Salted
Fresh	 Frozen	 Fillets	 or	 Dried	 Canned	 Meal	 Oil

smoked

1981 	

1982 	

1983 	

1984 	

1985 	

1986 	

1987 	

1988 	

1989 	
1990 	

1991 	

1992* 	

	

24.6	 58.7	 74.0	 13.6	 86.2	 15.0	 266.5	 107.3

	

46.2	 100.2	 76.3	 14.9	 68.8	 11.2	 228.6	 101.1

	

91.5	 62.6	 91.6	 24.9	 59.4	 22.4	 283.9	 128.0

	

72.9	 78.7	 98.5	 24.6	 69.5	 22.7	 248.9	 76.9

	

74.5	 79.5	 95.9	 20.3	 64.6	 23.4	 173.9	 114.3

	

139.4	 98.8	 95.2	 22.7	 62.9	 24.4	 92.6	 38.8

	

189.6	 114.2	 105.0	 38.0	 40.6	 24.3	 88.3	 71.3

	

212.5	 126.7	 105.1	 36.9	 47.0	 22.9	 68.9	 45.6

	

215.1	 159.8	 95.2	 46.2	 48.0	 23.2	 45.4	 39.1

	

238.8	 263.4	 71.0	 34.6	 50.6	 23.9	 45.3	 42.7

	

249.6	 366.9	 68.7	 48.6	 50.3	 23.0	 110.8	 58.5

	

258.8	 351.8	 103.2	 48.0	 57.5	 23.9	 140.1	 53.7

Source: CBS

Table 6.7. Export of reared salmon. 1981-1992

Total
	

Fresh or cooled	 Frozen

Quantity	 Value	 Quantity	 Value	 Quantity	 Value
1000 tonnes Mill.NOK	 1000 tonnes Mill.NOK	 1000 tonnes Mill.NOK

1981  	 7.4	 292.9	 5.5	 211.4	 1.9
	 81.5

1982  	 9.2	 395.3	 7.9	 330.8	 1.3
	 64.5

1983  	 15.4	 709.1	 13.0	 582.6	 2.4
	 126.5

1984  	 19.7	 944.9	 17.3	 819.1
	

2.4
	 125.8

1985  	 24.0	 1 308.3	 21.4	 1 160.6	 2.6
	 147.8

1986 	 38.9	 1 663.7	 34.4	 1458.6	 4.5
	 205.1

1987  	 43.2	 2 174.4	 39.2	 1 967.3	 4.0
	 207.1

1988  	 66.0	 3 079.7	 56.0	 2 594.9	 10.0
	 484.8

1989  	 95.5	 3 486.1	 81.1	 2 954.6	 14.4
	 531.5

1990  	 130.7	 4 834.9	 92.8	 3 423.8	 37.9
	 1 411.1

1991  	 126.6	 4 449.6	 91.3	 3 149.3	 35.4
	 1 300.3

1992*  	 122.4	 4 404.0	 107.3	 3 883.2
	

15.1
	

520.8

Source: CBS
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Figure 6.11. Exports of fresh fish, frozen fish, fillet
and dried fish. 1980-1992. Million NOK

Source: CBS

6.5. Sealing and small whale catching

Sealing

Norwegian sealing has taken place mainly in fi-
elds around Newfoundland, in the Jan Mayen
area and in the White Sea. Norwegian sealing
in the Newfoundland field stopped at the end of
the 1982 season. This had been the most im-
portant sealing area right from the 1950s up to
the mid-1970s, and in the best seasons more
than 200 000 animals were caught, see figure
6.12. From the end of the 1970s, Norwegian
sealing has been moderate, with a total yield of
10 000 to 40 000 animals per season.

The catch has consisted mainly of harp seal,
Pagophilus groenlandicus, and hooded seal,
Cystophora cristata. Figure 6.13 shows the
Norwegian catch of these species in the years
after World War II. The catches have included
both relatively newborn young and older seals.
The catch of pups in particular has been much
disputed. In recent years, Norwegian sealers

Table 6.8. Export value of fish products in million
NOK and as percentage of other traditional exports.
1981-1992

Fish and
Fish and	 fish products as

Fish and
 

fish products percentage of
fish- as percentage Norwegian ex-

products 
Norwegian	 commodities,

of total	 ports of

exports of except crude oil,
commodities natural gas, ships

and oil platforms

Mill. NOK
 

Per cent	 Per cent

1981	 5 955	 5.7
	

11.6
1982	 5 931	 5.2

	

11.4
1983	 7 368	 5.6

	

12.4
1984	 7 675	 5.0

	

11.1
1985	 8 172	 4.8

	

11.0
1986	 8 749	 6.5

	

12.6
1987	 9 992	 6.9

	

12.4
1988	 10 693	 7.3

	

11.6
1989	 10 999	 5.8

	

10.2
1990	 13 002	 6.1

	

11.6
1991	 14 941	 6.8

	

13.6
1992*	 15 395	 7.0

	

14.2

Source: CBS

have not killed pups either in the Jan Mayen
area or the White Sea, and the greater part of
the catch has consisted of harp seal that are one
year old or more.

Small whale catching

The Norwegian catch of small whales has con-
sisted mainly of the baleen whale, the minke
whale Balaenoptera acutorostrata, but has also
included other species belonging to the toothed
whales, such as the killer whale Orcinus orca,
the bottlenose whale Hyperoodon ampullatus
and the pilot whale Globicephala melaena.

For management purposes, the International
Whaling Commission (IWC) divides the North
Atlantic stock of minke whale into three sub-
stocks:

- Western stock
- Central stock (Iceland, Jan Mayen)
- Eastern stock (North Sea, Norwegian Sea

and Barents Sea).
Norwegian whaling has concentrated mainly

on the Eastern stock. Table 6.9 shows the catch

Year
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and the quotas of minke whale in the different
sub-stock areas from 1978 until whaling was
banned after the 1987 season.

Figure 6.14 shows the catch of small whale
in the years after World War II. Commercial
catching of small whale was discontinued in
Norway after the 1987 season. Since that time,
only a few whales have been caught each sea-
son for purposes of research. In 1982, IWC im-
posed a temporary ban on commercial whaling,
which applied until 1990. In 1985, IWC classi-
fied the Eastern stock of minke whale as a pro-
tected stock. Norway objected to both these de-
cisions. Nevertheless, the Norwegian authoriti-
es stopped the whaling in 1987 while awaiting
more reliable estimates of the stock.

Figure 6.15 shows a relative abundance series
for minke whale in the Barents Sea for the pe-
riod 1952-1983. This time series indicates the
development of the stock during the period, and
has been calculated on the basis of data on the
catch per unit effort. In this case the effort is
the number of acceptable catch days (i.e. the
number of days with catch plus the number of
acceptable days without catch). The time series
indicates that the stock in the Barents Sea has
remained relatively stable during the period and
has tolerated the taxation to which it has been
exposed.

Figure 6.12. Norwegian sealing, by field. 1945-1992

The stock of minke whale in the North-East
Atlantic is estimated to 86 736 individuals with
a 95 per cent confidence interval of 60 736 -
117 449 (Schweder, Øien and HØst, 1993).
That is to say, the probability that the true size
of the stock lies within this interval is 95 per
cent. This estimate of the stock has been accep-
ted by IWC's scientific committee. A stock of
this size makes whaling justified from a biolo-
gical standpoint, and the Norwegian authorities
have opened up for resumption of commercial
whaling in 1993. The quota for the catch has
not yet been fixed. This will probably be deci-
ded after the annual meeting of the IWC in
May. It has been decided that 136 minke wha-
les may be caught for research purposes in
1993.

A new, regional commission for marine
mammals has now been established, called
NAMMCO (North Atlantic Marine Mammal
Commission). The participating countries are
Norway, the Faroes, Iceland and Greenland.
Unlike Iceland, Norway is still a member of
IWC. NAMMCO will be a management body
for seals and small whales. The management of
minke whale and large whale species will still
take place through IWC.
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Figure 6.13. Norwegian catch of harp seal and
hooded seal. 1945-1992

Source: Directorate of Fisheries

Figure 6.14. Norwegian small whale catching. 1945-
1992

1 From 1998 onwards, catching for research purposes
only

Source: Directorate of Fisheries

Table 6.9. Quotas and Norwegian catch of minke whale, by population area. 1978-1987

North-East	 Central	 West
Year	 Total	 Total	 Atlantic	 Atlantic	 Greenland 

catch	 quota
Catch	 Quota	 Catch	 Quota	 Catch	 Quota

1978  	 1 589	 1 985	 1 383	 1 790	 131	 120	 75	 75
1979  	 1 981	 1 985	 1 786	 1 790	 120	 120	 75	 75
1980  	 2 001	 1 985	 1 807	 1 790	 120	 120	 75	 75
1981  	 1 877	 1 985	 1 770	 1 790	 46	 120	 61	 75
1982  	 1 957	 1 985	 1 782	 1 790	 109	 120	 66	 75
1983  	 1 869	 1 877	 1 688	 1 690	 113	 112	 68	 75
1984  	 804	 809	 630	 635	 104	 104	 70	 70
1985  	 771	 772	 634	 635	 85	 85	 52	 52
1986  	 383	 400	 329	 350	 54	 50	 -
1987  	 375	 375	 325	 325	 50	 50	 -

Source: Institute of Marine Research, 1992
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Figure 6.15. Relative abundance series for minke
whale in the Barents Sea. 1952-1983

Source: Schweder, T., Ø. Ulltang and R. Volden,
1991
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7. FORESTS

Norway has approximately 70 000 km2 of productive forest area. This constitutes about 3.3
per cent of the total productive forest area in Europe (including Russia). Provisional figures
show that 9.0 million m3 of roundwood was cut in Norway for sale or industrial production in
1992. For many years, the amount of roundwood cut in Norway has been less than the annual
growth, and the cubic mass of forest has increased substantially since the turn of the century.
Measurements of forest health in Norway in 1992 show a marked reduction in crown density
for pine from 1991 to 1992. In the case of spruce, the tendency towards a relatively small
reduction in crown density from year to year continues. Most countries in Europe reported a
decline in forest health in 1991.

7.1. Forest in Norway

The economic importance of forest

Primary production

According to the Census of Agriculture and Fo-
restry 1989 (CBS, 1992a), Norway has 70 400
km2 of productive forest. The area is distribu-
ted between 125 000 properties. 78.5 per cent
of the productive forest is owned by private
persons and more than half of the forest proper-
ties are operated in combination with agricultu-
re. Employment in forestry, in terms of paid
employees and self-employed persons combi-
ned, has decreased from 9 900 employed in
1980 to 7 200, or 0.4 per cent of all employed
in 1990 (CBS, 1992b). Preliminary figures for
1992 show that 9.0 million m3 was cut for sale
and industrial production. This is a reduction
of about 9 per cent in relation to the previous
year. This is the lowest figure for roundwood
cut since 1985. According to the National Ac-
counts, the value of the gross production from
forestry, adjusted for input of materials, • was
NOK 3 987 million. This amounted to 0.6 per
cent of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
Figure 7.1 shows changes in employment in fo-
restry, forestry's share of GDP and the volume
of roundwood cut for sale and industrial pro-
duction.

Figure 7.1. Employment in forestry and share of
GDP. Volume of roundwood cut for sale and
industrial production in 1980-1992

Source: CBS

Export and import of forest products

In 1991, Norway exported timber to a value of
NOK 1 004 million. From 1988 to 1991 the va-
lue of timber exports was more than doubled.
The export value of pulp and paper increased
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from NOK 5 812 million to 6 899 million du-
ring the same period. During the whole period
from 1988 to 1991, Norway has been a net ex-
porter of forest products. The export value of
forest products totalled NOK 11 331 million in
1991, and during the same year we imported
forest products for NOK 7 737 million (CBS,
1992c).

Standing volume

Forest is a renewable resource, with reserva-
tions. The volume is increased through growth
of the trees, forest cultivation and natural re-
growth, and is reduced as a result of cutting
and natural mortality. The size of the stock of
timber is also evaluated continuously after each
new forest census. An annual account of the
cubic mass, forest balance, shows the calcula-
ted stock of timber at the beginning and end of
the year, measured in physical quantities (CBS,
1992d). The calculated forest balance for 1992
shows a cubic mass of 579 million m 3 , inclu-
ding productive forest and forest on other land,
calculated minus bark at the end of the year.
This volume was distributed between 46.6 per

Table 7.1. Forest balance. Million m 3 , not incl.
bark. 1 Whole country 1992

Total Spruce

Volume per 1/1 . . 	 571.2 267.2	 188.7	 115.3
Total roundwood
cut  	 9.8	 6.7	 2.0	 1.1

Other mortality .  	 2.0	 1.0	 0.4	 0.5
Gross growth  	 19.3	 10.1	 5.1	 4.2
Volume per 31/12	 578.8 269.5	 191.4 117.9
1 The figures used for roundwood cut for sale and in-
dustrial production in 1992 are preliminary

cent spruce, 33.1 per cent pine and 20.3 per
cent deciduous trees. In 1992 the annual net
increase in cubic mass, not including bark, was
7.5 million m3 , or 1.3 per cent of the total cu-
bic mass. The net increase was greatest for de-
ciduous trees and pine. Table 7.1 shows the re-
sults of the estimated forest balance for the
year 1992.

Figure 7.2. Cubic mass of forest according to the fo-
rest censuses in 1925, 1950, 1958, 1970 and 1984. Cal-
culated cubic mass in 1992. Million m 3 , not including
bark. Whole country 

Source: CBS and NFI

The results of the forest surveys undertaken
from 1925 to 1984 are shown in figure 7.2, to-
gether with the calculated cubic mass, not inc-
luding bark, for 1992. The cubic mass of fo-
rest, not including bark, increased by about 85
per cent from 1925 to 1992. The increase was
particularly strong at the end of the period.

Changes in the cubic mass, and the growth,
can be explained by many different influencing
factors. For many years, the roundwood cut has
been more than compensated by growth. Inten-
sive cultivation of forest has been carried out,
with a view to high production of timber, and a
great deal of afforestation has taken place, par-
ticularly in Western Norway. There has been
regrowth of forest on other types of land. On
the other hand, highly productive forest land
has been used for agriculture and various other
forms of development. The volume and growth
may also have been affected by changes in the
content of greenhouse gases, such as carbon
dioxide (CO2) and ozone (03) in the atmo-
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sphere, together with increased depositions of
nitrogen and sulphur with rain and snow.

Forest production and assimilation of CO 2

Forest accounts for about 70 per cent of the to-
tal assimilation of CO2 on land, which means
that in a global context, changes in the forest
biomass are of major importance for the con-
tent of CO2 in the atmosphere. In the case of
Norway, it has been estimated on the basis of
the figures from the last two inventories (Nor-
wegian Forest Inventories - NFI) that the annu-
al net assimilation of CO2 is approximately 7.7
million tonnes, or about 22 per cent of the co-
untry's total anthropogenic emissions of CO2
during the period (Solberg et al. 1991).

Forest health status
The programme to monitor forest damage was
started in 1985, and is coordinated by the Nor-
wegian Institute of Forest Research (Norsk in-
stitutt for skogforskning - NISK). The program-
me is part of the international system for
assessment and monitoring of forest damage
under FAO's European Commission for Fore-
stry. The Norwegian Institute of Land Invento-
ry (Norsk institutt for jord- og skogkartlegging
- NIDOS) makes annual recordings of forest
status which provide a nationally representative
on forest health status. The data are obtained
through observations made in permanent plots
in a 9x9 km grid. In 1992 the recordings refer-
red to 4 065 spruce and 2 972 pine in a total of
805 plots.

County recordings provide information on fo-
rest health status in each county. These recor-
dings were started in 1988, and refer to 770
plots with a total of 47 000 trees distributed be-
tween 189 forestry administrative districts from
Alta in the north to Lindesnes in the south. The
recordings are made by the county forest admi-
nistrations concerned. The results of these rec-
ordings are not representative of the country as
a whole, nor of all forest in the different coun-
ties, since all the plots are chosen subjectively
and do not represent equally large areas of fo-
rest. The material consists of a large number of
trees and the recordings provide a valuable in-

dication of changes over time. NISK is respon-
sible for coordinating and processing the data.

So far, crown density and crown colour are
the most important criteria used to describe fo-
rest health. Crown density is obtained by obser-
ving the foliage in the upper half of the crown
in spruce and the upper two thirds of the crown
in pine. The crown density of the trees is stated
as a percentage of full crown density. Crown
colour is evaluated in the surveyed part of the
crown, and shows the share of foliage with ab-
normal colour. Crown colour is divided into
four classes ranging from class 1, normal
green, to class 4, strong yellow (> 60 per cent
discolouration).

The results of the national recordings in
1992 (NUOS, 1993) show forest health status
in Norway as a whole, measured in terms of
average crown density and crown colour. A
slight decrease in crown density has been re-
corded for spruce every year since 1989. This
year's recordings show that this tendency has

Figure 7.3. The surveyed trees by crown density
class. Spruce. 1988-1992

Source: NIJOS
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Figure 7.4. The surveyed trees by crown density
class. Pine. 1988-1992

Source: NIJOS

continued. The average crown density for spru-
ce decreased from 82.5 per cent in 1991 to 81.6
per cent in 1992. The main cause of the decrea-
se is that the proportion of trees in the best
crown density class (a crown density of 90-99
per cent) decreased from 52.6 per cent in 1991
to 47.9 per cent in 1992. The average crown
density for pine has remained stable for several
years, which makes this year's recording of a
marked reduction in crown density, from 86.1
per cent in 1991 to 83.2 per cent in 1992, inter-
esting. In the case of pine, the decrease in the
share of the trees in the best crown density
class was as much as 10.1 per cent from 1991
to 1992. Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show the percent-
age of surveyed trees in the different crown
density classes for spruce and pine respectively,
and changes over time.

As regards crown colour, the situation has re-
mained fairly stable for both spruce and pine,
with only small annual variations during the
period 1988 to 1992.

National recordings of the crown density of
birch in coniferous forest have been carried out
from 1990 to 1992. The average crown density
has shown a slight tendency to decrease during
the period, from 79.7 per cent in 1990 to 78.4
per cent in 1992.

In 1992 a national network of observation
plots was established with a grid of 18 x 18 km
with a view to observing the vitality of moun-
tain birch forest. So far the data are insufficient
to draw any conclusions about the health of
mountain birch forest, but it is assumed that in
the long term this type of forest, owing to its
exposed position in terms of weather, will be
very useful for monitoring changes in climate.

The results of the county recordings in local
plots from 1988 to 1992 (NISK, 1992) show a
steady reduction in forest vitality. There are re-
gional variations, both in crown density and
crown colour. A strong reduction in crown den-
sity from 1991 to 1992 was found in northern
parts of Western Norway, and during the same
period, both crown density and crown colour
have deteriorated in plots of spruce in Eastern
Norway. Part of the deterioration in forest vi-
tality can be explained by two consecutive dry
summers in the eastern and southern parts of
Norway in the last two years, and the hurricane
in Western Norway and in Trøndelag at the
turn of the year 1991/92.

Trees destroyed by storms

The hurricane in the northern part of Western
Norway at the turn of the year 1991/92 caused
extensive damage to forest in the counties of
Sogn og Fjordane, More og Romsdal, Sør-
Trøndelag and Nord-Trøndelag, and the clear-
up work is still going on. In November 1992 it
was estimated that a total of 2.04 mill. m 3 of
forest was damaged by the hurricane (personal
information, Ministry of A riculture 1992). It is
estimated that 1.80 mill. m of this volume can
be saved. During the fourth quarter of 1992, a
total of 1.08 mill. m3 timber was produced and
sold, and 0.17 mill. m3 was produced but not
sold. The trend towards a generally weaker
market for timber, and especially for wood of
low quality, makes it difficult to clear up the
damaged forest effectively.
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Forest resources
Forest land in Russia, Sweden and Finland ac-
counts for respectively 14.8 per cent, 11.9 per
cent and 9.4 per cent of all European forest
land. The forests in these areas are dominated
by coniferous trees. In Central Europe, the lar-
gest area of forest is found in France and
Spain. In these countries deciduous trees domi-
nate. Turkey has about the same amount of fo-
rest area as Finland.

Figure 7.5 shows productive forest area dis-
tributed between coniferous and deciduous fo-
rest in some European countries (UN/ECE,
1992). In 1989, the area of productive forest in
Europe as a whole, including the Baltic states,
Ukraine, Byelorussia, Russia and Turkey,
amounted to 2.1 mill km2 .

Figure 7.5. Productive forest in some European coun-
tries. Mill. decares. Based on recordings during the
period 1970-1989

European forest health status
Since 1985, the Economic Commission for Eu-
rope (ECE) and the United Nations Environ-
mental Programme (UNEP) have supported in-
ternational cooperation to record and monitor
damage to forest. At a joint European conferen-
ce of ministers in Strasbourg in 1990, a total of
32 countries signed a convention to establish a
European network of permanent observation
plots for monitoring the forest ecosystem.
About 70 per cent of Europe's forest is now
included in a systematically organized network
of trial plots with a total of 83 134 surveyed
trees in 1991. Spruce, pine, silver fir, beech and
oak accounted for about two thirds of the
surveyed trees.

Experience from several years' recordings of
forest damage in Europe (GEMS - Global En-
vironment Monitoring System, 1990) shows
that defoliation of up to 20-25 per cent does not
necessarily imply reduced health status, but
may be a result of the natural adjustment of the
trees to variations in climate and supply of nu-
trients, and can thus be regarded as normal.

Figure 7.6. Percentage of plots by occurrence of defo-
liated trees. All kinds of trees. Europe. 1990 and 1991

Source: UN/ECE
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According to UN/ECE, defoliation is divided
into 5 classes:

Damage
	

Percentage
category 	 defoliation

0
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1 	 > 10 - 25
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3
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4
	

100

Degree of
damage

None
Slight
Moderate
Serious
Dead tree

NIDOS' measurements of crown density in
Norway can be compared with UN/ECE meas-
urements of defoliation in European countries.
In principle, 80 per cent crown density will
correspond to 20 per cent defoliation.

The results from the international programme
to record and monitor the effects of air pollu-
tion on forest (UN/ECE, 1992) show 25 per
cent defoliation in 22.2 per cent of all the sur-
veyed trees. In general, there was a lower per-
centage of deciduous trees than coniferous trees
in damage categories 2-4, 18.5 per cent and
24.4 per cent respectively.

Among the coniferous trees, spruce and silver
fir accounted for the highest percentage in da-
mage categories 2-4.

In order to obtain comparable figures for the
trends in the extent of forest damage over time
throughout Europe, a sample of trees has been
selected which are observed over several years.
For the period 1990 to 1991 this sample consti-
tuted 74 per cent of all surveyed trees in 1991.
Figure 7.6 shows that, in this sample, the per-
centage of trees with little or no defoliation
decreased by 4.4 per cent from 1990 to 1991.
At the same time, the percentage of trees with
more than 25 per cent defoliation increased by
2.6 per cent. There was also an increase in the
percentage of trees with 10-25 per cent defolia-
tion.

The results of the observations in the indivi-
dual countries show that the extent of forest da-
mage was particularly extensive in the United
Kingdom, Poland and Czechoslovakia, where
25 per cent defoliation was observed in respec-
tively 56.7, 45.0 and 41.3 per cent of the sur-
veyed trees. The least extensive damage was
measured in France, Spain and Austria, where
abnormal defoliation was found in respectively

Figure 7.7. Distributions of surveyed trees by defolia-
tion. All kind of trees. European countries. 1991

Source: UN/ECE

7.1, 7.3 and 7.5 per cent of the surveyed trees.
Figure 7.7 shows the extent of forest damage in
some European countries. The extent varies, for
example, with height above sea level, age of
forest and the mix of trees. Owing to the sub-
jective nature of the method of recording, and
the large variations in climate and reforestation,
caution must be exercised when comparing fo-
rest status in the different countries.

Unfavourable weather, attacks by insects and
fungi, forest fires and air pollution are reported
as the most important causes of forest damage.
There are different conceptions of the impor-
tance of air pollution for forest health status
(GEMS, 1990), but in most European countries
air pollution is regarded as a main cause of da-
mage to the forest ecosystem.
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AGRICULTURE

The economic - importance of agriculture has decreased in postwar years. During the period
1949-1991, agriculture's share of total employment sank from 21.8 to 4.6 per cent, and its share
of the Gross Domestic Product decreased from 8.5 to 1.6 per cent.
Today, agriculture is responsible for 25 per cent of the inputs of nitrogen and 12 per cent of the
inputs of phosphorus to the North Sea. There are indications that pollution from agriculture
has been reduced in recent years. In 1989/90, 83 per cent of the grain land in the counties with
land draining into the Skagerrak was ploughed in the autumn, in 1991/92 the amount had
decreased to 69 per cent. A large share of the pollution from agricultural land is due to the fact
that the fields are without a protective vegetation cover in autumn, winter and spring. In 1989,
72 per cent of the domestic animal manure in the counties along the coast of the Skagerrak was
spread in the growing season. In 1991 the share had increased to 76 per cent. In 1989, in the
same counties, split fertilization of grain was practised on 8 per cent of the grain land. In 1991
the share had increased to 12 per cent. Consumption of nitrogen in commercial fertilizer has
remained stable throughout the 1980s, but consumption of phosphorus has been considerably
reduced.

In the last decades, agriculture has become of
steadily decreasing importance for Norway's
national economy. In figure 8.1 we have cho-
sen three indicators which illustrate the impor-
tance of agriculture.

The share of calorie consumption produced in
Norwegian agriculture (adjusted for imports of
feed)

This shows the size of the agricultural pro-
duction in relation to the population's demand
for food products. Calculations are available
from 1970 onwards. Agricultural production's
share of the population's calorie consumption
increased from 30 to 49 per cent during the pe-
riod 1970 to 1991 (National Nutrition Council,
1992). The main reason for the uneven increase
is annual variations in growing conditions.
From 1970 to 1991, the volume of agricultural
production increased by 36 per cent (Budget
Committee for Agriculture, 1992).

Figure 8.1. The importance of agriculture. Some in-
dicators. Percentage of total national figures

Sources: CBS, National Accounts, National
Nutrition Council
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Share of total hours of paid employment
In 1949, 21.8 per cent of the total employment
in Norway occurred in agriculture. In 1991 this
share had fallen to 4.6 per cent. In absolute
figures the number of normal man-years in
agriculture decreased from about 300 thousand
in 1949 to about 81 thousand in 1991.

Share of the Gross Domestic Product
The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) expresses
the value of the production in the country mi-
nus the costs of materials inputs. Agriculture's
share of the GDP has declined steadily in post-
war years, from 8.5 per cent in 1949 to 1.6 per
cent in 1991. For the period as a whole, this is
about the same relative decrease as for employ-
ment.

Discharges and their sources
One of the most serious pollution problems
caused by agriculture is the discharge of the
nutrients nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) to
water. Excessive discharges of nutrients contri-
bute to eutrophication and periodical blooms of
algae. When the algae die, their biomass de-
composes, consuming oxygen gas in the water
masses. Sometimes the algal blooms produce
toxic substances.

Other substances that pollute the environment
are organic material, soil particles and micro-
pollutants (e.g. heavy metals and chemical
pesticide residues). In this report the informa-
tion on pollution from agriculture is limited to
discharges of nitrogen and phosphorus.

The total inputs of nitrogen and phosphorus
to the Skagerrak are estimated to 1 650 tonnes
P and 42 600 tonnes N (State Pollution Control
Authority - SFT, 1992). (This is the area cove-
red by the "North Sea Declaration", that is to
say, the Declaration of Ministers in London in
1987 concerning protection of the North Sea,
where the states adjacent to the North Sea
agreed, inter alia, to reduce their discharges of
nutrients by 50 per cent from 1985 to 1995.
The counties affected by this agreement are
Østfold, Hedmark, Oppland, Akershus, Buske-

rud, Vestfold, Telemark, Aust Agder and Vest
Agder. In the following pages these counties
will be referred to as "the algal counties").
Agriculture is responsible for roughly 25 per
cent of the inputs of nitrogen and about 12 per
cent of the inputs of phosphorus to the North
Sea.

The discharges of nutrients from agriculture
can be traced to two types of sources; point
discharges and diffuse discharges (area runoff).
Point discharges are mainly effluent from sto-
res of manure and silage. Area runoff includes
nutrients lost from cultivated land. Point dis-
charges can be reduced considerably by sealing
the stores. Runoff from cultivated land is more
difficult to control, because these leakages are
closely connected to management practices,
type of soil and variations in climate.

The calculations show that the loss of nutri-
ents from area runoff is much greater than the
loss from point sources (Centre for Soil and
Environmental Research - Jordforsk, 1991). On
average, about 90 per cent of the discharges are
area runoff. The share from area runoff is
slightly higher for nitrogen than for phospho-
rus.

Agricultural practices affecting pollution
The farming operations which have the greatest
impact on runoff of nutrients are fertilization
and soil preparation. To follow the trend in
pollution from agriculture it is necessary to
start by studying changes in farming practices
and land use. The measured values for pollu-
tion in the recipients are influenced by inputs
from several sources in addition to agriculture,
and the discharges will vary considerably from
year to year depending on variations in the
weather and in snow melting.

The available statistics which throw some
light on agriculture's contribution to pollution
are presented below. Some of the results devia-
te slightly from those presented in last year's
version of this report. This is because the cal-
culations have been carried out again with
slightly different assumptions, and with better
coordination of the information from the diffe-
rent data registers. Nevertheless, all the trends
are the same. Most of the figures are taken
from the report "Resultatkontroll jordbruk
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1992" (Evaluation of results in agriculture
1992) (CBS, 1993).

Land use
In 1992, the area of agricultural land was esti-
mated to 10.1 million decares. This is 3.3 per
cent of Norway's total land area. Runoff of nu-
trients from fully cultivated land is greater per
unit area than runoff from forest and mountain
land. Fully cultivated land can be divided into
two main categories: crop land (which is usual-
ly tilled annually) and meadow (land with grass
crops which is only tilled at intervals of several
years). Loss of soil (erosion) is much greater
from crop land than from meadow, and in ge-
neral the loss of nutrients is also greater from
crop land.

Therefore, provided that other conditions re-
main constant, a change in the area of agricul-
tural land or a substantial change in the ratio
between meadow and crop land indicate a
change in the discharges of nutrients. Accor-
ding to the figures stated in the applications for
production subsidies, the area of fully cultiva-
ted land increased by 5.5 per cent from 1985 to
1992. Fully cultivated meadow increased by
4.8 per cent and crop land by 6.2 per cent. It is
assumed, however, that the main reason for the
increase is that farmers applied for a production
subsidy for a larger share of the land. Therefore
the real increase in the area of agricultural land
is more uncertain.

Soil preparation
The traditional method of preparing land for
grain production is to plough the land in the
autumn and do the levelling and harrowing in
spring. This means that the land has no cover
of vegetation throughout the autumn and winter
and is thus exposed to erosion from water and
wind. Erosion of soil from crop land is the
most important source of runoff of phosphorus,
and a substantial loss of soil each year will also
reduce the productive capacity of the land in
the long term.

Less soil preparation, particularly in the au-
tumn, will reduce erosion. Harrowing in the au-
tumn, instead of early ploughing in autumn, re-
duces erosion by an average of 30 to 40 per
cent, and if all soil preparation is postponed un-
til spring, erosion is reduced by an average of

Figure 8.2. Grain land distributed between autumn
ploughed land, autumn harrowed land and land with
no soil preparation in autumn. Autumn 1991/spring
1992 1 . Southern Norway. Decares.

1 For Trøndelag and Western Norway the figures apply
to autumn 1990/spring 1991.
Source: CBS, Sample census of agriculture 1991 and
1992

about 60 per cent (Eggestad, 1992). In absolute
figures, the reduction is greatest on land that is
steep or consists of readily erodible soils (silt).

Figure 8.2 shows the area used for grain pro-
duction distributed between autumn ploughed
fields and fields that are not ploughed in the
autumn (harrowed and/or ploughed in spring).

Rogaland is the county with the clearly low-
est proportion of autumn ploughed land, 11 per
cent. In Hedmark, Oppland, Buskerud and
Vestfold, about 65 per cent of the grain area is
ploughed in the autumn. Of the algal counties,
Akershus and Østfold are the ones with the lar-
gest share of land with high erosion hazard. In
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Figure 83. Changes in area of grain land ploughed in
autumn in the"algal counties" 1989/90-1991/92. Deca-
res

Source: CBS, Sample census of agriculture 1990-92

Table 8.1. Share of grain land ploughed in autumn in
counties with a large area of grain land. 1989/90-
1991/92 .

Percentage autumn-
ploughed area

1989	 1990	 1991

Whole country 	 82	 78	 ••
"The algal counties"	 83	 79	 69
Østfold  	 92	 87	 79
Akershus  	 90	 84	 74
Hedmark  	 76	 72	 65
Oppland 	 75	 72	 65
Buskerud  	 82	 78	 63
Vestfold 	 84	 80	 64
Telemark  	 74	 64	 53
Rogaland  	 10	 11
Sør-Trøndelag  	 75	 80	 ••
Nord-Trøndelag . .  	 82	 80	 ••

Source: CBS, Sample census of agriculture 1990-1992

Table 8.2. Grain area, with percentage sown in
autumn. Selected counties. 1991

Total
grain area22 	 Percentage

1 000 decares autumn-sown

Whole country'  	 3 880	 4.4
"Algal counties"  	 3 225	 4.8
Østfold  	 715	 8.4
Akershus 	 704	 5.7
Hedmark 	 684	 0.9
Oppland  	 294	 1.0
Buskerud 	 322	 3.4
Vestfold  	 359	 7.9
Telemark 	 112	 2.9
Rogaland'  	 55	 0.2
Sør-Trøndelag'  	 180	 0.0
Nord-Trøndelag' ••••	 370	 0.8

' Autumn 1990
2 Figure calculated from the Sample Census of Agri-
culture.
Source: CBS, Sample census of agriculture 1992

Figure 8.4. Area of autumn-sown grain and sales of
seed for autumn grain. 1987/88 - 1992/93
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Source: CBS, Sample census of agriculture 1990-
1992, S tatkorn
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spite of this, they are the counties with the
highest proportion of autumn ploughed grain
land; 79 per cent in Akershus and 74 per cent
in Østfold.

Figure 8.3 shows changes in the area of au-
tumn ploughed land in the algal counties, while
table 8.1 shows the changes for certain specific
counties.

There has been a clear decrease in the share
of grain land ploughed in the autumn. The de-
crease is particularly strong from 1990 to 1991.
Since 1991 the Ministry of Agriculture has paid
farmers to postpone soil preparation until
spring on grain land with particularly high
erosion hazard. In 1991/92 the Ministry paid
out NOK 45 million, and in 1992/93 the sum
had risen to NOK 76 million. Autumn
ploughing is therefore expected to be further
reduced in 1992/93.

Autumn grain
Autumn grain is relevant in the areas most suit-
able for grain production. The vegetation cover
established in the • autumn reduces erosion by
about 30 per cent compared with the erosion
occurring with spring grain, when the land is
ploughed in early autumn (Eggestad, 1992). Ni-
trogen runoff in the autumn is also consider-
ably reduced as a result of plant growth. Table
8.2 shows the proportion of grain land sown in
the autumn in 1992.

Østfold and Vestfold are the counties where
autumn sowing is most common, and account
for about 8 per cent of the area devoted to
grain. These are also the two counties with the
best climate for grain production.

Figure 8.4 shows changes in the area with au-
tumn sown grain and sales of seed for autumn
grain during the last three years.

Except for the decrease from 1990 to 1991,
the area of land sown with autumn grain has
increased in recent years. The figure shows that
the trend in the area of autumn-sown grain con-
forms well with the sales figures for seed for
autumn grain. Mild winters and drought in
early summer enhance the advantage of autumn
grain.

Use of manure
How and when the manure is spread is of deci-
sive importance for runoff of nutrients. The les-

ser the plants absorb of the nutrients contained
in the manure, the greater the share that disap-
pears into the air (evaporation of ammonia and
denitrification) or is carried away with the wa-
ter running off the land spread with manure.
The degree of absorption of nutrients depends
on the following conditions:

1. The amount of manure spread per unit of
land.

2. When the manure is spread in relation to
plant growth.

3. When the manure is earthed in after
spreading.

4. The type of storage and method of
spreading.

There is no reliable information on items 3
and 4.

Quantity spread
Figure 8.5 gives some indication of the amount
of manure spread per unit of land. The figure
shows only small changes in the amount of
phosphorus from manure per decare of fully
cultivated land on farms rearing animals during
the period 1985-1992.

One way of expressing local surplus (concen-
tration) of manure is to calculate how large a
share of all manure would be in excess if no
farm had less than 4 decares of fully cultivated
land per animal manure unit during the period
(According to the Ministry of Agriculture
(1989) the number of animals can be expressed
in so-called "animal manure units"). This share
is shown in figure 8.6. According to the Minis-
try of Environment's regulations concerning
animal manure (Ministry of Environment,
1989), by 1995 every farm must have at least 4
decares of spreading area per animal manure
unit.

There has been a distinct reduction in the
amount of "surplus" manure from 1985 to
1992.

The share of all farms that rear animals and
have less than 4 decares of spreading areas per
animal manure unit has increased from 18 to 19
per cent. During the same period the number of
farms that rear animals has decreased by 18 per
cent (from 70 000 to 57 000), while the number
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Figure 8.5. Average quantity of manure used per deca-
re fully cultivated land l . The whole country and the
"algal counties". 1985-1992*. Kg P/decare

Figure 8.6. Surplus manure in relation to a require-
ment for 4 decares of spreading area per animal manu-
re unit. 1985-1992. Per cent of all manure

1 Land on farms with no animals not included.
Source: CBS, Applications for production subsidies
1985-1992

of animal manure units (the amount of manure)
has decreased by about 8 per cent.

All in all, the calculations indicate that high
concentrations of animal manure are becoming
less of a problem, which indicates lower runoff
of nutrients from this source.

It is important to recognize that the problems
connected to manure are also influenced by a
number of conditions other than those mentio-
ned above. Firstly, it is assumed that the quan-
tity of manure produced per animal has not
changed during the period. Secondly, some of
the animals (for example, sheep, goats, young
cattle) graze in outfield areas for part of the
year. This reduces the amount of manure depo-
sited on cultivated land. Thirdly, farmers can
extend their spreading area, for example, by
including surface cultivated land or by hiring
spreading area from other farms. Based on in-

Source: CBS, Applications for production subsidies
1985-1992

formation from the Census of Agriculture in
1989, 2.5 per cent of the manure was spread on
areas other than the farmer's own land.

Time of spreading
If the nutrients in the manure are to be used
effectively it is important to spread the manure
in the growing season. Figure 8.7 shows the
amount of manure spread during spring far-
ming operations and at other times during the
growing season and the amount spread outside
the growing season.

The best result is found in Rogaland, the co-
unty with the clearly highest animal density. In
this county 92 per cent of the manure is spread
during the growing season (1990). In the coun-
ties covered by the North Sea Declaration, a
large proportion is spread outside the growing
season, but in these counties the quantity of
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Figure 8.7. Quantity of manure spread, showing amo-
unt spread during spring farming operations/at other ti-
mes during the growing season, and amount spread
outside the growing season

Figure 8.8. Share of manure spread in the growing
season in the "algal counties" and in the country as a
whole. 1989-1991. Per cent

Source: CBS, Sample Census of Agriculture 1991
and 1992

manure is not as great in relation to the sprea-
ding area.

Figure 8.8 shows the trend for the share of
the manure spread during spring farming opera-
tions and in the growing season during the
period 1988-1991.

According to the sample censuses, the share
of manure spread in the growing season increa-
sed during the period 1989-1991. The tendency
was the same in the individual counties, except
in Vestfold, where this share decreased from
1990 to 1991.

Manure storage capacity
According to the Ministry of Environment's re-
gulations concerning animal manure it is not
permitted to spread manure on snow or frozen
ground. It is permitted to spread it in the au-
tumn, after the growing season, provided that
the manure is earthed in immediately. This is a

Source: CBS, Sample Census of Agriculture 1990-92.
Applications for production subsidies 1989-91

favourable time for many farmers from the
point of view of work.

In order to be able to spread the manure in
conformity with the regulations it is necessary
to have sufficient storage capacity to cover at
least 7-8 months' indoor feeding if the animals
remain indoors all year round. To be able to
spread all the manure in the growing season it
is necessary to have 9-11 months' storage capa-
city.

Figure 8.9 shows how much of the manure is
found on farms with enough storage capacity to
be able to spread the manure in accordance
with the regulations.

In the "algal counties" in 1988, about 57 per
cent of all the manure was produced on farms
with sufficient storage capacity to be able to
spread the manure in the growing season. In
1991 the figure had increased to 63 per cent.
During the same period the change in what can
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Figure 8.9. Share of the total manure found on farms
with sufficient storage capacity to spread the manure
according to the regulations. 1988 and 1991. Per cent

Figure 8.10. Sales of nitrogen and phosphorus in com-
mercial fertilizer in Norway. 1978-1991. Tonnes

Source: CBS, Census of Agriculture 1989 and Sample 	 Source: The National Association of Purchasing
Census of Agriculture 1992

	
Pools, National Agricultural Inspection Service

be spread in accordance with the regulations
was minimal; from 86 to 87 per cent. (In this
report, spreading "in accordance with the regu-
lations" means having 7 months or more of in-
door feeding capacity, and spreading "in the
growing season" means having 9 months or
more of indoor feeding capacity. The figures
must be regarded as average, the growing sea-
son and the period of time when the ground is
frozen naturally vary with the climatic condi-
tions).

The main reason for the positive trend is an
expansion of the farms' storage capacity for
manure. Since 1989, the sum of NOK 275 mil-
lion has been paid out for technical environ-
mental measures (Ministry of Agriculture,
1990-92). About half of this money has been
spent on increasing the capacity of the manure
stores. The purpose of increasing the storage
capacity is to be able to spread the manure at

the most favourable time, and the subsidies are
awarded for environmental reasons.

Spreading of commercial fertilizer
During the last 10 years, sales of nitrogen in
commercial fertilizer has remained stable
around 110 000 tonnes per year. Sales of
phosphorus have clearly decreased, and were
down to 14 800 tonnes in 1991/92 compared
with 29 000 tonnes in 1979/80. Figure 8.10
shows sales of N and P in commercial fertilizer
since 1978.

Table 8.3 shows average N and P fertilization
of grain land and meadow in the country as a
whole and in the "algal counties".

During the period for which statistics are
available, only small changes have occurred in
the amount of commercial fertilizer spread per
decare. The clearest tendency is reduced P fer-
tilization to meadow. The figures for 1978 and
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Table 8.3. Average nitrogen and phosphorus fertilization to grain and fully cultivated meadow. The years 1978
and 1988-91. Whole country and the "algal counties". Kg/decare

Nitrogen	 Phosphorus

1978 1988 1989 1990 1991	 1978 1988 1989 1990 1991

Grain

Whole country 	

"Algal counties" 	

Fully cultivated meadow

Whole country 	

"Algal counties" 	

	

10.6 1 10.6 10.6	 10.7	 ••	 ..	 2.2	 2.2	 2.1

	

11.0	 11.0 11.0	 11.1	 11.1	 ..	 2.2	 2.2	 2.2	 2.1

	

14.3 1 13.8 13.7	 13.7	 ••	 ..	 2.5	 2.3	 2.2

	

12.7	 12.9 13.0	 13.1	 12.7	 ..	 2.6	 2.5	 2.4	 2.2

Nordland, Troms and Finnmark not included
Source: Census of Agriculture 1979 and 1989, Sample Census of Agriculture 1990-92

1988 are based on total recordings, while the
figures for 1989 and after are based on a 20 per
cent sample.

If the nitrogen fertilizer is spread in several
doses (split fertilization), the fertilization can
be better adjusted to the needs of the plants.
This means that the plants absorb a larger share
of the nutrients in the fertilizer, which is both
economic for the farmer and leads to less loss
of surplus nutrients in the runoff. Figure 8.11
shows how large a share of the grain area was
fertilized in several doses in 1989 and 1991.

There was a marked increase from 1989 to
1991 in the share of grain land that was split
fertilized. In 1991 this share was 12 per cent.
The increase was largest in Vestfold, where the
share rose from 11 to 18 per cent of the total
grain area. Split fertilization is associated in
particular with production of wheat (in the case
of wheat, a price subsidy is awarded for increa-
sed protein content, and split nitrogen fertiliza-
tion normally increases the protein content).
Vestfold and Østfold are the counties most sui-
table for wheat production, so it is in these two
counties that the largest share of the grain land
is fertilized in two stages.

Figure 8.11. Share of grain land with split fertiliza-
tion. Selected counties. 1989 and 1991. Per cent

❑
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The Central Bureau of Statistics and the State Pollution Control Authority have jointy initiated
annual registration of data from all waste water treatment plants in the country. 35 new waste
water treatment plants were built in 1991, with a total capacity of 430 000 population units
(p.u.). At the end of 1991, the total number of such plants in Norway was 1638. The plants had
a total hydraulic capacity of about 4.5 million p.u. and a total hydraulic load of about 3.4
million p.u. This represents an increase in capacity of about 10 per cent compared with the
year before. A corresponding survey was carried out for 1990, and surveys of somewhat
smaller scope for the years 1978, 1982, 1983 and 1988.

In 1991, the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS)
and the State Pollution Control Authority (Sta-
tens Forurensningstilsyn - SFT) established a
data base on all the waste water treatment
plants in Norway in order to make it easier to:

- check that the large investments in the sewerage
sector are giving the intended environmental gains

- check that national goals are being realized and that
the international agreements entered into will be ful-
filled

- identify problem areas, to provide a basis for con-
sidering where to take action

- prepare, official statistics from the sewerage sector.

The waste water drainage system can be divi-
ded roughly into two parts; the pipeline net-
work, including pump stations and spillways,
and the actual waste water treatment plants,
with outlets.

The pipeline network in Norway varies great-
ly in age. The oldest parts consist of wooden
pipes laid in the early part of this century.
Concrete pipes were common during an inter-
mediate period, but most of the pipes laid in
recent years are of PVC. The total length of pi-
pes is about 30 000 km.

The pipeline network can also be divided by
function. In a separate system, the pipes for
storm water and ordinary waste water are sepa-

rate, while in a combined system the storm wa-
ter and ordinary waste water are carried away
in the same pipe.

CBS and SFT have jointly developed an elec-
tronic registration form with computer controls
(SSBAVLØP) for collection of information on
the country's waste water treatment plants. The
system has been installed and is now in use at
all county environmental agencies, which are
also responsible for updating the information
each year. The data are sent to CBS on disc.
The system was made operative in 1991, so
that the data set for 1990 is the first collected
by this method.

The records cover data on time of estab-
lishment, geographical location, ownership, ca-
pacity, load, chemicals, purification principles,
analysis results, sludge treatment methods,
sludge disposal, and recipients.
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Waste water treatment plants are traditionally grou-
ped into three main categories, depending on the
basic principle of treatment; mechanical, chemical
and biological. Some plants combine different
forms of treatment.

Mechanical plants include sludge separators, scre-
ens, strainers, sand traps and sedimentation plants,
and remove most of the largest particles from the
waste water.

So-called "high-grade" waste water treatment
plants include plants with a biological and/or che-
mical phase.

Biological plants include activated sludge plants,
trickling filters and biological discs. In biological
plants, readily degradable organic material is remo-
ved by means of microorganisms.

Chemical plants include primary precipitation
plants and secondary precipitation plants. In these
plants the chemicals are added during the purifica-
tion process in order to remove phosphorus from
the waste water. The chemicals used are mainly
aluminium sulphate, ferric chloride or calcium. In
secondary precipitation the chemical precipitation
is preceded by sedimentation.

Chemical/biological plants combine a biological
and a chemical stage, and include pre-precipitation,
post-precipitation and simultaneous precipitation
plants. In the pre-precipitation plants the chemicals
are added before the biological stage, and in post-
precipitation plants they are added afterwards. In
simultaneous precipitation plants the chemical pre-
cipitation takes place simultaneously with the bio-
logical degradation.

Unconventional plants include sand filter plants, in-
filtration ditches, biological dams, biological dams
with precipitation and precipitation dams.

The group "other/unknown" includes plants where
the purification principles are not known, or where
special adaptations or a specific purification techni-
que make it unnatural to place the plant in any of
the main groups defined above.

Population equivalents (p.e.) mean waste water
from industry, institutions, service activities etc.
converted into an equivalent number of persons
producing a specific volume of waste water.

Population units (p.u.) are the number of perma-
nent residents plus the number of population equi-
valents in an area.

Box 9.1. Definitions

Capacity and load
A total of 1638 waste water treatment plants
were registered in 1991, with a total hydraulic
capacity of about 4.5 million p.u. and an hy-
draulic load of about 3.4 million p.u. The regi-
stration included only plants with a capacity of
more than 50 p.u.

In 1988, 700 waste water plants were registe-
red, with a total capacity of 2.9 million p.u. and
a load of 2.3 million p.u. In 1990 the number
of registered plants had increased to 1387, with
a total capacity of 3.9 million p.u. and a total
hydraulic load of 2.9 million p.u. However, the
figures for 1988 and earlier are not directly
comparable with the figures for 1990 and 1991,
owing to a slight change in the way the plants
are classified. Infiltration ditches, sludge sepa-
rators and screens were not included in the total
figures for 1988. In 1988, these types of plants
were presented separately, and comprised 590
plants with a total capacity of 439 000 p.u. and
a load of 330 000 p.u.

Table 9.1 shows that the total number of
plants has increased from 1290 in 1988 to 1638
in 1991. During the same period the capacity
increased by 33.1 per cent and the load by 29
per cent.

In 1991, 35 new waste water treatment plants
were taken into use, with a total capacity of
430 000 p.u., implying that the rest of the in-
crease in the number of plants, and in the capa-
city, from 1990 to 1991 is because some old
plants were registered that had not been registe-
red before.

The largest of the 35 new plants is the Cen-
tral Waste Water Treatment Plant in Jæren,
with a capacity of 240 000 p.u. This plant was
taken into trial operation in December 1991.

The decrease in the number of biological and
chemical/biological plants does not represent a
true decrease. The reason for the apparent de-
crease is that several plants have reported spe-
cial adaptations and have thus been transferred
to the group "other purification principles".

In 1991, the greater part of the capacity of
waste water treatment plants referred to plants
based on chemical precipitation, either alone or
combined with a biological stage (figure 9.1).
A total of 461 such plants were registered.
These have a combined capacity of 3.1 million
p.u. (68.5 per cent of the total capacity) and a
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combined load of 2.4 million p.u. (70.7 per
cent of the total load).

Mechanical plants make up the largest group
in terms of number, i.e. 677 plants, and repre-
sent a capacity of 1 million p.u. (20.6 per cent
of the total capacity). The load on these plants
is 0.6 million p.u. (19.2 per cent of the total
load).

Table 9.1. Waste water treatment plants. Number, ca-
pacity and load, by purification principle. 1988, 1990
and 1991

Year	 Number Capacity Load

Total

1988  	 1290	 3365	 2649

1990 	 1387	 3877	 2907

1991  	 1638	 4480	 3416

Biological

1988  	 156	 87	 54

1990  	 131	 72	 47
1991  	 137	 71	 48

Chemical

1988  	 149	 1604	 1333

1990 	 169	 1891	 1605
1991  	 181	 2346	 1930

Biological/chemical

1988  	 296	 732	 606

1990 	 283	 720	 481

1991  	 280	 724	 484

Mechanical/
unconventional ./
other2

1988  	 689	 942	 656

1990 	 \804	 1194	 774

1991 	 1	 1339	 955 

1 For 1990 and 1991, unconventional plants include
biological dams and biological dams with precipita-
tion. In the statistics for 1988 these types of plants
were categorized either as biological plants or biologi-
cal/chemical plants, but in the above table they are ca-
tegorized as unconventional plants.

2 Other includes plants that have not reported which
type of purification technology is used, and plants
with special adaptations.
Source: CBS

Figure 9.1. Waste water treatment plants. Capacity and
load, by purification principle. 1991. Million p.u.

Source: CBS

The biological plants have a combined capa-
city of just over 70 000 p.u. (1.6 per cent of the
total capacity) and the load on these plants is
about 48 000 p.u. (1.4 per cent of the total
load).

The remaining plants have a combined capa-
city of 0.4 million p.u. (9.3 per cent of the total
capacity) and the combined load on these
plants is 0.3 million p.u. (8.8 per cent of the
total load).

The capacity of the waste water treatment
plants is highest in Eastern Norway (figure
9.2). For example, the plants serving
Oslo/Akershus have a capacity of more than
1.5 p.u. per inhabitant.

Figure 9.3 shows that in Eastern Norway,
most of the waste water is treated in so-called
"high-grade" plants (biological, chemical or
chemical/biological), while in Western Norway
and further north most of the water is treated in
mechanical plants. No purely mechanical plants
with a capacity of more than 50 p.u. are regis-

1 000 p.u.
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Figure 9.2. Waste water treatment plants. Hydraulic ca-
pacity per inhabitant (p.u.) 1 . County. 1991

1The figure includes plants with a reported capacity of
more than 50 p.u., and does not include small waste
water treatment plants in sparsely populated areas.
Source: CBS

tered as operative in Oslo, Akershus, Oppland
or Hedmark.

Figure 9.4 shows the localization of the diffe-
rent waste water treatment plants, their capaci-
ty, and which purification process they employ.
The figure includes only plants with a capacity
of 5 000 p.u. or more. Most of the largest waste
water treatment plants are found in the southern
parts of the country, mainly in connection with
the larger towns.

Ownership

Most of the waste water treatment plants (98
per cent) are municipally owned, either by one
municipality or by several municipalities joint-
ly.

Most of the large intermunicipal treatment
plants are located in Hedmark, Rogaland, Øst-
fold and Akershus. Vestfjorden Avløpsselskap

Figure 9.3. Waste water treatment plants. Hydraulic
capacity (p.u.) distributed between mechanical and
"high-grade" plants

t
 . County. 1991

1The figure includes plants with a reported capacity of
more than 50 p.u., and does not include small waste
water treatment plants in sparsely populated areas.
Source: CBS

(YEAS), in Akershus, serves large parts of
Oslo and parts of Akershus. This is a chemical
plant and alone has a capacity of 0.7 million
p.u.

The waste water treatment plants in West
Norway, Trøndelag and North Norway are ow-
ned almost without exception by the municipa-
lities.

Chemicals
Consumption of chemicals is recorded in most
of the plants with a chemical stage (figure 9.5).

The chemicals most commonly used to preci-
pitate phosphorus are aluminium sulphate, fer-
ric chloride and calcium. Ferric chloride alone
accounts for just less than 65 per cent of the
consumption of chemicals, while aluminium
sulphate accounts for just over 17 per cent.
Calcium constitutes just over 10 per cent. The
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Figure 9.5. Waste water treatment plants. Chemicals
consumption by type of chemical. 1991. Per cent
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Source: CBS

Figure 9.6. Waste water treatment plants. Capacity, by
recipient. 1991. Million p.u.

Source: CBS

two largest plants in Norway, together accoun-
ting for about 25 per cent of the total capacity,
use mainly ferric chloride in the precipitation
process.

Recipients

Figure 9.6 shows that waste water treatment
plants with a combined capacity of almost 2.8
million p.u. discharge into fjords, and plants
with a combined capacity of 1 million p.u. dis-
charge into rivers or streams.

Discharges from waste water treatment
plants

The results are based on reported discharge fi-
gures (values from analyses of discharges)
from the waste water treatment plants and on
estimated values for plants that have not repor-
ted such figures. In the case of Rogaland, the
central waste water treatment plant for Jæren

Table 9.2. Waste water treatment plants. Specific
amounts of pollution and purification efficiency by
type of plant

Percentage reduction,
by type of plant

mech. chem. biol. biol/
chem.

Phosphorus	 1.7
	

15	 90	 30	 95
Nitrogen	 12.0
	

15	 20	 20	 25
COD	 94.0
	

30	 80	 90	 95
SS	 42.0
	

50	 90	 90	 95

was taken into (trial) operation in December
1991. This plant is therefore not included.

The estimated values are based on the hy-
draulic load on the plant, a consumption of wa-
ter of 400 litres per person per day, a specific
quantity of pollution for each person, e.g. 1.7
grammes per person per day for phosphorus,
and the purification efficiency of the treatment
plant based on the type of plant (table 9.2).

Sub-
stance

Specific amount
pollution 

gramme/person/
day



700.000 p.u.
350.000 p. u.

1 0.000 p.u.

Hyd raulic capacity (p.u.) in 1991
Waste water treatment

 ^^OOt^puplants s . r̂
A

•̂

• Mechanical

0 "High-grade"
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Figure 9.4. Waste water treatment plants. Localization and capacity of mechanical and "high-grade" plants. Plants
with an hydraulic capacity of 5000 p.u. or more. 1991

Source: CBS
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Figure 9.4 (cont.). Waste water treatment plants. Localization and capacity of mechanical and "high-grade" plants.
Plants with an hydraulic capacity of 5000 p.u. or more. 1991

Source: CBS



Table 9.4. Waste water treatment plants. Discharge
values for phosphorus (P), nitrogen (N), chemical oxy-
gen demand (COD) and suspended substances (SS).
1991. Tonnes/year

County	 P	 N COD	 SS

Total  
	

526 10360 39740 14910

Østfold 	

Akershus 	

Oslo 	

Hedmark 	

Oppland 	

Buskerud 	

Vestfold 	

Telemark 	

Aust-Agder 	

Vest-Agder 	

Rogaland 	

Hordaland 	

Sogn og Fjordane

Møre og Romsdal

Sør-Trøndelag .. .

Nord-Trøndelag 	

Nordland 	

Troms 	

Finnmark 	

9	 760 1470	 340

25 2620 7430 1 450

7	 590	 390	 320

6	 540 1600	 290

6	 580 1080	 290

15	 650	 1830	 610

47	 580 3360 2040

15	 480 1870	 340

16	 240 1470	 650

38	 400 2940	 660

81	 600 3700 1180

74	 730 3530 1090

18	 140	 690	 230
12	 110	 560	 180

84	 690 4370 3650

46	 360 2130 1140

6	 60	 260	 110

13	 140	 560	 190

8	 90	 500	 150

Source: CBS
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Table 9.3. Waste water treatment plants. Percentage of
the reported hydraulic load with estimated values. 1991

County
Percentage of stated
hydraulic load with

estimated values

P	 N COD	 SS

Total  
	

20	 68	 83	 38

Østfold  	 2	 100	 100	 100
Akershus  	 0	 22	 93	 8
Oslo 	 1	 1	 100	 1
Hedmark  	 8	 100	 28	 8
Oppland  	 2	 100	 95	 100
Buskerud 	 7	 100	 65	 8
Vestfold  	 3	 100	 99	 15
Telemark 	 9	 100	 16	 49
Aust-Agder  	 7	 100	 7	 7
Vest-Agder  	 46	 66	 48	 45
Rogaland  	 96	 100	 100	 96
Hordaland  	 71	 100	 100	 100
Sogn og Fjordane	 100	 100	 100	 100
Møre og Romsdal	 100	 100	 100	 100
Sør-Trøndelag  	 21	 100	 90	 21
Nord-Trøndelag  	 86	 100	 93	 56
Nordland  	 24	 24	 24	 24
Troms  	 60	 100	 50	 100
Finnmark 	 39	 100	 100	 39

Source: CBS

A large number of the plants reported dis-
charge values for phosphorus (P), so that the
estimated values refer to discharges from only
20 per cent of the hydraulic load for the coun-
try, the rest are reported figures (table 9.3). In
the case of suspended substances (SS), the va-
lues have been estimated for 38 per cent of the
hydraulic load. For nitrogen (N), the figures
for 83 per cent of the load are estimated values,
and for chemical oxygen demand (COD) the fi-
gures for 68 per cent of the load are estimated
values.

There are large variations in the counties with
regard to how large a percentage of the dischar-
ges is stated in terms of estimated values. It is

mainly West Norway and North Norway that
report only few values from the results of ana-
lyses. For the counties bordering the North Sea,
the values are mainly based on analyses.

The values for the discharges are very uncer-
tain, and the values for phosphorus are therefo-
re rounded off to the nearest tonne, and the ot-
her values to the nearest 10 tonnes.

On the basis of the above, the discharges
from waste water treatment plants in 1991 are
calculated to 526 tonnes phosphorus and
10 360 tonnes nitrogen. The corresponding va-
lues are 39 740 tonnes for COD and 14 910
tonnes for SS (table 9.4).
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The work of collecting nation-wide, regular statistics on waste and recycling of waste has been
an important field of development for CBS, in cooperation with the State Pollution Control
Authority (Statens Forurensningstilsyn - SFT) and international agencies. Calculations based
on a survey conducted in 1992 show that 2.2 million tonnes of municipal waste was generated
in Norway in 1991. Less than 5 per cent of the household waste was recycled.
In recent years there has been a marked improvement in the data on hazardous waste. At
SFT's request, a nation-wide registration has been carried out of waste disposal sites and con-
taminated ground with hazardous waste. Hazardous waste has been found, or is suspected to
exist, in almost 2 000 sites. 90 per cent of these sites are located less than 1000 m from residen-
tial areas. According to AS Norsk Spesialavfallselskap (Norwegian Hazardous Waste Corpora-
tion Ltd.), 87 000 tonnes were delivered to the Norwegian system for management of hazardous
waste in 1992. 51 per cent of this waste was oily waste and 38 per cent was waste from oil
drilling operations.

Waste from households and industry constitutes
a serious source of pollution. The problems are
connected to both present and previous disposal
of waste. Many waste disposal sites that are no
longer used, particularly sites containing indu-
strial waste, may contain hazardous substances
that leak out into the environment. Sites are
also being discovered where dangerous sub-
stances have been deposited illegally.

According to the Pollution Control Act, resi-
dues/waste can be divided into the following
main types:

*Consumer waste: Ordinary waste, including
large objects such as furnishings etc. from
households, small shops etc. and offices. The
same applies to waste of a similar nature and
quantity from other activity.

*Production waste: Waste from industrial ac-
tivities and service activities which in type and
quantity is significantly different from consu-
mer waste.

*Special waste: Waste which cannot be ap-
propriately treated together with consumer was-
te because of its size, or because it may lead to
serious pollution or risk of injury to persons or

animals (hazardous waste). (In practice, special
waste that is not hazardous, but is waste that is
too large to be dealt with together with consu-
mer waste, is calculated into the other two cate-
gories).

The designation municipal waste is used for
all waste that is dealt with by the municipal
waste collection and management systems.
Municipal waste includes the greater part of all
consumer waste, varying components of the
production waste and some hazardous waste.
Often the waste is divided into two main cate-
gories depending on origin: Industrial waste
and household waste. Most of the household
waste ends up in the municipal system of col-
lection and disposal.

Table 10.1 shows the amounts of the diffe-
rent kinds of waste generated in Norway yearly
at the end of the 1980s.

At the beginning of the 1990s, waste and re-
cycling of waste became the focus of increa-
sing attention both in Norway (Norwegian Of-
ficial Report 1990:28) and internationally
(OECD, 1991). This led to a greater need to
obtain an overall picture of the problem, and a
need for more data, for example, in the form of
regular statistics. Several limited registrations
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Table 10.1. Annual quantities of waste generated
yearly in Norway. End of 1980s

Quantity of waste
1000 tonnes per year

Municipal waster  	2 000

Production waste2 	12 000

Car wrecks, large household
appliances  	 70

Sewage sludge  	 100

Hazardous waste 	 200

1 Includes some production waste
2 Uncertain estimate. Includes waste from building
and construction activity, and from mining.
Source: SFT, 1989.

of waste and waste management had been car-
ried out in Norway, but some of these were
outdated, and some were not sufficiently repre-
sentative and varied in coverage. The need for
nation-wide statistics is specifically expressed
in Report No. 44 (1991-92) to the Storting
(Norwegian National Assembly) where it is sta-
ted that it is essential to develop a satisfactory
system of statistics on waste and recycling of
waste to make it possible, in future, to set spe-
cific goals for optimal reduction of the quantiti-
es of waste and for recycling of various groups
of materials.

CBS has been given the prime responsibility
for this work and has carried out a trial project
for collection of data on municipal waste and
recycling (CBS, 1992). According to plan, a tri-
al project for collection of statistics on industri-
al waste, based on information from the diffe-
rent enterprises, will be carried out in 1993.
The work of developing a system for collection
of statistics on waste takes place in close co-
operation with SFT, which also provides finan-
cial support. CBS also participates in a joint
EC/EFTA project to develop waste statistics for
Europe. International cooperation is important
in order to achieve the best possible comparabi-
lity of the statistics from different countries
(see inter alia EUROSTAT, 1991).

With regard to hazardous waste, during
the last few years SFT has undertaken nation-
wide registrations of old waste disposal sites
and A/S Norsk Spesialavfallselskap -NORSAS

(Norwegian Hazardous Waste Corporation
Ltd.), a company established specifically to
administer the management of hazardous waste
in Norway, has registered the quantities of
waste delivered each year for disposal. Some of
the results of these registrations are presented
in sections 10.2 and 10.3.

In 1992, CBS carried out a trial project for col-
lection of data on municipal waste and recyc-
ling. 21 selected municipalities received ques-
tionnaires asking for information on the quanti-
ties of waste, according to source, and on re-
cycling of materials, waste management, mea-
sures to deal with seepage from landfills, and
cleaning of stack gases from incineration
plants.

The results of the trial project provided a ba-
sis for estimating some important figures for
the country as a whole: 2.2 million tonnes of
municipal waste was generated in 1991. By
comparison, 2.0 million tonnes of municipal
waste was registered in a survey carried out by

Figure 10.1. Recycled household waste, by type of
material. 1991. Per cent

Source: CBS

Type of waste



Type of site
Total
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CBS/SFT in the mid-1980s. Less than 5 per
cent of the household waste was recycled in
1991. Paper accounted for 3/4 of this amount,
see figure 10.1.

The first regular collection of data will take
place during the first six months of 1993, when
all the country's municipalities will be inclu-
ded. The intention is to publish preliminary fi-
gures in summer 1993.

4

It is the goal of the Ministry of Environment
and SFT to clean up the worst cases of conta-
minated ground by the year 2000. In 1987, in
order to establish the extent of the problem,
SFT started a nation-wide registration of waste
disposal sites and contaminated ground contai-
ning hazardous waste. The Geological Survey
of Norway (Norges geologiske undersøkelse  -
NGU) has been responsible for actually carry-
ing out the project, and has developed a data
base in which all the sites are plotted. The met-
hodology and the results are described in two
reports from SFT (1991 a and b). The Norwe-
gian Defence Construction Service has used the
same method to plot such sites in military are-
as.

The registered sites have been ranked into
five categories, depending on information on
quantity and type of hazardous waste, degree of
conflict with the surrounding environment and
the need for follow-up investigations or measu-
res:

Category 1: Sites requiring immediate investigations
or measures

Category 2*: The case is being considered by SFT

Category 2: Need to be investigated

Category 3: Need to be investigated in the event of
any change of land use or recipient

Category 4: No investigations needed

Out of a total of 2 717 registered sites, haz-
ardous waste was found, or was suspected to
exist in 1969 (categories 1-3). 35 per cent of
these sites are municipal landfills, 18 per cent

are industrial waste disposal sites and 17 per
cent are defined as contaminated ground (see
table 10.2). The number of military sites (265)
has been updated and applies to mid-February
1993; for other sites the updated figures refer to
August 1992.

Table 10.3 shows that the counties of Akers-
hus and Telemark, followed by Østfold, Vest-
Agder and Nordland, contain a larger percent-
age of sites in categories 1 and 2* than found
in the other counties. About 90 per cent of the
sites are located less than 1000 m from residen-
tial areas, and the majority are located less than
200 m from the nearest buildings, see figure
10.2.

Industrial companies and other commercial
enterprises are the owners of, or are directly re-
sponsible for, most of the cases of contamina-
ted ground or disposal sites suspected of con-
taining hazardous waste. The percentage of the
sites related to industry is highest in categories
1 and 2*, dominated by the chemicals industry
and metals manufacturing. Municipal landfills
containing hazardous waste account for 50 per
cent of all waste disposal sites in categories 1 -
3, but for only 20 per cent of all waste disposal

Table 10.2. Waste disposal sites and contam i ated gro-
und containing  hazardous waste, by category and
type of site . 1992

Category

2* 2	 3	 4

TOTAL	 2 717 78 42 494 1 355 748

Waste disposal sites
Municipal landfills 1 032 12 1 149 	 533 337
Industrial waste

disposal sites	 492 20 11 124 205 132
Other waste

disposal sites	 629 15 6 82 247 279

Contaminated
ground
Industrial ground	 273 8 19 55	 191	 -

Other contaminated	 -

ground	 180 10 1 36	 133

Waste disposal sites
with contaminated
ground	 111 13 4 48	 46	 -

1 See text for a definition of the categories.
2 In addition, 40 unranked sites in Finnmark.
Source: SFT
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Table 10.3. Waste disposal sites and contaminated
ground with hazardous waste. County. 1992

Number of Number in
sites	 categories

1 and 2*

Whole country  	 2 717	 120

01 Østfold  	 119	 11
02 Akershus  	 261	 21
03 Oslo  	 101	 7
04 Hedmark  	 99	 6
05 Oppland  	 121	 6
06 Buskerud  	 200	 2
07 Vestfold  	 191	 3
08 Telemark  	 102	 18
09 Aust-Agder  	 110	 5
10 Vest-Agder  	 137	 11
11 Rogaland  	 158	 4
12 Hordaland  	 173	 5
14 Sogn og Fjordane .	 112	 4
15 Møre og Romsdal . 	 102	 2
16 Sør-Trøndelag  	 161	 3
17 Nord-Trøndelag ... 	 167	 1
18 Nordland  	 198	 11
19 Troms 	 122	 -
20 Finnmarks  	83
s 40 unranked sites in addition.
Source: SFT

sites in categories 1 and 2*. The types of haz-
ardous waste found in municipal landfills often
come from small and medium-sized industrial
enterprises, since in many cases the larger in-
dustrial enterprises have established their own
waste disposal sites.

The most commonly registered types of haz-
ardous waste are organic solvents and water-
soluble heavy metals, see figure 10.3. Waste oil
and other oily residues, paint, glue and varnish,
tar and other organic material are also com-
mon. Most of the tar and other organic material
comes from the smelting industry.

In the case of 75 per cent of the sites in cate-
gories 1, 2* and 2, the reason for the ranking is
the risk of water pollution and the fact that the
site conflicts with the use of the area for re-
creation. The sites are often located on the
banks of rivers, or along fjords or near the
coast, see figure 10.4.

It is likely that many sites have not yet been
discovered. This is because lack of capacity has
made it necessary to give higher priority to

Figure 10.2. Waste disposal sites and contaminated
ground containing hazardous waste. Different catego-
ries of sites l , by distance from the nearest residential
area. 1992. Per cent

s See text for an explanation of the categories.
Source: SFT

some branches of industry than to others. Some
additional registrations may be necessary in
connection with shipbuilding, road building and
mining. The coverage is considered to be very
good for municipal landfills, but not as good
for contaminated ground.

The results from the nation-wide registration
have provided a basis for preparing a plan of
action to clean-up hazardous waste that has
been deposited or discarded, as well as conta-
minated ground and contaminated sediments
(SFT, 1992). The proposed measures are inten-
ded to be implemented by the year 2000, and
the goal is to reduce risk of serious pollution
from these sources to a minimum. The total
costs are estimated to NOK 2 - 3 billion. Table
10.4 shows the status of the efforts in August
1992 for the sites given highest priority (cate-
gories 1 and 2*).
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Figure 103. Waste disposal sites and contaminated
ground with hazardous waste. Occurence of different
groups of hazardous waste at the sites in category 1
and category 2* 1 .

' See text for a definition of the categories.
Source: SFT

Table 10.4. Waste disposal sites and contaminated
ground containing hazardous waste', by status as re-
gards implementation of measures. August 1992

	

Mea-	 In- Mea- Mea-
sures vestiga- sures sures

	

Total not	 tions in in	 corn-

	

started	 pro-	 pro- pleted
gress gress

Category 1	 61	 18	 32	 7	 4

Category 2* 42	 4	 31	 2	 5

' Defence Establishment sites not included
Source: SFT, 1992

Figure 10.4. Waste disposal sites and contaminated
ground containing hazardous waste', by main recipi-
ent. 1992. Per cent
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Uncontrolled dumping of hazardous waste has
caused serious damage to the environment in
many countries and has resulted in coercive
measures to compel the involved companies to
clean up the pollution, the payment of large
sums in compensation, winding up of enterpri-
ses and several bankruptcies (Ministry of Envi-
ronment, 1985).

The Pollution Control Act provides the legal
foundation for controlled management and dis-
posal of hazardous waste. The regulations con-
cerning hazardous waste, laid down in pursuan-
ce of the Act, apply to the following groups of
substances (if the quantity in brackets is excee-
ded, the generator is required to deliver the
waste to an approved collecting site):
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i . Waste oil (200 kg)

2. Oily waste from oil/water separators and oily
waste water (200 kg)

3. Oil emulsions (1000 kg)

4. Organic solvents (20 kg)

5. Waste paint, glue, varnish and printer's ink (200 kg)

6. Distillation residues (200 kg)

7. Tars (200 kg)

8. Waste containing mercury or cadmium as a chemi-
cal compound or in metallic form (1 kg)

9. Waste containing water-soluble chemical com-
pounds of lead, copper, zinc, chromium, nickel,
arsenic, selenium or barium (10 kg)

10.Waste containing cyanide (1 kg)

11.Discarded pesticides (5 kg)

The following groups have also been defined
in addition to those covered by the regulations:

12.Waste containing PCBs

13. Isocyanates

14.Other organic wastes

15. Strong acids

16. Strong alkalis

17.Other inorganic wastes

The figures for how much hazardous waste is
generated are uncertain. Based on adjusted fi-
gures from around 1980, SFT has calculated
that roughly 200 000 tonnes of hazardous waste
was generated each year at the end of the
1980s. Although the quantity of hazardous was-
te is thus very small compared with the quanti-
ty of municipal waste (about 10 per cent), it
nevertheless represents a serious risk to the en-
vironment owing to sometimes high concentra-
tions of micropollutants. About 90 000 tonnes
of hazardous waste was treated by the compa-
nies where the waste is generated, either by re-
cycling or by disposing of the waste in the
company's own approved system. The remai-
ning 110 000 tonnes was delivered for external
treatment in more or less controlled form. Ta-
ble 10.5 shows how this 110 000 tonnes was
distributed between the main groups of waste.
It is estimated that less then 5 per cent of this
waste comes from households (SFT, 1989).

At the turn of the year 1992/93, SFT appoin-
ted a working group to prepare more up-to-date

Table 10.5. Hazardous waste delivered for external
treatment. End of 1980s.

Groups of Quantity t 1000 tonnes
substances per year

Total  	 110

Waste oil  	 1	 40
Other organic waste

(combustible)  	 2-7, 11-14	 40
Inorganic waste

(non-combustible)  	 8-10, 15-17	 25
Mixed organic/

inorganic waste  	 5

1 See text for explanation.

Source: SFT, 1989

estimates of the amounts of hazardous waste
generated in Norway.

Table 10.6 shows that, during the last 6 ye-
ars, the quantity of hazardous waste delivered
to approved collection facilities has increased.
The increase consists mainly of oil-contamina-
ted drill cuttings. The quantity of waste oil re-
mains fairly constant, around 30 000 tonnes.

A/S Norsk Spesialavfallselskap (NORSAS)
was established in 1988 and is responsible for
coordinating all streams of waste that are sub-
ject to regulation and cannot be handled inter-
nally by the companies themselves. NORSAS
has developed a data base (NorBas) to record
data on waste delivered to the system for ma-
nagement of hazardous waste in Norway. The
companies included in the data base are identi-
fied by a company number, and the base is up-
dated each year by linking it to CBS's register
of companies. The records are based on decla-
ration forms, and are updated monthly. In its
Annual Report, NORSAS publishes statistics
right down to municipal level.

Oily waste and oil waste from drilling opera-
tions together comprise about 89 per cent of the
total quantity of hazardous waste delivered to
the system, see table 10.7 and figure 10.5. Even
when waste from oil drilling operations is
excluded, Hordaland and Rogaland are among
the counties delivering the largest quantities of
hazardous waste, see figure 10.6. Oily waste
from drilling operations means oil-contamina-
ted drill cuttings.

Main groups
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Table 10.6. Delivered hazardous waste. 1987-1992.
1000 tonnes

Type of
	

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
waste

Total
	

52	 54 58 60
	

66	 87

Waste oil
	

30	 31	 .. 31
	

30	 33

Other wastes
	

22	 23	 .. 29
	

36	 54

Source 1987-89: SFT.
Source 1990-92: NORSAS, 1993

Table 10.7. Hazardous waste delivered to the system
for management of hazardous waste. 1992

Quantity
tonnes

Total  	 87 483

1 Waste oil  	 32 896
2.1 Oily waste from oil-water separators 	 9 626
2.2 Oil-contaminated drill cuttings l  	 33 593
3 Oil emulsions  	 1 747
4.1 Halogenous organic solvents  	 196
4.2 Non-halogenous organic solvents  	 2 290
5 Paint, glue, varnish and printer's ink	 2 825
6/7 Distillation residues and tar 	 264
8/9 Waste/batteries containing heavy

metals  	 951
10 Waste containing cyanide  	 9
11 Discarded pesticides  	 13
12 Waste containing PCB  	 13
13 Isocyanates  	 14
14 Other organic waste  	 1 330
15 Strong acids  	 422
16 Strong alkalis  	 173
17 Other inorganic waste  	 1 087
18 Aerosols  	 4
19 Laboratory waste  	 29
20 Unknown  	 1

1 Applies to Telemark (2), Rogaland (1787), Horda-
land (4298), Sogn og Fjordane (27497), Møre og
Romsdal (9) and Sør-Trøndelag (0).
Source: NORSAS, 1993

In 1992, 98 per cent of the hazardous waste
could be distributed according to which types
of industries or commercial enterprises delive-
red the waste. Oil extraction and mining acco-
unted for the largest total deliveries. The figu-
res were also high for manufacturing, wholesa-
le and retail trade plus hotels and restaurants,
and public and private services, see figure 10.7.

Figure 10.5. Delivered hazardous waste, by main cate-
gory of waste. 1992. Per cent

Source: NORSAS, 1993

When oily waste from drilling operations is
excluded, the average amount of hazardous
waste delivered by each company in 1992 was
6 200 kg. The average delivery ranged from
3 400 kg from companies with an employment
of less than 4 man-years, to 27 300 kg from
companies with more than 100 man-years.

The most important arrangements for dealing
with hazardous waste are collection (mainly by
private transport companies with a licence), re-
ception (local and regional reception facilities)
and treatment. In 1992, 46 per cent of the was-
te was collected, while 49 per cent was delive-
red directly to the treatment facilities.

Some hazardous waste is exported for treat-
ment in other countries after a permit has been
obtained from SFT. Table 10.8 shows legal im-
ports and exports of hazardous waste during the
period 1987-1992.
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The environmental authorities have conside-
red building a central storage facility for haz-
ardous waste at Hjerkinn. This proposed plan
has been abandoned for the time being. The
Storting (Norwegian National Assembly) has
decided that the company "Norsk avfallshånd-
tering A/S" (a special waste management com-
pany owned partly by the State) shall itself de-
cide where to establish a central treatment faci-
lity for hazardous waste. A proposal being con-
sidered at present is a coordinated Nordic solu-
tion to the problem.

Figure 10.6. Delivered hazardous waste r . County.
1992. 1000 tonnes

Figure 10.7. Delivered hazardous waste, by industry.
1992. 1000 tonnes

Source: NORSAS, 1993

Table 10.8. Export and import of hazardous waste.
1986-1992

Total Of which	 Total Of which
export waste oil	 import waste oil

r Oil-contaminated drill cuttings not included

Source: NORSAS, 1993
1986	 1 700
1987	 18 000
1988	 4 000
1989	 8 000
1990	 21 800
1991	 14 600
1992	 14 500

12 000

4 800
12 500

2 400
6 300

2 300
4 700

Source: SFT
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APPENDIX 1

This Appendix includes some international figures for emissions to air and for energy consumption.
The emission figures for Norway in this summary, which are based on data from OECD, deviate
slightly from the most recent Norwegian estimates of emissions.

Emissions of SOx. 1000 tonnes. Emissions per GDP and per capita

1970	 1975	 1980	 1985
Late Per unit GDP	 Per capita
1980s	 (kg/1000	 (kg/cap.)

US$)	 late 1980s
late 1980s

OECD  	 64600	 57900	 53000	 42200	 39900	 4.1	 48.3
Norway  	 171	 137	 142	 97	 65	 1.0	 15.4
Denmark  	 574	 418	 447	 340	 242	 4.1	 47.2
Finland 	 515	 535	 584	 371	 305	 5.1	 61.7
Sweden  	 930	 686	 502	 273	 199	 1.8	 23.6
France  	 2966	 3328	 3339	 1475	 1272	 2.3	 22.8
Italy  	 2830	 3331	 3211	 2086	 2070	 4.4	 36.0
Netherlands  	 772	 385	 461	 271	 256	 1.9	 17.3
Portugal  	 116	 178	 267	 198	 205	 8.7	 19.9
UK 	 6327	 5310	 4847	 3718	 3664	 7.0	 63.1
Switzerland  	 125	 109	 126	 95	 63	 0.6	 9.4
W. Germany  	 3739	 3331	 3191	 2431	 1306	 1.9	 21.3
Canada 	 6677	 5319	 4643	 3704	 3800	 9.7	 146.4
USA 	 28400	 25900	 23400	 21100	 20700	 4.7	 84.0
Japan  	 4973	 2586	 1263	 ••	 835	 0.6	 6.8

1 1988 GDP at 1985-prices and exchange rates.
Source: OECD Environmental Indicators 1991

Emissions of NOx. 1000 tonnes. Emissions per GDP and per capita

Per unit GDP	 Per capita

1970	1 75	 1 80	 1985	 1987	
(kg/1OØ}	 (kg/cap.)

1 9	 9	 9	 US$)	 late 1980s
late 1980s

OECD  	 32300	 34700	 37700	 36200	 36200	 3.8	 44.3
Norway  	 159	 176	 192	 203	 233	 3.6	 53.7
Denmark  	 178	 241	 259	 262	 4.2	 48.5
Finland  	 ••	 ••	 284	 240	 270	 4.6	 56.6
Sweden  	 302	 308	 332	 327	 325	 2.9	 37.4
France  	 1322	 1608	 1834	 1579	 1605	 3.1	 31.6
Italy  	 1410	 1507	 1585	 1555	 1570	 3.4	 27.3
Netherlands  	 427	 427	 540	 531	 553	 4.2	 37.9
Portugal  	 72	 104	 166	 96	 116	 5.2	 11.8
UK 	 2404	 2365	 2418	 2278	 2429	 4.9	 44.0
Switzerland  	 149	 162	 196	 214	 202	 1.8	 27.6
W. Germany  	 2383	 2573	 2981	 2959	 2931	 4.3	 46.7
Canada 	 1364	 1756	 1959	 1959	 1952	 4.9	 74.9
USA 	 18300	 19200	 20400	 19800	 19500	 4.5	 80.4
Japan  	 1651	 1781	 1400	 ••	 1176	 0.8	 9.6

1 1988 GDP at 1985-prices and exchange rates.
Source: OECD Environmental Indicators 1991
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Emissions of CO2 from energy use. Million tonnes of carbon. Emissions per GDP and per capita

1971 1975 1980	 1985
Per unit GDP

1988	 (kg/ 1
1000 US$)

1988

Per capita
(tonnes/cap.)

1988

5802
2648

8
18
17
22
30

109
7

101
48

8
54

159
12

200
16

115
1339
253
66

7

WORLD 	 4380
OECD  	 2427
Norway  	 7
Denmark  	 17
Finland  	 15
Sweden 	 27
Belgium  	 36
France  	 126
Ireland  	 6
Italy  	 92
Netherlands  	 44
Portugal  	 6
Spain  	 35
UK  	 187
Switzerland  	 12
W. Germany  	 208
Austria  	 15
Canada  	 94
USA  	 1209
Japan  	 217
Australia 	 48
New Zealand  	 4

	

4811	 5528

	

2522	 2756

	

7	 9

	

16	 18

	

16	 19

	

26	 24

	

36	 37

	

126	 139

	

6	 7

	

97	 106

	

46	 50

	

7	 8

	

46	 55

	

170	 167

	

11	 12

	

198	 219

	

15	 17

	

109	 124

	

1240	 1369

	

252	 261

	

56	 63

	

5	 5

	6256	 635

	

2793	 286

	

9	 139

	

18	 294

	

18	 302

	

21	 194

	

32	 370

	

103	 182

	

8	 392

	

108	 231

	

51	 380

	

10	 428

	

57	 302

	

163	 317

	

13	 125

	

198	 294

	

16	 235

	

124	 316

	

1433	 324

	

272	 181

	

71	 404

	

7	 301

1.2
3.4
2.1
3.4
3.7
2.5
3.2
1.8
2.2
1.9
3.4
1.0
1.5
2.9
1.9
3.2
2.2
4.8
5.8
2.2
4.3
2.0

1 1988 GDP at 1985-prices and exchange rates.
Source: OECD Environmental Indicators 1991

Total final consumption of energy. Mtoe. Consumption per GDP and per capita

1970 1975 1980	 1985
Per unit GDP

1989	 (toe/ 1
1000 US$)

1989

Per capita
(toe/cap.)

1989

WORLD2 	  3756.26
OECD3 	  2333.41
Norway  	 12.88
Denmark  	 16.23
Finland  	 16.12
Sweden 	 33.74
Belgium  	 32.43
France  	 122.58
Ireland  	 4.85
Italy  	 87.24
Netherlands  	 37.70
Portugal  	 5.06
Spain  	 32.08
UK  	 144.48
Switzerland  	 15.23
W. Germany  	 175.73
Austria  	 15.17
Canada  	 109.51
USA,  	 1211.39
Japan  	 199.87
Australia 	 35.36
New Zealand  	 5.30

4184.54
2485.62

13.76
14.15
17.59
36.02
33.35

131.11
5.29

96.52
47.88

6.54
43.22

141.00
15.56

180.30
16.94

128.22
1238.98
235.14
41.83

6.53

4788.70
2682.05

16.51
15.15
19.35
34.48
34.67

144.77
6.60

106.25
52.05

8.48
50.68

137.01
17.64

198.75
19.76

154.92
1318.75
248.98
47.53

6.82

5025.08
2637.55

17.96
13.66
19.60
33.65
32.06

138.23
6.68

105.20
50.64

9.42
50.13

138.95
19.03

193.77
19.72

150.99
1277.20
252.94
50.26

8.27

5566.40
2860.11

17.88
13.42
22.69
33.18
33.80

142.60
7.44

118.15
50.95
12.17
58.75

147.95
19.73

190.88
20.27

164.06
1392.71
288.51
57.47

9.23

1.05

	

0.28
	

3.37

	

0.28
	

4.23

	

0.22
	

2.61

	

0.35
	

4.57

	

0.30
	

3.91

	

0.38
	

3.40

	

0.24
	

2.54

	

0.35
	

2.12

	

0.24
	

2.05

	

0.37
	

3.43

	

0.49
	

1.18

	

0.30
	

1.51

	

0.28
	

2.58

	

0.19
	

2.93

	

0.28
	

2.43

	

0.28
	

2.66

	

0.41
	

6.25

	

0.31
	

5.60

	

0.18
	

2.34

	

0.31
	

3.42

	

0.40
	

2.76

1 1989 GDP at 1985 prices and exchange rates. 2 1970 data refer to 1971. 3lncludes Western Germany only.
Source: OECD Environmental Indicators 1991 og OECD Environmental Data 1991
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" 64	 Brendemoen, A. and H. Vennemo: A climate convention and the Norwegian economy:
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65	 Brekke, K.A.: Net National Product as a Welfare Indicator
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Environmental indicators
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In Norwegian

9015	 Bye, B.: MODAG W benyttet til energi- og miljøanalyser: Dokumentasjon av
SIMEN-beregningene (MODAG W applications in energy and environmental studies.
Documentation of the SIMEN scenarios). In Norwegian

ff 90/7	 Moss, O.O.: Miljøstatistikk i SSB. Plattform for videre utvikling (Environmental statistics in
the CBS. Basis for further development). In Norwegian
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If 90/26	 Johnsen, T.A.: Produksjon, overføring og fordeling av kraft (Production, transmission and
distribution of electricity). In Norwegian

92/15 Schøning, P.: Ressursregnskap for skog 1987-1991. Dokumentasjon av metode og
resultater (Resource Accounts for Forests 1987-1991. Documentation of method and
results). In Norwegian

" 92/16 Flugsrud, K., Høgset, L., Høie, H., Rypdal, K. og Sandmo, T.: Energiregnskapet 1990.
Planlagte og gjennomførte endringer (Energy Accounts 1990. Planned and implemented
changes). In Norwegian

92/17	 Daasvatn, L., Flugsrud, K., Høie, H., Rypdal, K. og Sandmo, T.: Modell for beregning
av nasjonale utslipp til luft. Dokumentasjon (Model for calculating national emissions to
air. Documentation). In Norwegian

93/5	 Aaheim, A. og Nesbakken, R.: Data om husholdningers stasjonære energibruk (Data on
stationary energy consumption in private households). In Norwegian
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Reports from CBS (REP):
No. 90/1	 Naturressurser og miljø 1989 (Natural Resources and the Environment 1989). In Norwegian
" 90/lA Natural Resources and the Environment 1989

90/19

	

	 Hoie, H., Lian, B., Vestøl, J.Å.: SIMJAR 2. Simuleringsmodell for nitrogenavrenning i
jordbruket. Dokumentasjon (SIMJRR 2. Model to simulate nitrogen leakage in
agriculture. Documentation). In Norwegian

91/1	 Naturressurser og miljø 1990 (Natural Resources and the Environment 1990).
In Norwegian

91/lA Natural Resources and the Environment 1990
91/7	 Mysen, H.T.: Substitusjon mellom olje og elektrisitet i produksjonssektorene i en

makromodell (Substitution between oil and electricity in the production sectors in a
macromodel). In Norwegian

91/12 Johnsen, T.A.: Modell for kraftsektoren (A model for the electricity sector). In Norwegian
91/13	 Bye, T. og T.A. Johnsen: Effektivisering av kraftmarkedet (Effectivization of the electricity

market). In Norwegian
92/1	 Naturressurser og miljø 1991 (Natural Resources and the Environment 1991). In Norwegian

• 92/1A Natural Resources and the Environment 1991
▪ 92/2	 Ljones, A., Nesbakken, R., Sandbakken, S. og Aaheim, A.: Energibruk i

husholdningene. Energiundersøkelse 1990 (Consumption of energy in households. Energy
survey 1990). In Norwegian

" 92/17 Brendemoen, A., Glomsrød, S., og Aaserud, M.: Miljøkostnader i makroperspektiv
(Environmental costs in a macroperspective). In Norwegian

92/20 Johnsen, T.A.: Ressursbruk og produksjon i kraftsektoren (Resource use and production
in the power electricity sector). In Norwegian

it 92/25	 Busengdal, A. og Moss, O.: Avfallsstatistikk. Prøveundersøkelse for kommunalt avfall
og gjennvinning (Wastes statistics. Trial survey for municipal waste and recycling).
In Norwegian

• 93/1	 Naturressurser og miljø 1992 (Natural Resources and the Environment 1992).
In Norwegian

11 	Brendemoen, A.: Faktoretterspørsel i transportproduserende sektorer (Factor demand in
transport-producing sectors). In Norwegian

93/10 Nesbakken, R.: Energiforbruk til oppvarmingsformål i husholdningene (Energy use for
heating purposes in households). In Norwegian

93/12	 Resultatkontroll jordbruk 1992. Tiltak mot avrenning av næringssalter og jorderosjon
(Results assessment agriculture 1992. Measures to prevent run-off of nutrients to the North
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Reprints (REPR):
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" 53
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